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IN THE MAlTER OF

MARKET DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION , ET AL.

FINAL ORDER, OPINION, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket 9067. Complaint, Decembr 1975-F'inal Order , January 1980

This order dismisses the complaint against Juanita Andersn , and requires a Chicago,
Il. mail order house and two corprate officers , among other things, to cease
making false or misleading representations to obtain sales or prospects, and
misrepresenting the nature of their business and goo, and the value and cots
of merchandise and services. The order also hars the firm from failing to deliver
goods or services within a reasonable time; and from misrepresenting that it is
conducting a contest, or that recipients of its mailings are winners. If a
warrantee is offered for a product or servce, the terms, conditions and
limitations of the warrantee must be clearly disclose and obligations under the
warrantee promptly fulfiled. The firm is additionally required to respond to
written customer inquiries within seven working days and maintain speified
records for three years.

Appearances

For the Commission: Aaron H. Bullaff and Robert P. Wea-uer.

For the respondents: Lawrence C. Rulin, James S. Barber, Arvey,
Hodes, Costello Berman Chicago, Ill.; Stein, Mitchell Mezines
Washington , D.C. for Columbia Research Corporation and Raymond
Anderson; Arnld Morelli, Bauer, Morelli Heyd Cincinnati , Ohio for
Juanita Anderson and Joseph Anderson.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Market Development
Corporation, a corporation , and Raymond Anderson , Juanita Anderson
and Joseph Anderson , individually and as officers and/or directors
and/or employees of said corporation , and Columbia Research Corpora-
tion , a corporation , and Raymond Anderson , (2)individually and as an
officer and/or director of said corporation , hereinafter referred to as
respondents, have violated the provisions of said Act, and it appearing
to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be
in tbe public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in
tbat respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Market Development Corporation is a
corporation organized , existing, and doing husiness under and by
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virtue of the laws of the State of Ohio, with its offices and principal
places of business located at 5826 Hamilton Ave. and 3584 Hauck Road
in the City of Cincinnati, State of Ohio.

Respondent Columbia Research Corporation is a corporation orga-
nized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Ilinois, witfi its offices and principal place of business
located at 3762 West Devon , in the City of Chicago, State of Ilinois.

Respondent Raymond Anderson is an individual and is or has been a
director and President of both Market Development Corporation and
Columbia Research Corporation, and is a resident of Ohio and/or
minois. He takes or has taken part in the formulation , direction , and
control of the acts and practices of the corporate respondents
including the acts and practices hereinafter set forth.

Respondent Juanita Anderson is an individual and is or has been an
employee of Market Development Corporation, and is a resident of
Ohio. She takes or has taken part in the formulation , direction , and
control of the acts and practices of the corporate respondents
including the acts and practices hereinafter set forth.

Respondent Joseph Anderson is an individual and is or has been an
employee of Market Development Corporation , and is a resident of
Ohio. He takes or has taken part in (3)the formulation , direction , and
control of the acts and practices of the corporate respondents
including the acts and practices hereinafter set forth.

The aforementioned respondents cooperate and act, or have cooper-
ated and acted together, in carrying out the acts and practices
hereinafter set forth.

PAR. 2. Respondents have heen engaged , and are now engaged , in the
advertising, offering for sale, sale, and distribution of Hvacations
sewing machines, and household and cosmetic products through

magazines, newspapers , catalogues , and letters.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business , respondents now

cause, and have caused, their products and supplies to be shipped from
suppliers located outside the States of Ohio and Ilinois to their offices
in Ohio and Ilinois , and when sold , to be shipped from Ohio and Ilinois
to purchasers located in other States and territories of the United
States, and further, respondents now cause , and have caused , promo-
tional material and advertisements to be prepared at their central
offices in Ohio and Ilinois and distributed therefrom to prospective
purchasers located in other states; so that respondents have main-
tained a course of trade in said promotional material , advertisements
products, supplies , and material in or affecting commerce, as "com-
merce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business, respondents now
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engage, and have engaged, in various sales schemes in order to
promote the sale of "Treasure Chests

" "

Super Jackpot Packages

gift boxes

" "

vacations

" "

sewing machines " and "Warm- Trivets.
Respondents generally solicit, or have solicited, purchasers either

through the use of mass mailings initially, or by mailings which follow
up respondents ' placement of "contest" or "sweepstakes" entry blanks
in periodicals. The central thrust of these various schemes consists of
informing (4Jconsumers, by mail , that they have either won a contest
or are eligible as a result of a contest, or have otherwise been specially
selected and are therefore eligible to receive IIprizes" and/or "awards
and/or "gifts" and/or "bonuses" and/or free goods and services , which
variously consist of a "Treasure Chest

" "

Super Jackpot Package " or

gift box" containing "full-sized nationally advertised household and
cosmetic products " including one that allegedly retails for Twenty
Dollars ($20.00); and/or a certificate good for a "free vacation" for
two; and/or a discount certificate good for $100.00 towards the
purchase price of a sewing machine that allegedly sells for $179.50;

and/or a "Warm- Trivet." In truth and in fact, none of these goods
and services are "prizes

" 'j

awards

" "

gifts " and/or "bonuses " nOf are
they free, but rather arc simply goods and services offered by
respondents at their normal retail selling prices of $15.00 for the
Treasure Chest

" "

Super Jackpot Package " or "gift box" and

vacation " and/or $79.50 for the sewing machine and Warm- Trivet.
PAR. 5. In tbe course and conduct of their aforesaid business , and for

the purpose of inducing the purchase of their products, respondents are
making, and have made, certain statements and representations in

promotional material , magazine advertisements , and by other means
with respect to drawings , sales promotions , free goods , limitations to
product offers, and merchandise prices.

Typical and ilustrative of said statements and representations, but
not all inclusive thereof, arc Exhibits A, B, C , D , and E, attached

hereto and incorporated herein by reference.
PAR. 6. By and through the use of the aforementioned statements

and representations, and by other written statements of similar import
and meaning (not specifically set out herein), respondents represent
and have represented , directly or by implication, that:

1. Respondents have conducted and/or are conducting a contest.(5J
2. Respondents will award a specific number of products as contest

prIzes.
3. Respondents are in the business of market research and/or

analysis.
4. Respondents have engaged , and/or are engaging, in incentive

promotions and/or programs.
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5. Respondents have co-sponsors.
6. Respondents represent other companies.
7. Recipients of respondents ' offers have won a contest.
8. Recipients of respondents ' offers have been specially selected.
9. Recipients of respondents' offers are entitled to " prizes " and/or

II awards and/or Hwinnings " and/or "gifts " and/or Hbonuses
and/or "free" goods and services.

10. Recipients of respondents ' offers are entitled to goods and
services for only a registration, handling, and service charge.

11. Recipients of respondents ' offers have a limited time to claim
offered goods and services. (6)

12. Recipients of respondents ' offers are receiving " once-in-a-life-
time" opportunities.

13. Recipients of respondents' offers are offered a Hvacation" and
that it is tlfrce.

14. Recipients of respondents' offers are offered a choice of

vacation times, locations , and accommodations.
15. The promotions entitled "Treasure Chest," "Super Jackpot

Package " or "gift box" are unconnected to the sales promotion of any
other product.

16. Three hundred forty thousand (340 000) families have accepted
the offered goods and services.

17. The sewing machine offered hy respondents is sold throughout
the United States.
18. The sewing machine offered by respondents is serviced

throughout the United States by or through respondents.

19. The sewing machine offered by respondents is used in home
economics classes throughout the United States.

20. The sewing machine offered by respondents has a retail price of
either $179.50 and/or $169.50. (7)

21. The scwing machine certificate offered by respondents is worth
$100 toward the purchase of respondents' sewing machine.
22. The "Treasure Chest

" uSuper Jackpot Package " or Hgift box
offered by respondents has a value of $30 or more.

23. The "vacation" coupons offered by respondents are worth $50
or $100.

24. The value of the total "Treasure Chest" offer is $25 to $300, or
represents a savings of $200 or $250, and the value of the total
Jackpot" packagc is $500 or more.
25. The UTreasure Chest

" uSupcr Jackpot Package " or ugift box
contains only "full-sized" products.

26. The I'Treasure Chest" contains a 'Irare and very expensive
cosmetic" with a retail value of $20.
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27. Respondents wi1l deliver ordered goods and services.
28. Respondents wi1l bear the cost of delivery of their products.

29. Respondents guarantee goods and services on a money-

back/satisfaction-guaranteed basis.
30. Respondents had a reasonable basis for making the aforesaid

representations prior to making them. (8)
PAR. 7. In truth and in fact:

1. Respondents have not conducted, and do not conduct, contests.
No bona fide contest or sweepstakes exists. Respondents ' solicitation
scheme is a systematic, money-making retail sales business transacted
through mass mailings, and does not involvc any elcments of skil or
chance. Thcir solicitations are intended only for the purpose of
obtaining sales and/or leads.
2. Rcspondents fail to award all the "contest prizes" advertised.
3. Respondcnts do not engage in any market research and/or

analysis. Their sale business is the sale of their "Treasure Chest" or
Super Jackpot Package" and sewing machine.
4. Respondents have not engaged , and are not engaged , in incen-

tive programs and/or programs. Thcir sole business is the sale of their
Treasure Chest" or "Super Jackpot Package" and sewing machine.
5. Respondents have no co-sponsors for their promotions. Respon-

dents retail the products they purchase from wholcsalers of the
products ' manufacturers.

6. Respondents have at no time reprcsented other companies in the
salc of thcir products.

7. Recipients of respondents' solicitations are not winners , either in
a sweepstakes or in a contest. At no time have respondents conducted a
bona fide contest or sweepstakes. (9)
8. There is no special selection of solicitation recipients. Respon-

dents man to milions of prospective customers whose names respon-
dents take from rented computer lists.

9. Recipients of respondents ' offers are not entitled to any " prizes

and/or "awards " and/or "winnings " and/or "gifts " and/or "bo-

nuses " and/or "free" goods and services. Recipients are only entitled
to purchase them at a stated price.

10. The registration, handJing, and service charge is nothing but
respondents ' full retaiJ price for their goods and services.

11. No time limit exists within which recipients of respondents'
solicitations must remit their money. Recipients may make their
purchases after ten days after receiving the solicitation , and, in fact
many were subsequently solicited by respondent Market Development
Corporation to purchase a second "Treasure Chest" or "vacation.

12. The promotion is nOt a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Actual
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customers were solicited by respondent Market Development Corpora-
tion to purchase a second "Treasure Chest" or "vacation.

13. Purchasers of respondent Market Development Corporation
solicitation do not receive a vacation , but only lodging accommoda-
tions. Customers of corporate respondents Market Development Corpo-
ration and Columbia Research Corporation do not receive a free
vacation" because there are, in fact, no prizes , awards , or the like.
Purchasers must buy the "Treasure Chest" to receive the "vacation
and must pay (10)for all other vacation expenses themselves , including
all transportation and food expenses, and additional charges incurred
during the "peak season.
14. Purchasers of the vacation do not have their choices of

locations , lodging accommodations , and times. Actual arrangements
may be different from purchasers ' selections sent to respondents.
15. The Market Development Corporation "Treasure Chest" or

gift box " solicitation fails to state, or alternatively fails to state

clearly and conspicuously, tbat the "vacation" is part of a land sales

promotion and that the entire offer includes a follow-up sewing
machine solicitation. The Columbia Research Corporation solicitation
fails to state , or alternatively fails to state clearly and conspicuously,
that the "vacation" is part of a land sales promotion or lodging

accommodations sales promotion.
16. Respondents have inflated the number of families who have

accepted their offer, and fail to disclose that their "satisfied"
customers were induced to make purchases because of respondents'
deceptive, and/or false, and/or unfair acts and practices.

17. Respondents ' sewing machine is not sold throughout the United
States except by mail from Cincinnati , Ohio, and at a few isolated
retail outlets.

18. Respondents ' sewing machine is serviced by or through respon-
dents only in Cincinnati , Ohio.

19. Respondents ' sewing machine is not used in home economics

classes throughout the United States. (11)
20. Respondents' sewing machine does not have a $179.50 and/or

$169.50 retail price. Currently, respondents ' regular selling price of the
sewing machine is $79. , and prior to 1974 , $69.50.

21. The discount certificate is worthless because respondents'
regular selling price of the sewing machine is $79.50 or $69.50.

Respondents artificially inflate the price of the sewing machine by
$100.
22. Respondents artificially inflate the price of their "Treasure

Chest/' " Super Jackpot Package/' or " gift box." Its value is signifi-
cantly less than $30.
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purchase of substantial quantities of respondents ' products by reason
of such erroneous and mistaken belicf.

PAR. 10. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent. , as herein
alleged , were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and
of respondents ' competition and constituted , and now constitute
unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce and unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in or affecting commerce, in violation
of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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to 110 an )'our .,a"aUo". The.. ...11 th.. r".",...tleOl .te. "qu",.t fonl ((,0 d.yo pr(cr to
..""r pJ..:n..d .!"partoT. dntc) .nrl rau ..III ",c.\ve relerv lIon and "ooHm'tlon reqc...t

Q :"n. fa tlo.. a" ll..bl,, Te,,'" .rc. of yauT chalcr. You hov" a full 

y".. 

ta dctld"
"h",.. .nd "h"a yo" ..1.10 to ld... your ...caclon. It II not "'."datal) H:.t you.... your

caUan C..rtUlcacc. This C",rtL!lcue 10 glvtn to you .S an addition. I bo,.us .Ien\:
01 the "''''1 fl.... produo to "nt.ln.d In your T.. c" Che.t. l1e"".."" , 1 ..-ant ta .dj

;\"l tbo v.c U.. Ccrtlfl II" t. ...Iuull,. the ",aot ...L...bl", p.rt of your S\lP..poUkel
:. Th:o C"rt!(lt3tt con be tan.f rud It "Y tl,... 11 ","ke" a alcc blrtho.y

or j,alldcr gUt. It i. ntgall,bl.. l" tll nt yau ,,1.11 Co st'l it. .ua to c\ .d,.
1,, J:.t )'OUt "bake Dr "H.tlan prea CII your nc ptQnc", fonn. Bt SURE Tt I-.\ll. IT \.1I1.

\:/

T,!!'I:LAr l(lIJA\5.
I:XHIBIT J.. p. 2
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MARKET
DEVELOPIVIENT
CORPORATION
HOLLYWOOD BUILDING" CJCINNAT1 , OJ-O , 4152'''

M V.lD La
19 nidden Brook Bd
iversid . coanecticut 06SiB

COt:GRA..:OU,TIONS !'RS. , I.l'i!

It. isiDd 1 pleasure to
cocpoters have select d the

19 Hidden Brook Rd.

infora ron that cur
Dagic house nu ber

HRS. . yOU lRE TO ECEIVE THE POLLO IJG:

A ' CLAnOBOUS VACATION OR TWO in. biui, Plorid . or

be om: qnest at one of Las vegas . fabulous asi.Do
koteLs. - . ortake tbe entire Law fa ily
.ana. enjoy :fabulous J;alt. Disnp.y world. Your accoa-
modations wil be nearby in orlando, Florida. Plus
over $100. 00 in Pood and Entertain

ent CCUfODS to

use in Florida.

AND THhT.S HOT ALL. - -

By accepting this offer tbere vill be a honos package
oeliv2red to 19 Eidnen Eroo Rd, Riverside. Ccn

~~~

o. ars- Law . today is indeed your lucky day.
If you are excited, you certaicly 

bould he.

I have enclosed co plete details, alcng 
itb accept-

ance fore and a return envelope which 
ust he seDt

o me witbin the be t 10 days in the event yon 
isb

o accept this off

ally you;.;;,

. .

/ I.
Jatle5 1' t.ynr.h

1"c 

.1fl:S\f EXHIBIT 
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HOLLYWOOD BUilDING.

" n-
tH U.ol..O"'..IJ.

SHAY",
,nO' ..UUIU

::;;ji".
CINCINNATI , OHIO , 4 ;;:;4

MARKET
DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

ORAT\!J.TIOIIS . YOU ARK A flllllERI

You .\11 rDo..ll thet l"U r c"ntlJ entorld our Croo SllPKR S1fSTAK. It I. IZY ph".UT. to
InCorm 70U that ",ong the tbOU8&nd. or .ntrlel l"blOitted LQDIIIU"'. co'"putor nhctod
to.ocolvo;
AUOO. OOCASB'IICIlDISKDISCOmiTCEIiIrICATBpluo....ddltloDlIlbonulglrt,
Till. c..11 rHlcounl cortJrio..'. !. good towud lhe purthue or the fl79. O ddu:u Ikod

~~~ : ;: ~~~~~

. T

: :

i\J ;?t d nl m:f

~~~

0" I,"portant Cor IIl,o"r n1t hbr1cI! I
Tllocoluml.t 5ylvl..PortoT , pOlntooutth"t" ",""mlLwhol'''.CM..."...tleo. .ttlrtJ
cont. outort:"'t:qdallfLr.he "p.od. 00 alathlngand lIet hreuperlar"arkIanohlp, '",fLtno..
Lad Ind I v 1du.1 11. . And can you th1 nl or fL bet or a)' to b...t tbe r 1I1ng co.t of 11 v 1ng?

Tb. aaodOau..I..,epe," hj""- praof fLd cO"'e. 10.. cblc urrylog CIU. of fine aircraft
lugg..ged..Ig:.
Thl. i... brand 0."1 ?4 ..odd , tbe top of tho ll"e
aood Bouo"koop.rD.l""o1.lilZogllod.l 3011 eampl.te port..bl..

RegulacP.rloe.... ......
Lo..OI.oouotCertiflcat..
YOUR TOAL COST ONLY.

tlH,
100.

Good lIou......per le.log ..aohln...n .ald ard ..r"loed In..U 60 .tat.. r.d h.v.. 2 ye.r
guarante" bond, l!chOUchlnoco.... to you eo"'phhlyadju.t.d , tlleadedand r...dy to .e"
lt ..1.0 Indud.. o tC1 needlo. r.d bobbin. , ... ..ell... a complate Inltruet loa book
Ev;rythlogyouo..dfor creotlog..".rletyor 1","gln..U"adellgn.In cloth.l&ndbou.ehold
linen.

Tbh to the """e maohln. ad".rtl..d ..t 'l?
\ InL.d100 ' Romo Jnur..1 lI.edloA Craft

110"'''0 '. O.y ..nd od.:r Needlocrart ..garlneo.

'" "

,,,e.O,,.GaOdllou.eko.p.r ,,aCb1neth"," ..J ,. J- u.ed In Ho",o Econo",lc. clane.. of 
""-7 . .cbool. tbrougbaut tb couotry.

;... 

Tho Good Bou..keeper ",..eblne I. e(julpp
J'i 

' . 

.1thUndenrrltenAppraved.lnnglLj

'" 

' I u.e".tlLd..rd".edle andbobbln....hich- I can be purch.oed at any Itar. ..nore" I'

/" 

notion. ..resoldr/ " I 

,. 

,""." 'CO"""' ",00. 00 '""
Ii I I

. '

g1ft eertlflcah to..o.d tni.

. .

",achloe leavl"g a very """ll

. .

b..llUc" of only '19. O -- "11.

". "

0' '"" '0"' ,,"...m '0' I \ 

. . ., , " . ., . . . '

..a" 1J1 n" of t b I I q u..lJ 11 .

!. . ; . \

PLlSONEloORl!XTRAB01f5C .

. '

, G1FT- .r5TroRREPQ!fl

. ,:::'

:::" ""' 0"" 'm

. : " \ 

.ltb1o 10 day. r.d:rauI . rec"lve-alang.llbyaur- )I '

' ' ..: 

Goad Eou"e..eeper Zig ZfL

' \ ;, -, :",. . ,

.. v..luobiebanulglft. Th.panol

, " , .!

belo.. toll. ..11 ..bout tbl. Sra..tLXHIl 1 .

,. - : .".

:j. banu'I\1ft._ Onoayau veu..dlt

.''' . j'-;: 

'I: , . :rau ' 11 ..ondlr bOIl you ..noged
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100 Complaint

E.'(:fytlli(Hd YO u want in atruly
fine quality sewing ma, 'lme
AI/ you add IS imayin6 !On.

,. '-"'- .~~~\\: \ ':::. . ..);: )

f:'

;":

One of the
world' s finest and
most versatile
ZIG ZAG
Sewing Machines

L,jO 1J""p y"."''C11 c..o l", ." "';'mg
"r""'"'' o( ('UI "," n ",'""," And
n,,'h;n fi". I"" ""'" ",.1L.. i'oeJ"",II1,ml;""d""""'''I''' ')"..J'''''od

""'rn n,"rb"" II", 0''''0' ..w,"
O..""hiDe,,,r,,(,,,,

' I

' r
:U.' :

f 1::- 1

(.. "" --, -_.

."nu,"',,""" - ..

,...,..",,,,,...,,,,,,,'",,,,, ,,,''-:.':::..,,,..
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. I"
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. -1tl:out it, I pro=lu - II t"(-'ft . v,,lull In ihelr.

. Slnc;, your D.e hail beel! -elected tro", our Super S.e p"lun , I .. "\1e yo" .111 be uaiou,l
lo tue "d..&Itllge or YO..T ..eepet" ee -hming.. You may uee ,our 1/ .tr,. Charge or
B&nu' iclUd it you lIieh, &td "'prrJL IIut your p..:nrllle Over ..e""f' llOonthe, Or ....nO chel:
or =oney order In thll ..""loBed envelope. eut , OJdeT.tand the tn..".ctlon 18 not yet
"""'ht... Ie taie the rhi: , 1=1181 r.p...t, yOoJr tlllnry will be pro,,Uy refunded In full.

:) d"y. In.pectlclI. ) YOU J(ST AGRE TRAT YOli RAV& RECEIVED IIY TI.I YOlf WORn' s lORTH.
YOU 1LV1 IrKRyTHlIIG TO 0,0111 AND ABSOLl1Y IjOTHIIIO TO LOSR

Ioo.eve"t pIe...... l"t....knowycurdecl.lon....ellly""p"."ibl". To uIInIB"d..""l"....d..
po.t"".. p..id envelope to.,.OI1 cOllve"lenoll. Unh'u I h...r. from you within th nezt 10 day.
I ",uat lIa8WDe that you Me not lnhr.,,,td In ta.in!! adv&Jtage ot your ".""petu"e winning..
At that t1.e . 1 .111 be "o"'polled to pan your wlnningo On to tbe nezt eligible "onteot .lnnllr.

Cordlal1yyoura1""-
J""oaA. L&J"eot"..

: So th.t you II tu" ilm"dhta Itdv..tltge of you.. cont ot winning ""rUf'cat" you IDIla"ancn"otourthr"" "onv"nhllt P"Y"8I1tplM..
PI.. 1. u." ycur !lute.. Chage or BMkorlcard and , If you d..i..", 8pre,. :Jcur PIIY"""t.

over OV"I".1' ''onthe , or chag" it to your Merlo"" KIpnn. Bh1ply- fiU 111 &nd
81gnth" ""cloolH"bergo elip- 'tourm."hlno ",01 y"ur If&no-0-Trl'Vet.1l1 arrh" by
EIpT"o"trelg,tcollect.

Ph,n2. Remit 519. 50 ae paY"ont In full, nC Int.,",t "dded. Your machine and your boo".
gltt" ..111 b" 8hlppod, freight "olh"t HWEDIATKLY

Ph.n:! Lay- ,,-y. Re",it"ithyaurordeT$lOor",oreltnd""chmonthr".it.$10or"oTellt11
the tJlLo.ce of.$19 50 I" paJd lnfu11 , nOlot",,,ot,,dded

J",t nil Ollt ane of toh" ""cloaedord"rtJla.a ,.dmall tod.y MdyaurOood Boun.."ep....
308 Zlgz. ""c.iu IUd bonuo gittdllbed"liv..."d tayaurho../Otoryourca..plo 
Inop"ct1all. lIo8Ilum""..lllCII1l.

CXIIIBITC'P.
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rCLUlIeltJ E5EtJ rW rc
3162W. DEVON AYE. CHICAGO. ILL 

11111 111 1111

Congratulations:
Are You In For 8 BiB J.ckpot SurprlM'lI!I

It i5 indee my pleaure to inform you that your name hlU be aelec by our
computer and you are 10 reive tbe following:

A luxurious vacation for two in the casino capita! of the world, La Vegas. NCYda
whc- adult entertainment awaits you 24 houn; a day. As you know, La Vegas is Dot

only the CMino capital of the world it is also the entertinment capita of the world.

Your accommodations arc going to be Slriclly First Class air conditioned roml
with private bath , right on the strip, within walking diSlancc of all the fun
and cxcitement that Vegas has to offer. In addition to having your deluxe
accmmodations for two p.ld for In full you wilt also be entitled 10 .led J ID pe U,
from .ether the delicious menu or buffet Bnd reeve a toLaI Food and 8e allowance
nf S6.5O.

You will also be given SI8 00 Cuh Nickles to spend any way you wanl
Naturally the casino would nol objec if you were to drop some of them in their uot
machines, but you don t have 10 . if you don t want to . . . plus an additional 530.
in (..dy Bu1u (Match Play, etc.), you match with your 51.00 and win 52.00 etc.

If you prefer the great outdoors, you and your children can "leu around tbe
beutiful desert landscaped pool. You may choose any time of the ye to enjoy your
fabulous vacation for two becuSt Southern Nevada s climate is peec the
year round. It is known for its clear, dry, desert climate.

Hen: you and your family can enjoy tbe dean freh des air. You may want to viit
Hoover Dam, one of the seven wonders of the world. See and enjoy scic Lake
Mead , or visit Death Yalley and Mt. Charleston. In this area alone it is possible to
water ski on beuliful Lake Mead and don snow skis on nearby 12,00 foot ML
Charleston, all in the same day. Yes , all of this outdoor fun awaiu you and JOur family jwt
OVC' the horizon from glittering Las Vegas.

Additional Bonu!1 10 Come. , . Over Plene

fe! ..
4Iull

...
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100 Complaint

A8 Be It - Not 'I is Stil More to Come I

You wiU ah n:..e our Super Jack.pol Package of brand name producU.
Tb package wil be crammed full of nationally advertised Houshold and Cosmetic
produc. Thes producls are from the world' s leading manufacturers. Something
for ev membe of the family, They a.re not sample sizes , but full siz products.
Tbe tota combined value of this package atonc wil be at least $25.

Now be in mind tbe: Grad Tota ..alue: of this
to approximatdy S50.00 or more.

Las Vegas Jackpot amounli

You ar probably asking yourse:lf "How can they possibly aford it'? or " Who pays
for al or ths?"

1b anwer is ve simple. All of our participating sponsors arc contributing theirsh towad th fabulous Las Vegas Jackpot. It is only through their combined
adveing budgets, along with oursc:ves , Columbia Research , that makcsthis entire

prntation possible. Naturally, all of our participating sponsors ar very proud 
thei pructs and fccl that through this program you will ha..e an opportunity to
acuant yourslf first hand with thdr many fine product, including their fun filled
acting vaction faclities.

And pcb.ps aft you ha\/e completed your fabulous Las Vegas Jackpt Holiday and
ba\l ha a chance to use the many fine: product from your Super Jackpot Pack8ge
you might drop Wi a line: and give us your candid opinion, suggestions or comments
e: You know ever business likes to get testimonials from their cutomers. You
may be asked to fill out a short questionnaire form which would help us with our
adveing rrh.
Th it a ,tr limIte offer you will be accepted on a first come, first serve basis.
So ,.- .- ad al ontt. It is very important that' receive: your order confirmation
form within e next 10 days. You don t ha\/e to make your reservations now.. . you

do this when you arc ready to go on your vaFation. You have onc fun year to decide.
There n B ver ImaH servce charge: of $15. (total cost to you) that we must
charge to supplement the cost of acquiring, regislering and confirming your Super La
Vegas Jackpot Holiday for two. This includes your lodging accmmodations
and al rows in La Vegas , etc., everything mentioned earlier in this 1ctter plus
pack.agng, handling, freight charges and insuring safe arrival of your Super Jackpot
package of nationally adve:rtiscd products to your door.

Naturaly, if for an)l reason whatsoever , upon the completion of your holiday for two
you fa:1 that you did not have the vacation of a lifetime and you were not totally
delighte with )lour accommodations, your S 15.00 service charge wil1 be refunded 10
ful ... an you stil kee c,eryio& that you rccl,ed in you Super
J 8ckpo P8ck"gc with our compliments.
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I sinceely hope that you will be able to take: advantage aflhis wonderf!.1 opportunity.
You will definitely enjoy the vacation of a lietime and be more than delighted with
the many fine product that will arrive in your Sur Jackpot P.c:kq:

Simply fill in the enclose Vacation Jackpot order confirmation form. Also, you must
mdOr3t' th bock of your registered form. Please us the po.stagc: paid. sclf-addrc
envelope that I have included for your convenience. Unlcss I hcaT from you wilh tht'

Ut tky.r J must asume that you Brc not inlereted j., accting your Supe La
Vegas Jackpot Package and your Las Vegas Vacation for Two.

Cordially yours

;Y 

"- 

#dL
Norman Hill
Fulfillment Diretor

S. Youllon t have to make your resrvations now. . . you do tbis when you are redy
to go on your vacation. Then maillhe reservation area request form (20 days prior to
your planned departure date) and you wil recive resrvation and confirmation for the

resort ar of your choice. You have 8 full year to decde where and when you us your
Vacation Cerificate. This Cerificate is given to you as an additional bonus along with
tbe many fine product contaned in your Super Jackpot Package of nationaUy

adverised product. However, I want to add that the Vacation Certificate is naturally

by rar the most valuable part of this valuable afTer. This Certificate can be transfer
at any time. It makes a nice birthday or holiday gifl. Be sure to clearly
indicate your choice of vacation areas on your accptance form. Be !I to

maUIt within the next 10 days. Remember , you are risking nothing beus your

order is filled on a 100 moy-b.ck p.r.ntH.

S. Perhaps you would rathc:r vacation in the beutiful sunshine slate of Florida.
You will recive first class deluxc: accommodations for two adulu for five days and
four nights plus rcivc: over $15 in valuable vacation coupons thai can be

applied toward attractions , admissions. restaurants and other fabulous Florida
features. You may choose the resort area which you would enjoy most 

SI. Petersburg/sparkling Clearwater.

Central F1orida, Walt Disney World area.
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The more th mer..., Let olh,, bo DUI Rucst,

Oneorlbebcl lrdthl! "'ecanroivein1irei.lhejo or.hsringourgood
rortune,.tbolhm. No",il i'ponib!e for you 10 ny BeOurGucsl"lo lhor.w ho
areveryspclfyouhavc fneodJor reldivcs \Vhom llherequifem'nl,nndwho
lIay wuh to accpany ou \0 La V"!II on Ihillpecial off.. , you may order an
additionAl w Vqu VICIlion Ind Super Jadpol Pickage, Thil would etrlainly be
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INITIAL DECISION BY THOMAS .F. HOWDER , ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
JUDGE

JUNE 7, 1979

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

The Commission s complaint in this case, issued December 19 , 1975
charges two corporations and three individuals with a wide variety of
deceptive statements and practiees in the advertising and distribution
of Uvacations " sewing machines , and household and cosmetic products
tbrougb mass mailings, magazines , newspapers and catalogues. l2J

Tbirty specific charges are listed in tbe complaint, baving to do witb
such matters as: (1) the characterization of respondent companies as
market research firms , as offering promotional incentives , as having
co-sponsors and as representing other companies; (2) tbe offering of

free" vacations and vacation coupons , and other '4 free" goods and
services; (3) the conducting of " contests " with concomitant prizes
winnings , awards , gifts and bonuses; (4) representations concerning
speciaJ selection" and "once-in-a-lifetime" opportunities , with limited

times for acceptance; (5) monetary charges to customers for wbat was
described variously as " registration

" "

handling" or Hservice ; (6)

representations concerning the value of respondents

' "

Treasure
Chests" and "Gift Cartons " the size of products contained therein, and
tbe description and retai1 sel1ing price of. the perfumes in such
packages; and (7) tbe total value of tbe goods and services offered by
respondents. In addition , the complaint challenges respondents ' sales of
sewing machines , including representations concerning servicing, use
retail prices and discount certificates.

Respondents ' answers , filed in early and mid-June 1976, generally
denied tbe substantive allegations.

Prehearing conferences were held on July 19, 1976, in Wasbington
, and on December 1 , 1976, and I"ebruary 15 , 1977 , in C1eveland

Ohio. The process of discovery in this case was arduous. Respondents
Raymond Anderson and Columbia Researcb Corporation" in particu-
lar, vigorously resisted the attempts of complaint counsel to obtain
needed information. Eventually, following tbe refusal of these respon-
dents to comply with discovery subpoenas, it became necessary to
impose sanctions pursuant to Rule 3.38(b).

Trial of this matter commenced on January 31 1978, in Los Ange1es
California, and continued at intervals througbout most of that year in
Las Vegas, Nevada; New York , New York; Cincinnati and Cleveland

FrcouenUvrefeITed to herein as "CRG.
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Ohio; Chicago , Ilinois; and Washington, D.C. Much of the record
consists of consumer testimony and evidence.

The record (which includes a transcript of 6101 pages and over noo
exhibits) was closed on February 5, 1979 , following the disposition of
various post-trial motions of the parties.

Any motions not heretofore or herein specifically ruled upon , either
directly or by the necessary effect of the conclusions in this Initial
Decision , are herehy denied. (3)

This proceeding is before me upon the complaint, answer, testimony
and other evidence, proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law
fied by counsel supporting the complaint and by counsel for respon-

dents Raymond Anderson and CRC. The proposed findings of faet
conclusions and arguments of these parties have been carefully
considered , and those findings not adopted either in the form proposed
or in substance are rejected as not supported by the evidence or as

involving immaterial issues not necessary for this decision.
The transcript of testimony is usually referred to with the last name

of the witness and the page number or numbers upon which the
testimony appears. For a complete listing of the abbreviations used in
this Initial Decision , see Appendix A, pp. i-iii.

Having heard and observed the witnesses and after having carefully
reviewed the entire record in this proceeding, together with the

proposed findings and conclusions submitted by the parties , I make the
fol1owing findings:

FINDINGS OF FACT

I. IDENTITY OF RESPONDENTS AND THE NATURE OF THEIR BUSINESS

Market Development Corporation

1. Market Development Corporation ("MDC") was a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under, and by virtue of the laws
of the State of Ohio, with its office and principal place of business

located at 5826 Hamilton Ave. , Cincinnati , Ohio. MDC began operating
in late 1969 and terminated its business operations in June 1974 , when
it fied for bankruptcy (Complaint 1 and Answer of Raymond

Anderson 1; CX 660A , B; Joseph Anderson 3928-29).
2. MDC grew from about four clerical employees in 1970, when it

was located at 5918 Hamilton Ave. , Cincinnati , Ohio , to approximately
15 employees in 1971, when it moved to 5826 Hamilton Ave. It

employed 15 to 20 sales personnel in 1970 to conduct in-home sales
presentations of sewing machines (Harris 502326, 5028). At the time
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that it terminated business in June 1974 , MDC employed 22 individu-
als, including respondent Raymond Anderson (CX 673A-B).
3. MDC also established a plant located at 3584 Hauck Road in

Cincinnati , Ohio (Harris 5024). This plant operated from a warehouse
type building with postage meters, printing equipment, sorting
machines and other equipment (Harris 5027), and employed a total of
about 25 individuals (Joseph Anderson 3993). MDC maintained an
inventory of sewing machines , Treasure Chests and trivets at its
Hauck Road facilities (Joseph Anderson 3970 3975). (4)
4. When MDC first began operations, it sold sewing machines

primarily in Ohio and West Virginia through in-home presentations
conducted by its sales force. The sales force was disbanded when the
firm began offering sewing machines through mail order solicitations
(Joseph Anderson 3928 , 3930-32).
5. MDC's sewing machine customers were offered three payment

options: cash , layaway or credit card (Flach 3506-7; CX 1329).
6. In addition to sewing machines, MDC offered the following

products and services to consumers: vacation certificates; promotional
kits , including ones denominated as "Treasure Chests " which con-
tained household and cosmetic products; and trivets (Karniol 2008-10;
Taubes 2243-6; CX 288A; Juanita Anderson 371&-17; Joseph Ander-
son 3931 , 3937, 3969-70; Flach 3567-68). These products and
services were presented to consumers primarily through solicitations in
direct mailings and magazines (Joseph Anderson 3930-32; Flach 3500-
02; see , e. Fs. 8 , 12 60).

7. Florence Wolf, Inc. , a company that supplied mailing list services
to its customers (Sutton 4143-9), dealt with respondents Raymond
and Juanita Anderson and provided mailing lists to MDC containing
the names of consumers to whom solicitations would be sent (Sutton
4154-55 416466).
8. MDC utilized mass mailings in making its direct mail solicita-

tions to consumers (see , e. CX' s 1700A- , 1701, 1705, 1710, 1715

1720). The solicitations were sent out on a daily basis (Joseph Anderson
3973), and , at one point, amounted to as many as 529 000 pieces mailed
in one month (CX 1705). Millions of consumers throughout the United
States received solicitations from MDC (Fs. 60 , 77 , 93).
9. MDC conducted test mailings of its solicitations in order to

letermine which elicited the highest percentage of incoming orders

rom consumers (Joseph Anderson 3959-61). In order to break even
!DC needed paid responses to its mailings of between 1.5% and 1.

. In some instance, MDC inslru"t. it: computer proc ing finn to delew the names of consumer. living in
lain t.tc SUdl as Ohio and Michigan (Sarbaugh 369; ex 2(1).
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(Karniol 2070-71). Its actual rate of responses ranged from 3.5% to 5%
(Karniol 2070). (5)

10. Initial1y, MDC processed about 20 incoming sewing machine
orders per day manual1y; by 1973, the number of orders had increased
to 40 to 50 per day (Flach 3513- , 352.1 , 3529).

11. Subsequently, MDC began processing orders by computer. The
firm would give its custOf'1er orders to a computer house which
processed the orders and returned a print-out sheet and shipping labels
to MDC. MDC employees then calculated the shipping charges, entered
those charges on the labels and made up the shipping orders. The
sewing machine shipping orders were stored at MDC's Hamilton
A venue location until instructions were given to send the orders to the

Hauck Road facilities (Flach 351&-19).
12. MDC conduded various contests and placed entry forms in

magazines such as TV Guide , Family Circle and Good Housekeeping.
By returning an entry form fi1ed in with their name , address and
phone number, consumers would become eligible to win prizes such as
sewing machines or electric scissors. Entries would be keypunched and
a computer would select the winning names based on a mathematical
formula correlated to the number of prizes that MDC represented
would be given away. For example, if a contest had 1 000 entrants and
there were 20 prizes to give away, the computer would select every
fiftieth name (Harris 5032-2).

13. In addition to offering sewing machines by mail , MDC offered
vacations in the form of vacation certificates to consumers responding
to its solicitations. MDC purchased vacation certificates from several
companies that also arranged for the accommodations of MDC'

customers in hotels or motels. These certificate companies included

Genie Enterprises (" Genie ) in Las Vegas , Nevada; Vacation Incen-
tives and Properties , Inc. (" I.P. ) in Miami , Florida; and Resort
Hosts International , Inc. ("Resort Hosts ) in St. Petersburg and on the
west coast of Florida (Juanita Anderson 3743-7; Wray 527&-77; CX'
867, 875 , 883 , 884). As an example , MDC paid $1.00 for each certificate
provided by V.I.P. , and placed orders in quantities as high as 25 000-

000 certificates for a one-month period (CX's 867, 875, 883, 884;
Wray 5277).

The certificates that MDC purchased were for accommodations at
the Sheraton Hotel in St. Petersburg, the Sheraton West in Orlando
the Colonial in St. Petersburg Beach, and various hotels in Fort

Lauderdale , Florida and elsewhere. Resort Hosts, one of the companies
from which MDC purchased the certificates, honored the certificates
even though MDC had subsequently gone bankrupt. Resort Hosts did

, according to witness W ray, because it Hwas a land development
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company (and) looked at the people who came in. . . as good prospects
and they wanted them to come." (Wray 527&-78). (6)
14. MDC purchased household and cosmetic product kits primarily

from Value Package , subsequently known as A.M. SampJing (F. 322),
and Selective Sampling in New York , New York, and offered them to
consumers in a box shaped like a treasure chest (Karniol 2017-20;
Taubes 2242-3; Harris 5047). The products in the Treasure Chest were
almost all nationally advertised products and included over-the-coun-
ter drugs, toiletries, cosmetics, shampoo, foodstuffs, perfume, and

health and beauty aids (Karnio1 2098-99; Taubes 2232, 2235 , 226; see

CX' s 749 , 979 , 981 , 997).
15. The perfume contained in the kits was supplied by Grafton

Products and was sent , at MDC's direction, to Selective Sampling and
Value Package for placement in the Treasure Chests (Karniol 2024;
Taubes 2246-7). Grafton suppJied the entire perfume package for
MDC which consisted of a botte, cap, five labels , fragrance , colored
water, a piece of tape , a chipboard box and paper wrapping. The
perfume was named "Beau Bien" (Marcus 323!W1).
16. MDC ordered generally 5 000 to 10 000 bottles of perfume per

month from Grafton Products (Marcus 3227-29); an order in January
1974 was for 12 096 pieces (CX 1915). Selective Sampling filled 25 000
to 30 000 orders per month for MDC when business was at its peak, and
000 to 6 000 orders per month during slow periods (Karniol 2068-69).

MDC' s orders from Value Package ranged from 7 500 to 11 500 kits per
shipment (CX's 978- , 987-90).
17. The kits supplied by Selective Sampling cost MDC $2.00 F.

Hicksville , New York (Karniol 2069; CX's 1000, 1003, 1006); those
supplied by Value Package cost MDC from $1.60 to $1.76 each (CX'
987-90).
18. MDC often provided the kit suppliers with shipping instructions

and shipping labels and, in turn , the suppliers sent the kits directly to
MDC' s customers (Karniol 2021-22). In other instances , MDC received
the kits in Cincinnati , Ohio for subsequent shipments to its customers
(Tau bes 224).

B. Columbia Research Corporation

19. Columbia Research Corporation ("CRC") is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under, and by virtue of, the
laws of the State of I1inois , with its offices and principal place of
business located at 3762 West Devon Ave. , Chicago , minois (Complaint

1 and Answer of CRC , 111). CRC began doing business in November
1974 (CX 1236A). (7)
20. When CRC commenced operating in November 1974, it em-
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ployed approximately three individuals. By 1976, it had grown to a
staff of 15 employees. (Balko 4911 , 4914; Jacohson 4973).

21. CRC offer the following products and services to consumers:
vacation certificates; packages of household and cosmetic products
called "Gift Cartons ; blackjack boots; and memberships in a buying
club (Boyd 1821- , 1829-30; Jenni 1905; McGuire 2377-78; Taubes
2264 , 2266-68; Stipulation, pp. 3-4; CX's 335A- , 463A- , 464, 467A
1236C, 1655, 1656A- , 1657A-B). These products and services were
presented to consumers through solicitations in direct mailings,
magazines, newspapers and catalogues (CX 1236C; Stipulation, p. 2).

22. First National List Services, Inc., a mailing list brokerage

company similar to Florence Wolf, Inc. (Sutton 4152-4. See F. 7), was
approached by Raymond Anderson and CRC in late 1974, and provided
mailing list services to CRC between 1974 and 1976 (Sutton 4166-68

4175-76).
Individuals were selected to receive CRC's offers from these mailng

lists. Selection was based on particular demographic and psychographic
characteristics determined by CRC , including residence, marital status
age , income and spending habits (Sutton 4172-74, 4227). In most cases
First National List Services utilized data cards to supply the informa-
tion relative to these criteria (Sutton 4227-28).
23. The lists which had been selected were sent to Universal Data

Systems, Inc. ("Universal"), the company that provided computer
processing services to CRC , where they were matched up against
certain tapes possessed by Universal. The tapes included census tract

information which covered a broad range of criteria such as family,
type of residence, traveling history, race, employment, etc. Universal
then selected or discarded particular groups of names on the list
depending on whether they did or did not meet the particular criteria
specified (Sutton 4228-29; RX 62-206).
24. Universal addressed original mailng pieces (either mailing

coupons or computer letters), processed incoming orders, printed
shipping documents, printed reservation request forms (8)and printe,
reservation confirmations for CRC (RX 62-231-32 236

, -

251-
Universal provided Raymond Anderson and CRC with a week'
response analysis showing the mailing list, when the solicitations we
mailed and the percentage of responses , analyses of customer files
expiration date and location choice , and a weekly printout on
mailing lists used by CRC (RX 62-217- 228

, -

234). Universal:
maintained a customer fie for CRC (RX 62-220-21).
25. CRC conducted tests of its mailing lists. Such tets inve

3 CRC onie ,. It total of 2 753 60 names from various list owners through 1011't National between Septe
1976 and Ju!y 26, 1976 (CX 1539A-H).
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renting a small quantity of names (usually about 5 000), mailing
particular solicitations to those Hames and checking the response rate.
(Sutton 4158, 417&-77). According to witness Sutton , the standard rate
of response in the mail  order industry is 3% to 5% (Sutton 4186).

26. As noted , CRC offered vacations in the form of vacation
certificates to consumers responding to its solicitations (Jacobson 4985;

Stipulation , p. 2; F. 21).
CRC purchased vacation certificates from a variety of sources

including Bay Shore Yacht & Tennis Club in Indian Shores , Florida;
Genie Vacations in Las Vegas; and Miami-Las Vegas Vacation Bureau
in Las Vegas (Joseph Anderson 4022, 4042; McGuire 2350; CX's 1089A-
, 1937-41 , 1943). CRC also purchased gaming certificate packages

from several casinos in Las Vegas (Joseph Anderson 4072-73; CX'
1652, 1656A- , 1913 , 1914). CRC also furnished show tickets to some of
its Las Vegas customers. Some of these show tickets were purchased
by CRC and some were obtained by CRC at no charge (Joseph
Anderson 4071-72).
27. CRC provided accommodations for its customers in Las Vegas

by entering into agreements with various Las Vegas motels to
purchase a block of rooms at an average price to CRC of about $10 per
day or $20 for two nights (Joseph Anderson 4032, 4038-39 , 4062; CX'

703A- 706A-B).
28. Consumers responding to CRC's direct mail solicitations for-

warded to CRC a check or money order usually in the amount of
fifteen dollars ($15.00). According to the offer , or consumers ' belief
based upon their reading thereof , this amount covered all of the items
which were offered , computer registration of their names , the printing
of the offer and other written materials , processing of hotel reserva-
cions and other services applicahle to the offer. Consumers understood
hat they could avail themselves of the offer if they responded within
m days, and that they might not be able to obtain the items offered if
ey failed to respond within that time (Stipulation, p. 2; Joseph

1derson 4062). (9)
-:onsumers were required to fil out an acceptance form attached to

s solicitation (see , e. CX 272A-D) or a form that came in the
e envelope (see , e. CX' s 491 , 522) in order to take advantage of
vacation offer. There was also the option of fillng out an
)tance form for a guest (see , e. CX 2720). The acceptance form
1cted the customer to select a vacation choice and then send the
and a check or money order covering the number of vacation
,es ordered to CRC in Chicago (see , e. CX' s 272D , 273).

Within 30 days after CRC cashed their check or money order
onsumers received a vacation cerHficate from CRC listing the
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geographic location which they specified in their initial order. The
vacation certificates were substantially similar to one or more of ex'

, 59, 204B , 252 , 284B , 318, 319 (top), 338, 421 , 433 , 452, 483 , 515, 535

598 (bottom), 1660 , 1660A, 1847A- , 1867 , 1876A- , 2048 (Stipulation
2).
After receiving the vacation certificates , the consumers ' next step

was to request reservations at the locations listed in the certificates
such as Las Vegas , Nevada; Orlando , Florida; St. Petersburg, Florida;
Miami , Florida; and Tampa, Florida, using forms substantially similar
to one or more of CX's 58 , 59 , 204B , 252, 1847C , 318 , 319 (top), 338, 421

433 452 483 , 284B , 515, 535 , 598 (bottom), 1660, 1660A , 1847A- , 1867

1876A- , 2043A-B and 2048 (Stipulation , p. 4).

30. In accordance with the instructions contained in the vacation
certificates or other communications from CRC , consumers sent their
requests for reservations in Las Vegas to CRC , Genie Vacations or
Miami-Las Vegas Vacation Bureau. Sometimes , CRC or Genie sent
customers ' requests to the other. Thereafter , the customers received
confirmed reservations for Las Vegas for the original or alternate
dates that they requested. The botels that they received reservations

for in Las Vegas were the Westwind Motel , Baghdad Motel , Holiday
Motel , Todd Motor Motel , Colonial House Motel , Mini-Price Motor Inn
King 8 Motel and Lucerne Motel. None of the customers received

reservations for the California Hotel and Casino (Stipulation, p. 4;

Joseph Anderson 4042-).
31. At one time , Genie s main office was at 2128 Paradise Road , Las

Vegas , Nevada. The company also had offices at tbe Westwind Motel
and the Baghdad Motel in 1975 (Joseph Anderson 4020-21). The
Paradise Road office had a small sign on the door stating, "Columbia
Research Corporation" (CX 2111 , p. 65). CRC had a separate telephone
line in Las Vegas (Joseph Anderson 4025-26). CRC also had a checking
account at the Nevada State Bank in Las Vegas. Raymond Anderson
Joseph Anderson (10)and Mike Alpert of Genie were signatories on this
checking account which was to serve as a general working account for
CRC in Las Vegas. The account also paid Joseph Anderson s rent and
the general office rent (Joseph Anderson 4099-4100; CX 2111 , 1'1'. 135-
37). According to witness Jenni , operator of the King 8 Motel , CRC

used the name "Genie" in Las Vegas , and the names "CRC" and
Genie" were used interchangeably (Jcnni 1911).

32. Genie had four or five employees , some of whom worked at
check- in locations (Joseph Anderson 4022, 4055-57). As reservations
were confirmed , eRe and/or Genie would enter the customer s name

address and other pertinent information on a manifest. There was a
separate manifest for each date; the manifest was filed in chronologi-
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cal order by arrival date. A copy of the manifest was sent to CRC in
Chicago. The day before the arrival date , the manifest was pulled out
and sent to the motel involved (Joseph Anderson 4029 , 4041; CX
2111 , Pl'. 66 , 70-71). There was a cut-off point of about 50 to 60 people
who could he handled in Las Vegas by CRC on a daily basis. When the
number of reservation requests exceeded this , customers were asked to
pick alternate dates (Joseph Anderson 4055-56; CX 2111 , p. 82).

33. During the time that CRC dealt with Phil Gold of Miami-Las
Vegas Vacation Bureau , consumers sent their reservation forms to
CRC. CRC recorded the customers ' names and addresses on a list and
forwarded the request forms to Phil Gold (.Joseph Anderson 4048-9),
who arranged accommodations for CRC customers during this time
period instead of Genie , and performed the same functions as Genic
(Joseph Anderson 404244).
34. Consumers requesting Florida vacations sent their requests for

reservations to the following Florida companies: AITC Travel, Inc.
Bay Shore Yacht and Tennis Club; Lehigh Corporation; or National
Travel , Inc. Thereafter , these customers received confirmed reserva-
tions for Florida for the original dates or alternate dates that they
requested, so long as they did not ask for holiday or weekend arrivals.
The reservations were filled at the following hotels: Winter Gardens
Hotel , Winter , Florida; Lehigh Motel , Ft. Myers, Florida; Days Inn
Orlando, Florida; Season Hotel , Ft. Lauderdale, Florida; and hotels
and apartments owned by Bay Shore (Stipulation , p. 5; McGuire 2373-

, 2422 23).
35. In a number of im;tances , consumers requesting Las Vegas

were informed on the vacation certificates of Genie to send to CRC or
Genie , aJong with their reservation requests (lIJa deposit of twenty-
five dollars ($25.00) to confirm and to hold their reservations. In a
number of other instances , Florida customers were requested on the
vacation certificates of AITC Travel , Inc., Lehigh Corporation and
National Travel , Inc. to send in a deposit of ten dollars ($10.00) to the
above-named companies to guarantee their reservations. Those persons
traveling to Las Vegas received their deposits back , on their arrival , in

cash or in gaming script , at their option. Those persons who traveled to
Florida usually received their deposits back in cash upon their arrival
(Stipulation , p. 5; see , e. Lawley 454-56; Blackmore 691-93).

36. Those customers who went to Las Vegas appeared at the check-

in location indicated on their confirmation form for the purpose of
receiving their lodging accommodations. In many instances, they also
received from Genic gaming-meal-and-beverage packages of various
casinos , each of which , if used independently, could be redeemed in a
sDecified manner at the casino involved over the course of the three-
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day/two-night stay in Las Vegas. The gaming-meal-and-beverage
packages were usable at the following casinos: King 8 Hotel and
Casino , California Club , Jackpot Casino, Lady Luck Casino, Silver City
Casino , Foxie s r' irehouse Casino and Castaways. The packages were
substantially similar to one or more of CX's 242A- , 244A- , 245A-

247 , 711A- , 1480 , 1769; CPX1- , CPX1- , CPX1-Q, CPX1- , CPX1-
S; RX 22 and RX 23. The customers also received photo souvenirs with
their gaming-meal-and-beverage package (Stipulation , p. 6 see , e.

Lawley 463-68; Blackmore 693.-97). At the time of their check- , they
were supposed to receive a refund of their room deposit (see , e.

Lawley 46&-67; Blackmore 694; Fs. 35 , 125).

37. "Time-sharing" is a method of marketing condominium apart-
ments' by which the use of the condominium is sold to various
purchasers in time intervals of one week. The purchaser buys the
condominium for a specific interval during each year (e. the first
week each January), and holds the condominium for that time interval
for the life of the property (usually 30 years). The purchase is
evidenced by a sales contract (e. (12)CX 1928), with the sale price
generally paid over a period of four years (McGuire 2354-57). The

purchaser of a time-sharing arrangement receives the same shelter
space and benefits or amenities as a condominium buyer, but pays a
daily usage fee instead of a monthly maintenance fee (McGuire 235&-
56).
38. While in Las Vegas , some CRC customers were solicited by a

company called Caribbean International in connection with time-
sharing arrangements. CRC received $27 to $30 for each couple from
CRC' s Las Vegas vacation program who attended a time-sharing
presentation. CRC received this payment regardless of whether the
customer purchased a time-sharing arrangement (Joseph Anderson
406&-68).

39. In addition to the vacations, CRC also offered some consumers
a Gift Carton whose value was represented as being between $30.

and $40. , and which was represented to contain such articles as
deodorants , shaving creams , razors , aspirins, feminine hygiene prod-
ucts , decongestants, antacid products, shampoos, hand lotions, facial

creams , cosmetics , drink mixes , pens, colognes and perfumes or some
combination thereof (Taubes 2267 68; Stipulation , p. 3; see , e. CX'

53A- 349A- , 2031A-D). These kits were supplied by A. M.
Sampling, a New York firm, which sent them directly to CRC'

customers. Under the arrangement, CRC paid in advance for the kits.

1 A "condominium " a. refern,d to in this Initial Decision , is an apartment d ed in fee simple to the purchasr.

The purchaser would also have a prorate share of OIl! the commonares or amenities and aU the land that goc "..ith

the building, and would pay a monthly maintenance fee (McGuire 23 -52).
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The address shipping lahels were then forwarded to A. M. Sampling at
its Connecticut facilities from a computer house in Chicago. A. M.
Sampling then affixed the labels to the kits and sent them to the Post
Office for mailing (Taubes 2264, 2267).
40. The perfume contained in the Gift Cartons was initially

supplied by Grafton Products and was a house brand called " Beau
Bien." Subsequently, CRC requested that A. M. Sampling purchase
perfume from various manufacturers and close-out sources and include
that perfume in the kits (Taubes 2268). A. M. Sampling later purcbased
a Faberge perfume ("Xanadu ), a Polly Bergen perfume ("Tortue
and another private label perfume ("Paris Now ) for the CRC kits
(Taubes 2268 , 2272 , 2275-76).
41. In CRC's operations, the voluminous responses of consumers

were usually received at CRC's Chicago office where they were
separated from other types of incoming mail. Correspondence was
segregated by type and distributed to specific individuals at CRC. For
example , mail addressed to " Mary Nelson" went to the CRC employee
who handled reservations. The checks and other forms of payments
were pulled from the orders. CRC employees entered the amount paid
and placed the orders in a pile. The orders were batched , counted by
state , entered into a book and placed in a big tray to be taken to the
computer house (Jacobson 4946-51). Some of the incoming mail
containing customer checks was sent by CRC unopened to its bank
(Third CRC Admissions, Request 16). (13)
42. CRC received an average of 350 to 500 pieces of correspondence

per day. It was CRG' s policy not to retain consumer correspondence in
its files (Jacobson 4973). Correspondence from such entities as Better
Business Bureaus, Attorneys General Offices and state or local
consumer offices was separated from the general consumer correspon-
dence and , unlike the consumer correspondence , was retained by CRC
(J acobson 4985-87).
43. CRC also made use of a variety of form letters in responding to

consumer inquiries and complaints. Onc such letter consisted of a
checklist of form responses to 21 different questions that might arise
(CX 215A B). Other CRG form responses included: refunds (e. CX'

217, 231B , 466A); erroneous reservation confirmations (e. , CX'

177A- , 179, 197 , 1661A); reservation confirmations (e. CX' s 126 , 195

322 , 339 , 1946 2044). The form Jetters were sent to the consumer aJong
with the consumer s original letter to CRC.
44. Consumers attempting to telephone CRC received a recorded

message , generally asking them to write since CRC couJd not handle
the incoming calls (e. Peters 49-51; Gorman 194-95; Lawley 445;
Tuber 832 33; Third CRC Admissions , Requests 29-30).
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Raymond Anderson

45. Respondent Raymond Anderson was president and a director of
MDC. He is presently president and a director of CRC. He has
participated in the operation of MDC and CRC in each of the above
capacities (Complaint 1 and Answer of Raymond Anderson 1).
46. Raymond Anderson is the father of respondent Joseph Ander-

SOn and the ex-husband of respondent Juanita Anderson (Juanita
Anderson 3707).

47. Prior to the creation of MDC , Raymond Anderson had been
involved with several other firms which sold sewing machines through
in-home presentations, including the following companies: (a) Univer-
sal Sewing Service; (b) Domestic Sales and Service; (c) Budget Sales
(Juanita Anderson 3709-10; Joseph Anderson 3918-22).
48. Raymond Anderson filed a voluntary petition in bankruptey on

June 28 , 1974 (CX 671A-N).
For a detailed deseription of Raymond Anderson s activities in

connection with MDC and CRC see Fs. 295-30. (14)

Joseph Anderson

49. Respondent Joseph Anderson was an employee of MDC from
the company s inception in 1969 until its termination in June 1974
(Joseph Anderson 3921 , 3928-29; CX 673B; Answer of Joseph Ander-
son 'i 1).
50. Joseph Anderson served as a sewing machine salesman for

about one or two years and sales manager for MDC's door-to-door
sewing machine sales force in 1972, a position he held for about ten
months to a year; as sales manager, he was based at MDC's Hamilton
Avenue location (Joseph Anderson 3928-30, 3938 , 3949). Suhsequently,
in 1972 or 1973 , he was instructed hy Raymond Anderson to go to
MDC' s Hauck Road plant where he served as a general manager and
supervised the printing, mailing and shipping operations of MDC
including the supervision of other MDC personnel such as department
managers (Joseph Anderson 3949- , 3969; CX 2111 , p. 15; Juanita
Anderson 3731). Joseph Anderson also , in his own words

, "

kept kind of
an eye on things to see" concerning MDC's sewing machine repair
department (Joseph Anderson 3971-72).
51. Although Joseph Anderson operated under Raymond Ander-

son s supervision and reported to him on a daily basis, the former also
exercised independent decision making responsibility (Joseph Ander-
SOn 3952-55).

52. Joseph Anderson was employed by CRC from May 1975 to July
1976 and worked in Las Vegas where he supervised the operation of
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CRC' s vacation certificate program; he received a salary paid by CRC
(Joseph Anderson 4017- , 4021-22; Fs. 339 , 343).

53. Joseph Anderson graduated from high school in 1964. (Joseph
Anderson 3915). Soon after , and prior to his involvement with MDC
and CRC, he worked for various companies in which Raymond
Anderson had financial or operating interests , including the following
two firms which sold sewing machines through in-home presentations:

(a) Domestic Sales and Service; (b) Budget Sales; he was employed as
an in-home sewing machine salesman (Joseph Anderson 3918-21; F.
47).

For a detailed description of Joseph Anderson s activities in connec-
tion with MDC and CRC see Fs. 331-48. (15)

Juanita Anderson

54. Respondent Juanita Anderson was employed by MDC from the
company s inception in 1969 until its termination in June 1974; she
received a salary paid by MDC. She functioned in a supervisory
capacity (Juanita Anderson 3716, 3719 , 3776; Answer of Juanite
Anderson , p. 2).

55. Juanita Anderson was never employed by CRC , although she
did interview individuals in Chicago for employment by CRC; she
selected one such individual who was subsequently hired (Fs. 316, 318

353).
56. Juanita Anderson began working for Raymond Anderson in the

early 1950's. Prior to the creation of MDC , she had been employed by
Raymond Anderson when he was conducting business as Universal
Sewing Service (Juanita Anderson 3708-10).
For a detailed description of Juanita Anderson s activities in

connection with MDC and CRC , see Fs. 349-54.

Commerce

57. MDC transacted business with suppliers located outside of Ohio
many of whom shipped goods to MDC in Ohio (Elliott 1237-38 , 1242

1263-66; Taubes 2231- , 224244; see , e. CX' s 897 , 925 , 926 , 987 , 988

1648 1649 1915 1916 , 1924). MDC directed some of its suppliers to ship
goods on its behalf to other companies or to consumers situated outside
of the states in which the suppliers were located (Kamiol 223; Marcus
3233-35; CX's 1915 , 1922). MDC sold and shipped its products to
consumers located throughout the United States (CX's 1587, 1588

1589A- , 1590, 1591). Thus , MDC has been engaged in a course of
trade in or affecting commerce.
58. CRC transacted business with suppliers located outside of
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Illinois , some of whom sent products to CRC in I1inois (Taubes 2231-
, 2263-64; Joseph Anderson 4019- , 4032-33 , 4042-3; Third CRC

Admissions , Request 37; see, e. CX' s 702, 703A- , 705A- , 706A-
1652, 1656A- , 1938, 1939, 1940 , 1943). CRC directed some of its
suppliers to ship goods on its behalf to other companies or to consumers
situated outside of the states in which the suppliers were located

(Taubes 226 67; see , e. CX' s 1171- , 120 , 122- , 1228-
1231-33). CRC sold and shipped its products to consumers located
throughout the United States (CX 1236C; Third CRC Admissions
Request 38). Thus , CRC has been and is engaged in a course of trade in
or affecting commerce (Third CRC Admissions , Request 36; CRC
Sanctions, pp. 3 -4). (16)

II. REPRESENTATIONS ALLEGED

Contests

59. MDC has represented that it has conducted contests or sweeps-
takes (Complaint 6(1), 7(1); CX' s 65 , ll1A- , 1326, 1332A-
1353A , D , 1367A- , 1702 , 1711A- , 1716A-R). This representation was
explicitly made, for example, in the following direct mailings to
consumers:

(a) Your sweepstakes entry into our Wa8hington P08t Magazine Contest. 

. , . 

(CX
1313A.

(b) MDC Contest Award Division. (E. CX' 8 1317 , 1319, 1326 , 1327, l3BlA, l70lA
1702 1705 1719.

(c) Do you recall the day that you entered our Sewing Machine Super Sweepstakes
Contest? (CX 1326.

(d) Dear Contest Winner: (CX's 1332A , 1356A.

(e) CONGRATULATIONS, YOU ARE A WINNER! You will recall that you recently
entered our free SUPER SWEEPSTAKES. (CX 1353A.

(f) Conbrratulations: It is indeed my plea.'iure to inform you that your Jucky number
has been computer selected a8 a Sweepstakes prize winner. (CX 1367A.

(g) (GJiant $.100 00 Sweepstake8 Contest. (CX 1332A.

60. MDC disseminated this representation through mass solicita-
tions. For instance, it mailed out about five milion solicitations
between October 1971 and December 1972, informing recipients that
they had won a Treasure Chest (CX's 743A , 1701). In other solicita-
tions, MDC stated that each entrant was an " Instant Winner" in
MDC' s "Sewing Machine Sweepstakes" (CX's 1730A- , 1731A-

1Jd. Q71 n_ I_- ln. n! 1
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1732A-B); these solicitations totalled at least 4.2 million between
Septemher 1973 and May 13 , 1974 (CX 1700A-B). (17)

61. On April 25, 1973, Raymond Anderson instructed Joseph
Anderson to print 297 000 solicitations to follow up sweepstakes entries
and to mail to potential customers who did not respond to various
previous mailings (CX 726). In N ove ber 1973 , MDC was planning to
mail follow-up solicitations to 126 000 sweepstakes entrants (CX 693).
62. In numerous instances , tbe record sbows that MDC has not

conducted contests or sweepstakes as represented. In such instances
its solicitations were solely for the purpose of obtaining sales or leads
for sales. Such solicitations constituted a systematic, retail sales
business transacted through mass mailings , and did not involve any
elements of skill or chance (see F. 110).

Specific Number of Contest Prizes

63. MDC has represented that it will award a specific number of
products as contest prizes (Complaint 6(2), 7(2)). In a solicitation
concerning its "giant $300 000 Sweepstakes " MDC stated:

(WJe wil be awarding our grand prizes consisting of:

10 Brand New 1970 Dodge Challengers

502.1" Zenith Chromacolor TV Consoles

272 Keystone Camera Kits

75 Samsonite 4-piece Luggage Sets

100 Zodiac Watches (CX 1332B).

64. The record evidence discloses that no automobiles or television
sets were given away as prizes pursuant to this solicitation (Joseph
Anderson 3979; Juanita Anderson 3872-73).

Market Research

1. Market Development Corporation

65. In its consumer solicitations , MDC has represented that it was
engaged in market research and market analysis (Complaint 6(3),
7(3)). The letterfoot of the solicitations often contained the words:
CONTEST DEVELOPMeNT (18)AND FULFILLMENT. DIRECT MARKETING.
MARKET RESEARCH. CONSUMER MOTIVATION. COMPUTER EVALUATION OF

MARKET POTENTIAL. MARKET ANALYSIS. DISTRIBUTOR DEVELOPMENT ON
ALL LEVELS , LOCAL , NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL. (e. ex' s 65 288A
1332A , 1356A , I701A , 1706A , 1716A).
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66. The term "market research" connotes consumer research
directed to probing the consumer for his or her attitude towards a
product, including likes and dislikes , frequency of usage and other
factors (Taubes 2288).

67. A. M. Sampling was a major Treasure Chest supplier to MDC
(Fs. 14 , 184). A. M. Sampling basically performed two types of
functions. It provided actual market research to manufacturers by
assembling and distributing kits of sample products and doing follow-
up consumer research on the products. It also assembles promotional
packages containing close-out and sample products which are sold in
bulk to sales organizations that subsequently redistribute them to their
customers for promotional purposes (Taubes 22.11. , 223&-.19). MDC

purchased promotional packages from A. M. Sampling (Taubes 222-
4.1).

68. The name "Market Development Corporation " itself, and in the
context of the solicitations disseminated to consumers , constituted the
representation that MDC was engaged in the business of market
research and market analysis.
69. MDC was not involved in market research or market analysis

except insofar as it attempted to retail its own products and services.
MDC was a retail mail order house engaged in the business of
advertising, promoting, sellng and distributing sewing machines

vacation certificates , boxes of household and cosmetic products , and
trivets (Fs. 4 , 6 , 8).
70. Neither MDC nor its Treasure Chest supplier conducted any

market research or market analysis in connection with the household
and cosmetic product kits that were distributed to MDC customers
(J uanita Anderson 3788; Taubes 228&-89).

2. Columma Reseanh Cororation

71. In its consumer solicitations , CRC has represented that it was
engaged in market research and market analysis (Complaint 6(3),
7(3)). The letterfoot of the solicitations often contained the words:
MARKET RESEARCH. COMPUTER MARKETING SERVICES. DIRECT

MARKETING. MARKET ANAl.YSIS. (e. CX' s 39A , 82A , 93A , 124A , 147A

156A , 169A, 174A , 385A, 810A , 2003A). (19)
72. A. M. Sampling was a major Treasure Chest supplier to CRC.

See F. 67 , for a description of the types of functions performed hy A.
M. Sampling. CRC purchased promotional packages from A. M.
Sampling (Taubes 2264).
73. The name "Columbia Research Corporation " itself, and in the

context of the solicitations disseminated to consumers, constituted the
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representation that CRC was engaged in the business of market
research and market analysis.
74. CRC is not involved in market research or market analysis

except insofar as it attempts to retail its own products and services.
CRC is a retail mail order house engaged in the business of advertising,
promoting, selling and distributing vacation certificates, boxes of
household and cosmetic products , and miscellaneous other products or
services (Fs. 21 , 22 , 26; CRC Sanctions , pp. 3--).
75. Neither CRC nor its Treasure Chest supplier, A. M. Sampling,

conducted any market research or market analysis in connection with
the household and cosmetic product kits distributed to CRC customers
(Taubes 2289; CRC Sanctions , pp. 3--).

Incentive Promotions

1. Market Development Corporatwn

76. In solicitations sent to prospective customers, MDC has repre-
sented directly and indirectly that it was engaged in incentive
programs or promotions (Complaint 6(4), 7(4)). MDC made this
representation in the following statements:

(a) This is an incentive prl?gram offer. (CX's 1330B , 1742B 1744A.

(b) To acquaint you with the newe."t advances of modern sewing, our merchandising
department has been authorized to inciude in this GIFT BOX a special GIFT CHECK.
(CX I739A.

(c) Naturally all of our participating co-sponsors are very proud of their products and
feel that through this program you wil have an opportunity to acquaint yourself first
hand with their many fine products , including- fun-filed exciting vacation facilities.
(E.g. CX' s 170m , I706B , 1716B , 1726.)(20)

77. MDC made this representation in mi1lions of solicitations that
were disseminated to consumers. For example , MDC mailed out its
solicitation No. 123ER (CX 1726; F. 76(c)) to approximately eight
mi1lion households between April 1973 and May 13 , 1974 (CX 1700A).

78. 1tDC did not have a contractual relationship or any other
business relationship with any of the manufacturers who were
depicted as co-sponsors and were referred to a.s such in its solicitations
except solely as a direct or indirect purchaser of their goods and
;ervices (Fs. 86, 87).
79. MDC did not engage in incentive programs or promotions and

nade no special or incentive offers to prospective customers. Rather
iDC was in the business of sellng sewing machines, vacation
ortificates, Treasure Chests and trivets (F. 6).
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2. Columbi R search Corporatio

80. In solicitationssentto prospective customers , CRQ has express-
ly represented that it was engaged in incentive programs or promo-
tions (Complaint VI 6(4), 7(4)) by making the affrmative statement
This is . an incentive program offer. (e. CX' s 39D , 53D 82D, 93D

125 , 147C, 156D , 169D , 174D , 335D , 810D , 2003D).
81. Customers of CRC believed this representation with respect to

hotels and casinos in Las. Vegas (Blackmore 689; Andrews 785; Cain
866), and often viewed CRC's goods and seryjces as being of
promotional nature and as a form of advertising (Cain 866; Stipulation

2).
82. CRC did not have a contractual relationship or any other direct

business relationship with any of the manufacturers who were
depicted as co-sponsors of its offers except solely as a direct or indirect
purchaser of their goods and services (Fs. 90, 91).
83. CRC did not engage in incentive programs or promotions and

made TIp special or incentiveoffersto prospective customers. CRC is in
the business of sel1ing vacation certificates, Treasure Chests, blackjack
books and memberships in a consumers' buying club (F. 21; CRC
Sanctions, pp. 3-4). (21)

Co-Sponsorship and Representation of Other Companies

1. Market Development Corpatwn

84. In its consumer solicitations, MDC has represented that it had
co-sponsors and tbat it represented other companies ( 6(5), 6(6), 7(5),
7(6)). MDC made this representation through statements such as:

(a) AIJ ofourparticipatingc sponsorsarecontrihuting their shar toward this
fabulous sweepstakes. It is only throllgh their combined advertisingbtidgets along with
ourselves; Market. !)eveioprnent, Corprationi. that rnak:es . this ' entire presentation
possibJe. NaturaJly, aH of bur participatingc(tsponsorsare very proud of their proucts
and fecI that. through this . program you will have an opportunity to acquaint yourself
first hand with their many fine products including fun-filed exciting vaction facilties.
(E.

g., 

CX' s 1I1B 288B , 733B , 1367B 17018; 1716B 17218 , 1747E.

(b) Leading companies .and hotels . arc cooperating in . this program to acquaint you
first . hand; . with their offerings.

... 

. Market. Dcvelopment Corporation has ben
seJected tomakethescgift offerings available to you.. . . (CX 1729A.)

(c) Market Development Corporation. acquires these . fine productS and fun-filed
exciting vacation opporturiitiesat a minimum cost from independent companies who in
turn obtain them froIl manufacturers in cxchange for the definite promise that their
products wil be distributed to a desirable cross section ofeonsumers. (E. CX 1711B.)

85. MDC also made this representation in conjunction with its use
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program nor considered CRC to be their co-sponsor (Nolan 994-95;
McGuire 2429-31; Selman 4474, 44hv, 4486-7; CX 1636; CRC Sanc-
tions, pp. 3--; Third CRC Admissions , Requests 7-- , 47--8).
91. Thus, CRC neither represented other companies nor had co-

sponsors. For instance, Dow Chemical had specifica11y disclaimed any
connection with CRC (CX 1636).

Special Selection

Market DeveloprMnt Corporation

92. In its consumer solicitations , MDC has represented that recipi-
ents of its offers had been specia11y selected. (Complaint 11 11 6(8), 7(8)).
For example, MDC made this representation thr"ugh statements such
as:

(a) Since your entry has ben selected in01.irnationalsweepstakes lam sure you will
be anxious to take advantage of thisonceiri a lifctimeoffef. (CX 65B; see , e. ex'
I33lE , 17UB , 174lE.

(b) (IJn the process of selecting a firntprize winner in the National Sweepstakes
Drawing, your name was also computer selecte. (E. CX' sllIA 288A, 1716A, 1721A.

(e) (YJour lucky number has been computer selected as a Sweepstakes prize winner.
(E. CX' s 73M, 1367A , 1701A.

(d) (O)urcomputers have selected (your) magic house number. . . . YOU ARE 

RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING:. .. (TJoday is indeed your lucky day. (CX 1725.

93. MDC did not select a limited number of consumers to receive its
promotional offers. Rather, MDC .disseminated its solicitations by
means of maSs mailings. MiJlons of consumers throughoutthe United
States received essentially identical offers from MDC (F. 8). For
instance, eight millon vacation and Treasure Chest solicitations (24)
(CX' s 1725, 1726A E)were sent byMDC to consumers between April
1973 and May 13, 1974 (CX 1700A);each such solicitation contained the
statement

, "

our :computers have selected (your) magic house number
(CX 1725), implying that the recipient was specially selected. MDC
mailed out approximately five mi1ion Treasure Chest solicitations (CX
1701A E) hetween October 1971 and December 1972, informing each
recipient that "your lucky number has been computer selected as a
Sweepstakes prize winner" (CX's 1701, 1701A). In fact, MDC maned
out approximately 10.2 million solicitations of various kinds between
January 1 1973 and May 13, 1974 , all making the representation to the
consumer that he or she had been specially selected (CX's 1700A
1705, 1706A, E, 1710, 1711A, E , 1715 , 171(iA , E, 1720, 1721A , E , 1725
1726A- , 1733A , 1738A , D , 1740, 1741E). The 14 mil1on households
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to whom MDC s"ent solicitatjons during this time period constituted
about 20% of the 68.2 mil1ion. households in the United States for 1973
(CX V43). 

. .

94. : There' were no. " lucky numbers." The registered numbers on the
vacation certific"te order forms identified the particular magnetic
tape being 'used and the sequential position of the customer s name on
that tape. For example , the registered number I65 02722 found on
CX 835 means that the customer with that number was the 27 22th
name on tape 165 (Sarbaugh 3657-59).

95. To further il1ustrate the fact that MDC was concerned with
presenting its offers to as many consumers as possible rather than to a
select few , MDC stated in its solicitations that recipients could transfer
the Holiday Vacation Gift Certificate to another couple (e. CX'

1703B 1706C 1708B, 1712A , 1713B , 172.1) or invite another couple
along on the vacation for $15.00 extra using the additional order forms
provided (CX's 1726B , 1727A).
96. Therefore , MDC did not special1y select the recipients of its

offers.

2. Gol'umbi Research Garorutwn ("GRG"

97. In its consumer solicitations , CRC has represented that recipi-
ents of its offers had been specially selected (Complaint 6(8), 7(8)).

For example , CRC made this representation through statements such
as:

(a) (Las Vega." hasl authorized me to offer a limited number of Vacations for Two.
And. 

. . 

the computer selected your name among others , as the lucky persn to receive
this invitation.. 

. . 

(E.g. ex' s 32C , 39A, 82A , 712A , 1389A, 180ZA. ) (25)

(b) Today s a Jucky day for you. Because our computers have selected (name of
recipientl. 

. . . 

The computer has programmed your lucky registration number for you
to receive. 

. . . 

(E.g. ex' s 272A , 1678E, 1678K.)

(c) YOU ASK- WilY HAS THE COMPUTER SELECTBD ME? (E. CX' , 272B

16781' , 16781,.

(d) (YJour name has been selected by our computer. 

. . . 

(E. ex' 53A , 93A 124
169A , 278A , 1668A.

(e) l YJour name has been selected by the computer of our consumer research company.
. (E. CX' s 32C , 39A , 82A , 335A , 397A, 467A, 524A , 712A , 1389A , 1802A.

(f) BECAUSE YOU IIA VB BEgN SELBCTED . . . . (E. CX' , 82A , 93E, 28E
712A , 1389A , 1802A.

(g) You may he a."king yourself why has the computer selected me? (E. ex' s 335A

397A , 467A , 524A.
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98. CRC did not se1ect a limited number of consumers to receive its
promotional offers. Ratber, CRC disseminated its solicitations by
means of mass mailings. Mi1ions of consumers throughout the United
States received essentially identical offers from CRC (Wray 5245 , 5247;
CRC Sanctions , pp. 3 4).
99. Tbere was no specia1 computer selection of recipients of CRC'

offers. CRC merely selected tbe mailing lists which it felt would
contain the names of those categories of customers who would be most
likely to respond to CRC' s s01icitations (Fs. 22, 23 , 25; Sutton 4227; CX
1086).
100. Furthermore, Invite-a-Friend forms were routinely sent by

CRC to many consumers (e. CX' s 196A, 208, 284B, 1678, 1678H

1830A; Third CRC Admissions, Requests 9-10). Some of CRC'

customers did not receive solicitations but, rather, purchased the
vacations through CRC's Invite- Friend program (Stipulation, p. 2

2).
101. Therefore , CRC did not specialIy select the recipients of its

offers (CRC Sanctions , pp. 3-4). (261

Once In a Lifetime" Opportunities

102. In its consumer solicitations, MDC has represented that its
offer was a "once-in-a-lifetime" opportunity (Complaint II 6(12),
7(12); see CX' s 65B , 133lB , 1711B , 1739A , 1741B).
103. However , MDC frequently sent more than one mailing of its

promotional offers to the same individual , including repeat mailings to
consumers who had not responded to a first mailing (CX' s 726 , 820 , 848

853 854 855; Sarbaugh 3671-77). Thus , MDC did not present consum-
ers with "once-in- lifetime" offers.

Contest Winners

1. Market Development Corporatwn

104. MDC has represented that recipients of its solicitations were
contest or sweepstakes winners (Complaint 11 II 6(7), 7(7)). For example
MDC made the folIowing references in its solicitations:

(a) Dear Sweepstakes Winner: (E. CX 65).

(b) Dear Contest Winner: (E.g. CX' s 1332A 1356A).

(c) fEJIigible contest winner. (E. CX' s 1313B , 1332B , 1356B , 1367B).

(d) (YJour contest winning certificate. (E.g. CX 1313B).

(e) As a Lucky Sweepstakes winner you. (E. ex 1332A).
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(f) (MJy contest winnings. (E.g. ex 1332E).

(g) (MJy Sweepstakes winnings. (E.g. ex 1368A).

(h) CONGRATULATIONS, YOU ARE A WINNER. (E. CX I738A).

I05. Small Business Data Processing Corporation , a firm providing
data processing, computer letter writing and mailing list maintenance
scrviees to its customers (Sarbaugh 3624), reeeived instructions from
MDC to stamp " WINNER" on the filed-in entry blanks returned by
eonsumers to MDC. These entry blanks were the basis of other forms
sent baek to consumers soliciting purehases (CX 1593; Sarbaugh 3662-
64). r27J

I06. As to these representations , MDC did not conduct bona fide
contests or sweepstakes; such solicitations were solely for the purpose
of obtaining sales or leads for sales (F. 62). Thus , recipients of MDC'
solicitations were neither sweepstakes nor contest winners.

2. Col-umlra Research Corporation

I07. CRC has represented that recipients of its solicitations were
winners (Complaint 6(7), 7(7)), when , in actuality, those recipients
had not won anything (see Fs. 112-14; CRC Sanctions , pp. 3-).
108. Some consumers believed that they were winners (Maccarrio

3025-26; Huber 3085).

1. Prizes, A wards, Winnings, Gifts, Bonuses, Free Goods and
Services

1. Market De-uelopment Corporat-on

I09. MDC has represented that recipients of its solicitations were
entitled to "awards/' Hgifts

" "

prizes

" "

winnings

" "

bonuses " and/or
free" goods and serviees (Complaint 11 6(9), 7(9)). MDC made these

representations through the use of such terms as:

(a) Awacds (E.g. cX' s 13,11A , I332A , C , D , E , I367A-B.)

(b) Gifts (E. CX' s 13I3A- , 1326 , 133IA- , 1337B , 1353A , 1356A- , 1367B.)

(e) Prizes (E. CX' s 1313A , 1319 , 1332A-, 1356A I367A-- , 1368A.

(d) Winnings (E. CX' s 13I3B , I332B , E , 1353D , I356B , 1367B , 1368A.)

(e) Bonuses (E.g. CX' s 1313A- , 1326 , 1330B, I33IA- , I337A , I353A , 1357 , 1367B
I368A.

(f) Free (E. CX' s I313A , 133JA , 1337A , 1357A , 1357 , I368A.
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110. MDC did not conduct actual contests or sweepstakes (F. 62).
Rather , MDC's solicitations presented consumers with offers that had
obligations attached to them. For instance , in certain solicitations a

customer would have to purchase a vacation in order to receive a
free" Treasure Chest; in other solicitations a customer would have to

purchase a 'lreasure Chest in order to get a " free" vacation (CX 1703A
1729A-B). On other occasions , a customer would have to purchase (28)a
sewing machine or Treasure Chest in order to receive a "free" vacation
and/or trivet (CX 1330A. B; Flach 3569; Harris 515Z-53). Each
transaction between CRC and a consumer carried with it a monetary
obligation on the part of the consumer to pay the purchase price of
either a sewing machine , a vacation certificate or a Treasure Chest
(e. CX' s 1330A- , 1703A , 1729A..B).
111. Thus , the recipients of MDC's offers were not entitled to any

prizes

" "

awards

" "

winning-s

" "

gifts

" "

bonuses " and/or "free
goods and serviees. On the contrary, they were only entitled to
purchase them at MDC's stated retail price.

Columlra Research Corporation

112. CRC has represented that reeipients of its solicitations were
entitled to "gifts

" "

bonuses " and/or "free" goods and services
(Complaint 1111 6(9), 7(9)). CRC made these representations through the
use of such terms as:

(ai Gifts (E.g. CX' , 349A , C , D , 354A , C , D , 376A , C , D , 397A , D , 413A , C , D , 467A, D
1677D.j

(bi Bonu,e, (E.. CX' , 349A , 354A , 376A , 397A, 413A , 467A , I389C.

(ei F,ee (E.g. CX' , 304C , 349A , C , 354A , 376B , C , 1389C , 1677A , C.

In certain solicitations , CRC implied that consumers would be
receiving free goods and services in the following statement:

You may be il"!king- yourself- why has the computer selected me? How can I check into a
deluxe hotel and check out without paying the cashier a cent-plus get all the other
money-saving benefits? (E.g. ex' s 335A , 349A, 397A, 413A , 467A , 509A.)

CRC also made the representation that recipients of its solieitations
would receive a free vaeation (F. 120). (29)

113. Each CRC customer had to purchase CRC's vacation package
in order to receive the Gift Carton. Receipt of the Gift Carton

therefore, carried with it a monetary obligation on the part of the
consumer, namely, payment of a $15.00 or $15.95 fee (e. CX' s 304B
335D , 349C , 354C , 376C , 413C , 467D , 1677B).
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114. Thus , the goods and services offered by CRC are neither free
nor gifts nor bonuses (CRC Sanctions , pp. 3-).

Free Vacation

1. Market Development Corporation

115. MDC has represented that it was offering a free vacation to
the recipients of its solicitations (Complaint 11 6(13), 7(13)). The
representation was made by including a certificate with the solicitation
bearing the words " FREE VACATION" in bold red print on its face (CX'
1357, 1368A, 1703A). In addition, the solicitations contained words such
as "special free vacation activities" (CX 1741A) and described recipi-
ents of the vacation offer as sweepstakes and contest prize winners
(e. CX' s 1356A , 1367A, 1701A , 1740; .' s. 104 , 105). The $15.00 cost to
the consumer is described by MDC as a registration , handling and
service charge (F. 130).

116. In order to receive the "free" vacation offered by MDC
consumers were required to pay at the outset the aforementioned

$15.00 fee (e. CX' s 1367B , 1368A, 170lB , 1703A).
117. Moreover , MDC required its customers to pay their own

transportation costs and additional charges in some instances during
peak season , facts which were disclosed only in the fine print usually
contained at or near the end of MDC' s solicitations materials (e. CX'
1367D , 1368B , 1703B , 172.

118. In order to take advantage of all the benefits of MDC's "free
vacation package, customers would have to visit numerous business
locations which were frequently geographically distant from one
another; customers would also have to spend their own money at each
place of business. MDC's solicitations did not inform consumers of
these conditions (F. 162).

119. In light of the above findings of fact, recipients of MDC'
offers were not offered and did not receive free vacations. (30)

2. Columlra Research Corporation

120. CRC has represented that it was offering a free vacation to

tbe recipients of its solicitations. (Complaint 6(13), 7(13)). For
example , this representation was made through the use of words and
phrases such as:

(a) (OJe1uxe accommodations for two paid for in full. (E. eX' s 53A 169A 2031A.

(b) Are You in For a Big Jackpot Surprise! 

! ! ! 

(E. ex' s 5.1A , 169A , 2031A.
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(c) Anytime a CUt,.ino is giving away free rooms and money. (E. ex' s 156C, 22C
304C 1677C.

(d) lA) 3-DAY-HOLIDAY-FOR-TWO "on the hoose. (E. CX' s 174A, 22A , 304A
S10A 1677A.

121. In order to receive the "free" vacation offered by CRC
consumers were required to pay at the outset a $15.00 or $15.95 fee
which was designated as a registration , handling- and service charge
(e. CX' s 53B , D , 156B , 169B , 174B, 224B , 304B , 810D , 1677B , 2031B
D; Fs. 28 , 132).

122. CRC required its customers to pay tbeir own transportation
costs , a fact disclosed only in the fine print on the solicitations and/or
buried in the four pages of the solicitations (e. CX' s 32E 39C
53D 82C , 2031D , 2037).

123. CRC and its agents have also often required customers to
submit a refundable room deposit of $10.00 to $25.00 in order to
confirm their reservations (e. Peters , 45- 46; CX 105; Williamson 117-
18; CX 1392; .Janov 285-87; CX 59; Gross 351-53; Rees 400 01 415; CX
120A; Lawley 448-9; CX 1760A; Bratsehi 638; Szitkar 744; CX 146;

Dworak 908; CX's 306, 309; Bryan 1142-3; CX 257; Breece 1189-90;
CX' s 194, 198A; Torres 1374; Benun 1454; CX 220; Hellor 1569-70; CX
50; Darrah 1734 , 1752; CX 285; Engleman 24982500; CX's 401 , 402;
.Joseph Anderson 4079 80; Stipulation , p. 5).

124. In many instances, the room deposit requirement was not
disclosed at all to consumers until after they sent in their initial $15.
or $15. 95 fee (e. CX' s 53, 194 , 304, 1392, 1677D , 2031D); on some
occasions , ihe deposit requirement was disclosed only in the fine print
usually contained at the end of CRC' s solicitations material (e. CX'
156D , 169D , 224D , 81OD , 2031D). (31)

125. The deposit was to be refunded to the customer either in cash
or in casino script (e. CX' s 59 , 204B , 319; .Joseph Anderson 4080-81).
In some instances , customers who had paid a deposit either never
received a refund of their deposit or received a refund only after a
considerable time period had elapsed, or after they had contacted

various consumer protection groups an% r written several letters to
CRC (see , e. Lawley 46&-67 , 473-74; CX 1771; Dworak 919- , 935
938; CX's 315-17; Bryan 1142-5 , 1156; Heller 1572, 1579-81).
126. CRC's customers often had to pay additional charges for their

hotel room beyond what was disclosed in the initial solicitation. Such
charges included the room tax and peak season or extra charges of
$5.00 per person per night. (.oseph Anderson 4064- 65 see , e. Lawley
485; Bratschi 64; Blackmore 694; Dworak , 934-6; Bryan , 1145-6;
CX 275). In some instances , CRC's solicitations did not disclose the
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existence of any such additional charges, including the existence of
peak season charges " or charges for weekend arrivals (e. CX' s 53

156, 169 , 224, 304 , 810, 1677); the customer first learned of these extra
charges when he or she received a reservation request form or
reservation confirmation (e. Gorman 182, 189 90; CX's 31A , 35A
B; Rees 393 94; CX 129; Holmes 509; Bratschi 645; Blackmore 694;
Dworak 934, 936; Horton 108485; Bryan 1145 46; CX 275; CX's 46A-

, 48; CX 165; Darrah 1739-40; CX 1989; Stipulation , p. 7 , n. 17).
127. CRC and its agents told some consumers that there would be

an additional fee for changing reservation dates even though it was
CRC or its agent who provided wrong or uscless dates (e. Lawley
460 62; CX 1766; CX 165).

128. In order to take advantage of all the benefits of CRC's "free
vacation package, customers would have to visit numerous business

locations which were frequently geographically distant from one
another; customers would also have to spend their own money at each
place of business. CRC's solicitations did not inform consumers of these
conditions (Fs. 165 216).

129. In light of the above findings of fact , recipients of CRG's
offers were not offered and did not receive free vacations. (32)

Registration , Handling and Service Charge

1. Market De1Jellrpment Corparatwn

130. In its consumer solicitations , MDC has represented that
prospective customers were entitled to the goods and services offered
for only a registration, handling and service charge of $15.00 (Com-
plaint ,: '16(10), 7(10)).

MDC made this representation by stating: "There is a $15.00 (total
cost to you) service charge to supplement the cost" of registration
packaging, handling, freight charges, advertising and other miscella-
neous costs (e. CX' s 288B , 1337B, 1368A , 170lB , 1703A , 1716B , 1717A
1721B , 1722A).

131. The record evidence is insufficient to support complaint
counsel's allegation (CPF 101) that the $15. 00 registration , handling
and service charge constituted all or part of the retail price of the
goods and services offered by MDC; accordingly, no further finding
can be made on this point.

2. Columbia Research Corparatwn

132. In its consumer solicitations, CRC has represented that
prospective customers were entitled to the goods and services offered
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for only a registration , handling and service charge of $15.00 or $15.
(Complaint 6(10), 7(10)).

CRC made this representation by making statements such as: "There
is a very small charge of $15.00 (total cost to you) that we must charge
to supplement the cost" of registration , confirmation, computer
processing, handling and other miscellaneous costs (e. CX' s 53B
169B , 1668B , 2031B; see also , e. CX' s 272D , 376C , 467D , 525C , 81OD
1677B , 1678H , 2003D).

133. The record evidence is insufficient to support complaint
counsel' s allegation (CPF 103) that the $15.00 or $15.95 registration
handling and service charge constituted all or part of the retail price of
the goods and services offered hy CRC; accordingly, no further finding

can be made on this point.' (33)

N umber of Customers

134. MDC has represented itself as having 340 000 customers

(Complaint 6(16), 7(16)). MDC made this representation by stating
that

, "

Within the last two years , over 340 000 families have taken us 

on our offer, and over 48 000 have placed their second order. " (CX'
1337B , 1726B).

135. The record evidence is insufficient to support complaint
counsel' s allegation (CPF 95) that MDC did not have 340 000 customers
who accepted its offered goods and services; accordingly, no further
finding can be made on this point."

Limited Time

1. Market Development Corparation

136. MDC has represented that recipients of its consumer solicita-
tions had a limited time within which to respond to the "offers" in the
mailings , and that failure to meet the time limit would result 
forfeiture of any right to "accept" such offers (Complaint '1 6(11),
7(11)). MDC made this representation through statements such as:

(a) Unless I hear from you within the next 10 days, I must assume that you are not
interested in taking advantage

. . 

(E. ex' s 6.I)B, 1313B, 1331B, 1337B, 1353D
17IIB 1739D.

(b) UnJess I hear from you within the next seven lor 10) days, I must assume that you
are not interested in taking advantage. 

. . . 

At that time , I will be compelled to pass

5 It is nolo"! that this allcgation of the complaint (f.-mplaint , 7(10)) must be taken a. e. tab1ishcd adversly to
REiymond Anderson in his peroonal capacity (Raymond Anderson Sanctions , p. 2)

. It is note that this al!cgation of the ( 'mplaint (Complaint 7(16)) t be taken as e3t.blished adversly to
Raymond Anderson in his personal capacity (Raymond Anderson Sanctions , p. 2).
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your winnings on to the next eligible contest winner. (E.g. ex' s 1332B , 1356D , 1367B
1701B , 1733B , 1738D , 174IB.)

(c) I have enclosed complete details, along with accptance form and a return envelope
which must be sent to me within the next 10 days in the event you wish to accpt this
offer. (E.g. CX 1725.) (34)

137. In view of the paucity of record evidence supporting this
allegation of the complaint (CPF 97), no finding of fact can be made
that recipients of MDC's offers did or did not have a limited time
within which to claim the offered goods and services.

2. Co!umlr Research Cororation

138. CRC has represented that recipients of its consumer solicita-
tions had a limited time within which to respond to the offers in the
mailings , and that failure to meet the time limit would result in
forfeiture of any right to " accept" such offers (Complaint 6(11),
7(11)). CRC made this representation through statements such as:

(a) This is a very limited offer. . . . So you must act at once. . . . Unless I hear from
you within the next 10 days I must assume that you are not interested in accpting. .
(E.g. CX' s 53B- , 93B. , 124B-C , 169B-C, 203m-

(b) We ask you to act promptly and acknowledge this notification within 10 days 

&'!ure your eligibility for all your benefits. (E. ex' s 39D , 82D , 93H , 1802D , 1869D.

(c) I can t promise to hold your computer-registered number longer than 10 days.
(E. CX' s 335D , 346D , 509D.

139. Some CRC customers helieved this representation (Rees 386-
87; Holmes 498; Bratschi 630; Tuber 822-23; Cain 867-68; Bryan 1130-
31; Torres 1371; Cesario 2578; Otner 238 87; Macario 3025; Gerstad
3279; Stipulation , p. 2). No time limit exists within which recipients of
CRC' s solicitations must remit their money. Recipients may make their
purchases more than 10 days after receiving the solicitation (CRC
Sanctions, pp. 3-4).

Vacation Times , Locations and Accommodations

1. Market Deve!ap"Ywnt CO"1'oration

140. In its consumer solicitations, MDC has represented that
recipients could select a vacation at a time of their choosing (Complaint

11 6(14), 7(14)). This representation was made through variations on
such statements as: (35)

1 It is note that this allEgation of thE complaint (Complaint 7(11)) must be taen !\ EStablished adversly to
Raymond Andersn in his pil"onal capacity (Raymond Andersn Sanction

, p. 

Z).
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(a) You have a full year to decide where and when you wish to take advantage of YOUT
Vacation Certificate. (E. ex' s lIIB , 288B , 1367B , 1716B , 1721B.

(b) You have one full year to take advantage of your Vaction for Two. (E. ex'
133IE , I332B , 1356B , I74IB.)

(c) (GJoo for one full year from date issued. (E.g. ex' s 1357B , 1368A, 1703A , I708A
17I8A I737.

(d) You don t have to make your reservations now. 

. . . 

You do this when you ar
ready to go on your vacation. You have a full year to decide. (E. ex' s 1337B , 1726B.

141. In these consumer solieitations, MDC has represented that
consumers could select a vacation at a location from among several
ehoiees. MDC usually presented prospeetive customers with a ehoiee of
three resort areas: Las Vegas, Nevada; Miami Beach, Florida; or
Central Florida (Disney World , near Orlando) (e. CX' s IlIA, 288A
1331A , 1356A , 17OlA , 1703A , 1706A, 1708A, 1722A , 1725 , 1726A, 1729A
1733A, 1741A). In addition , MDC also offered other locations, including
Sarasota, Florida (e. CX' s 1744A, 1737, 1706A); New Orleans
Louisiana (E. CX' s 1332A , 1706A , 1737); St. Petersburg, Florida (e.
CX' s 1706A , 1737, 1744A); Reno or Lake Tahoe , Nevada (e. CX 1332);
Palm Beaeh, Florida (e. CX 1332A); Clearwater, Florida (E.
1706A); and Ft. Lauderdale , Florida (e. 1706A , 1744A).

142. MDC also has represented that reeipients of its offers would
receive accommodations at hotels or resorts of their choosing, including
the Hacienda Hotel in Las Vegas and the Fontainebleau Hotel in
Miami Beach (e. CX' s 1I1A- , 288A- , 1356A , 1367A- , 1701A-
1703A , 1704B , 1708A- , 171IA- , 1718A).
143. Vaeation accomodations provided by MDC were not always

available for the particular time and/or location selected by the
customer, and customers were asked to change their choices of times or
locations in order to get accommodations (Juanita Anderson 3747-48).
For instance , vacation accommodations for the Hacienda Hotel were
not available through MDC (CX's 684, 682 , 683 , 685 , 687). Furthermore
some of thc vacation accommodations provided to customers by MDC
were not for those cities or areas desired by the customers (CX's 1549
51). (36)

144. Thus , MDC's customers did not always have their choice of
vacation times , locations or accommodations , with the actual arrange-
ments made by MDC sometimes differing from eustomers ' selections.

2. Columlra Research Coration
145. In its consumer solieitations, CRC has represented that

reeipients could seleet a vaeation at a time of their choosing (Complaint

324-971 0-81- 11 QU
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11 6(14), 7(14)). This representation was made through variations on
such statements as:

(a) You have a full year tv take advantage of your Vacation For Two. 

. - . 

(E. ex'
32D , 39B, 82B, 28F , 1802B , 1869B.)

(b) You don t have to make your reservations now. 

. . . 

You do this when you are
ready to go on your vacation. You have one full year to decide. (E.g. ex' s 53B , 93B
I24B , 169B , 278B.)

(c) You have a fuB year to decide where and when you use your Vacation Certificate.
(E.g. CX' s 53C , 93C , 124C, 169C , 278C.

(d) If you act now , I can promise you all your benefits will be reserved for you to use
anytime during the coming year. (E. ex' s IDlC , 156C, 22C , 304C.

146. CRC , in the regular course of business, opened and forwarded
incoming orders to its computer service , Universal Data Systems, Inc.
the same day (Jacobson 494&-8; F. 28). Universal processed those
incoming orders , and printed vacation certificates and shippjng labels
in the regular course of business (1. 24). Universal Data Systems also
printed reservation confirmations , normally three times per week (RX
62-231

, -

253).
147. Vacation accommodations provided by CRC and its agents

were , and continue to be , unavaHable for certain times of the year in
certain locations. For instance , CRC's customers were not able to be
accommodated in Las Vegas for Thursday, Friday, Saturday or holiday
arrivals (CX's 218, 628, 778 , 1089B- , 1885; Joseph Anderson 4053. 55;
Bratschi 638-39; Banos 166469; Kegley 4811-12; Stipulation, p. 4, n.

8).
148. CRC and its agents repeatedly informed customers that the

vacation dates they had requested were booked , (37Jand that they
should select alternate dates (Gorman 183-85; CX 31C; Andrews 790-
91; CX 179; Tuber 82429; CX's 1670-73; Horton 1085-7; CX 1791;
Wiersma 1219-30; CX's 795- , 1812, 1814 , 1815, 1817, 1818; Benun
1428-30; CX's 218 , 219; Riesenfeld 1616-17; CX's 1660, 1662). In at
least one instance , a CRC customer was told

, "

The entire month of May
is booked to capacity. " (CX 1487).
149. The times selected for vaeation accommodations would also be

unavaiJable to some of CRC's Las Vegas customers because CRC
oversold available accommodations (1. 258).

150. At times , CRC and its reservation agents gave consumers
vacation accommodations far different from those they selected (e.
Gorman 187-90; Lawley 460-62; Cain 868- 74; Bryan , 1137-40. See 0,180

Stipulation , p. 4 , n. 8, and p. 5 , n. 10; Joseph Anderson 4043-4).
151. CHC has reprL:sented that consumers cou1d select 2. loc.Btion of
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their choice for their vacation. For instance , one soJicitation made the
following offer:

A .luxurio\1s Family Vaction- For Two with deluxe lodging at your choice of fabulous
resorta:reas inchiding Orlando Florid ho:reofWalt. Disney W orJd""or LasNega 
Puert Rico. (E. CX' s 335A , 346A.

Other solicitations offered location choices such as: Reno, Nevada (e.
CX 509B); St. Petersburg, Florida (e. CX 346C); and Miami Beach
Florida (e. CX 349C); (see also , e. Brady 22; Gellhorn 2819).

152. Vacation accommodations provided to customers by CRC and
its agents were not always for the requested locations (Cesario 2588-
89; CX's 374A- , 1971; Berliner 2694-98; CX's 1988, 1989, 1994A B).
Some customers were informed by CRC and its agents that reserva-
tions were unavailable for certain locations (e. Berliner, 2699-2704;
CX' s 1997, 1998 , 1999; Gellhom 283&-0, 286, 2862-65; CX's 42
423 , 1058; Stipulation , p. 5, n. 10).
153. CRC represented that recipients of its offer would be accom-

modated at specific hotels or resorts, including the California Hotel
and Casino (e. CX' s 397B- , 1980B-C), the El Conquistador Hotel
(e. CX' s 346C, 467D) and the Bay Shores Yacht & Tennis Club (e.
CX' s 503A, 536A-B). (38)
154. CRC's customers were not provided with vacation accommoda-

tions at the CaJifomia Hotel and Casino or El Conquistador Hotel

(Boyd 1816-17; Berger 425&-56; CX 343). Vacation accommodations for
the Bay Shores Yacht & Tennis Club were unable to be provided;
instead , over 50 units at the Gulf Towers Motel at Indian Rocks Beach
Florida, and the Gulf Towers North Motel at Clearwater, Florida, as
well as rooms at the Ramada Inn at Sarasota, Florida, were allocated
for this purpose (McGuire 237-48, 2374-75, 24&-246; CX 1927). In
February or March 1976, accommodations became available at the Bay
Shores Yacht & Tennis Club; however, only 10 units were available to
CRC' s vacation certificate customers (McGuire 2375 , 243-5).
155. CRC represented that those of its customers who chose to go to

Las Vegas for their vacation would be accommodated on the "Strip
(e. CX' s 32D , 53A , lOlA, 283F, 525B, 1802B).

156. The area of Las Vegas known as the "Strip" generally extends
from the Sahara Hotel on the northern end of Las Vegas Boulevard

South to the Hacienda Hotel on the southern end of Las Vegas

Boulevard South (Boyd 1831-32; Jenni 1892; Ralenkotter 1989; Kegley
4745).
157. CRC's Las Vegas vacation customers were accommodated at

the King 8 Hotel and Casino and other hotels (Joseph Anderson 4032-
33; Stipulation, p. 4). The address of the King 8 is 3330 W. Tropicana
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Avenue (CX 2065F). The King 8 is not located .on the " Strip," although
It is located nearby (Jenni 1892; Kegley 4746).
158. CRC also has represented that recipients of its offers would be

accommodated at hotels or motels that were described using terms
such as "deluxe (e. CX' s 224A , 335A , 503A), " First Class kg. ex'
3:!B 169A , 1802B), "First Rat., (e. CX' s 467C , 509C , 1908B), "Fir'

,j.

Class Deluxe (e. ex 2031C) and "Luxurious (e. CX 101A).
159. However, some customers of CRC testified that they we:"

accommodated at lcss-than-average accommodations that did net m€..'t
the above criteria set forth by CRC in its solicitations (e. GraBS 35;;;
Holmes 510-12; Bratschi 645-46; Blackmore 695; Wilson 3158-60).
160. Thus , CRC's customers did not always have their choice of

vacation times , locations or accommodations , with the actual arrange-
ments made by CRC or its agents sometimes differing from customers
selections. (39)

Vacation Coupons

1. Ma:rket Development Corpryrat;fln

161. MDC has represented that the vacation coupons offered to
customers were worth $50.00 or $100. , depending on the particular
solicitation (Complaint 11 6(23), 7(23)). MDC made this representation
in the following statements contained in its consumer solkitations:

(a) (AJ $100.00 Food AIJowance Discount (Coupon) Book. (E. ex' s lIlA, 288A
13I3A , 1331A , I356A , 1367A , 1701A , I733A.

(b) (OJ-ver$100.00 in J.'ood and Entertainment Coupons. (E.g. ex' s l337A, 1725
1726A.

(c) $50.00 foo alJowance discount coupon book. (E. ex' s 154A , 1716A, l72lA.

(d) rMJore than $100.00 in valuable Vacation Discount COUlXns, redeemable for foo
tourist attractions , gifts. 

. . 

and much more. (E. ex 1706B.)

(e) $50. 00 food and entertainment discount COUlXn bok. (E.g. CX 171lA.

162. MDC did not disclose in its solicitations to consumers that, in
order to receive the benefits of the coupons, consumers must make
additional food , drink and other purchases such as two-for-the-price-of-
one deals (e. CX' s 1752, 1753A- , 1754A- Z9). The business enter-
prises listed on the MDC coupons ranged geographically from St.
Augustine and Daytona Beach , Florida on the north (e. CX 1753F , I
J) to Miami Beach on the south (e. CX 1753B). Thus, MDC'
customers would have to visit each place of business in order to realize
the full value of the coupons.
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163. Despite the above, MDC's representations concerning the
mOnetary. value ofthevacationcouporis erenotof such ' a,' 8 rious
nature as to materially harm the public.

2. Columlr Research Cororatio

164. CRC bas represented that the vacation coupons offered to
customers were worth over $100 (Complaint 6(23), 7(23)). CRC has
made this representation by stating in its solicitations: "(YJou re going
to get over $100 in valuable Vacatio Coupons to save you impornt
dollars' ou' great restaural1ts;" excursion boats ... and 'n1uch . JIuch
more." (CX's 376B , 503B; see also CX 2031C). (40)

165. CRC did not disclose in its solicitations to consumers that, in
order to receive the benefits of the coupons; consumers must make
additional food , drink and other purchases such as two-for-the-price-of-
one deals (e. CX' s 1929- , 2054A-I). The business enterprises listed
on the CRC coupons ranged geographically from 49 miles north of
Tampa, Florida, on the north (CX 2054F) to 23 miles south of Ft. Myers
(CX 2054C). Thus, CRC's customers would have to visit each place of
business in order to realize the fu11 value of the coupons (CRC
Sanctions , pp. 3-).
166. Despite the above, CRC's representations concerning the

monetary value of the vacation coupons were not of such a serious

nature as to materia11y harm the public.

Sales of Sewing Machines

167. MDC has represented that the sewing machines offered in its
consumer solicitations were sold throughout the United States (Com-
plaint 6(17), 7(17)). MDC made this representation by stating in its
solicitations that its "sewing machines are sold. . . in a11 50 states
(CX' s 65A , 1313A, 1331A, 1353A, 1733A , 1738A, 1739A, 1741A) and that
they "will be selling across the land" (CX's 1332A, 1356A).

168. There is a paucity of record evidence to demonstrate whether
or not the sewing machines offered by MDC were sold throughout the
United States as a11eged by complaint counsel (CPF 155); thus, no
finding of fact can be made on this point.

Servicing of Sewing Machines

169. MDC has represented that its sewing machines were guaran-
teed for 25 years and would be serviced under this guarantee
throughout the United States (Complaint 6(18), 7(18)). MDC made

8 It is note. thai. thisaHcgationofthe coniplaint(Conip!Rint' 7(17)) must be taen 118 establiBhEiadverslytO
Raymond Andersn in hisPenioria!C8pacity(RaymOrid Andersn Sanctions , p. 2).
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this representation by stating in its solicitations to consumers that its
sewing machines are. . . serviced in all 50 states and have a 25-year

guarantee bond (CX's 65A, 1313A, 1331A, 1353A, 1733A, 1738A, 1739A
1741A). (41)

170. The only sewing machine repair department maintained by
MDC was located at its Hauck Road plant in Cincinnati , Ohio (Juanita
Anderson 3730, 3759-60; Flach 3513). Customers were supposedly

allowed to have their machines serviced by independent sewing

machine dealers and service centers, and to submit their bils to MDC
for reimbursement. (Juanita Anderson 3759-60). However, MDC'
sewing machine supplier, RiccarAmcricaCompany, would not , service

sewing machines that did not bear the Riccar label , a category that
included sewing machines purchased by MDC's customers (Elliott
1249- 1246-7 1267- 1273-74; CX 923A-C).

171. Despite the above, the record evidence is insufficient to

support complaint counsel's proposed finding (CPF 157) that the
sewing machines sold by MDC were serviced only at MDC's Hauck
Road plant in Cincinnati , Ohio; accordingly, no further finding on this
point can be made. 9

Use of Sewing Machines

172. MDC has represented that its sewing machines were used in
home economics classes throughout the United States. (Complaint 11 11
6(19), 7(19)). MDC made this representation by stating to consumers in
its solicitations that " the same. . . machine that (is advertised) is used
in Home Economics classes. of high schools throughout the country.
(CX' s 65B , 1313B , 1331A, 1353A, 1733B , 1738A, 1739A, 1741A).

173. MDC employees testified that they had no knowledge as to
whether the sewing machines MDC marketed were used in home
economics classes throughout the United States (Joseph Anderson
3974-75; Harris 5141). MDC's supplier of sewing maehines, Riccar, did
not sell to school districts those models of sewing machines purchased
by MDC, nor did Riccar ever provide anyone at MDC with any
information about the use of its sewing machines in schools or home
economics classes (Elliott 1278-0, 1267- , 1273-74; CX 923A-C).

174. Despite the above, the record evidence. is insufficient to

support complaint counsel's proposed finding (CPF 159) that the
sewing machines sold by MDC were used in home economics classes

.. ,

It i6 note thnt this aHcgation of the cOmplaint (COmp!aint , 7(18)) must betaken asestabliahCd adver.ly
Raymond Anderwn in hi'lpernnal capacity (Raymond Aiidersn sanctions p. 2).
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throughout the United States; accordingly, no further finding on this
point can be made. 1O (42)

Retail Price of Sewing Machines

175. MDC has represented that the sewing machines offered in its
consumer solicitations had a retail price of either $179.50 or $169.
(Complaint 11 1i 6(20), 7(20)). MDC made this representation through use
of the following statements in its solicitations:

(a) Regular Price $169.50. (CX' s 64A , 65A , I313A , 1733A, 1736.

(b) Regular Price $179.50. (CX' s 1353A , 1738A.

(c) Comparable value $179.50. (CX' s 1331A , 1730A , 1731A, 1732A, 1741A.

(d) Retail value $179.50. (CX' s 1730B , I73IB.)

(e) Comparable retaiJ value $179.50. (CX' s 1330A, 1742A.

(f) NationalJy advertised price of $179.50. (CX 1739A.

176. The only prices which consumers paid for sewing machines
ordered from MDC through the mail  were $69.95 and $79.95 (Flach
3528 3499; Harris 5103-04).
177. On November 13 , 1973 , Raymond Anderson , in his capacity as

president of MDC , wrote to Mickey Veraldo of G. L. Mercantile Corp.
a New Jersey firm that shipped the Riccar Good Housekeeper 308
sewing machines to MDC , attempting to persuade G. L. to sell or at
least advertise that machine at "$179.00 or more" and offering MDC'
services in placing any such advertisements (CX 693A-B; Harris 5103).

178. MDC sold the Riccar Good Housekeeper model 308 sewing
machines during the period when it conducted in-home sales solicita-
tion as well as in the subsequent period of mail order sales. MDC's sales
personnel sold this sewing machine to consumers in their homes for
$189.95 (Harris 5028-32, 5097- , 5100--01; see also Joseph Anderson
3980).

179. The record evidence is insufficient to support complaint
counsel's proposed finding (CPF 125) that the sewing machines (43)
purchased by consumers from MDC for $79.50 or $69.50 through mail
order solicitations did not have a retail price of $179.50 or $169.50;
accordingly, no further finding on this point can be made."

Sewing Machine Discount Certificates

It is noted that this allegation of the complaint (Complaint 'i 7(19)) mll:!t be taken as established adversly to
Raymond Andersn in his p€nHmal capacity (Raymond Anderson Sflnction . p. 2).

" It is I1ot.d that this allegation of the complaint (Complaint 7(20)) must be taken II e.tabjish advers! ' to
Raymond Andersn in his persona! capflCity (Raymond AodeI1oll Sanctions , p. 2).
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(d) (The) advertisers. 

. . 

guarantee the advertised and sellng price to be over $30.

(CX 1729.

184. Selective Sampling, a supplier of Treasure Chest kits to MDC
(Fs. 14 67), attempted to maintain a minimum value of $7.00 to $8.00 in
the kits , exclusive of the perfume included therein (CX's 748 , 749, 750;

Karniol 2043- , 2094). The company assigned this value range to the
items in the Treasure Chest based on manufacturers ' suggested retail
priGes which were obtained from various publications; Selective
Sampling did not use discounted prices at which the items may have
bcen offercd at some discount retail outlets (Karniol 2045-6).

185. During the course of the relationship between MDC and
Selective Sampling, some of the Treasure Chests shipped to consumers
came to contain fewer products and products of lesser quality and
lesser value because manufacturers directed Selective Sampling not to
use their products in its kits because of consumer complaints (Karniol
2093- , 2129- 32). (45)
186. Value Package, another supplier of Treasure Chest kits to

MDC (F' . 14), assigned values to the items in the kits of between $11.
and $15.49 , except for one kit valued at $24. , and informed MDC of
those assigned values and how they were determined (CX' 97&-6;
Taubes 2258-59). Value Paekage determined the value of the products
in the kit by assigning either manufacturers ' suggested retail prices
the actual prices at which the products were sold nationally or, for
products smaller than regular retail size , a value calculated upon the
fractional equivalent of the contents compared to the smallest regular
retail size. If a product had both a manufacturer s suggested retail
price and an actual selling price , then Value Package would use the
suggcsted retail price as the value even though it might be higher than
the actual se1lng price (Taubes 2253-57). Value Package made no

attempt to verify that products were actual1y sold at the suggested
retail prices which were used in making the valuations (Taubes 2257-
58).

187. Value Package provided MDC with the assigned values for the
products in the kits because MDC wanted its kits to have a certain
value and wanted back-up material regarding that value; MDC was
also informed of the methods used in computing the assigned values
(Taubes 2258-59). MDC suggested that the kits contain approximately
$15.00 worth of merchandisc, excluding perfume (Taubes 2278-79
2302, 2310). This was the only information provided to MDC by Value
Package concerning the value of the kits (Taubes 2259).

188. Grafton Products supplied the perfume for MDC's Treasure
Chests (Fs. 15 , 199). The perfume did not have the retail value claimed
inasmuch as it was never placed on the retail market for sale. In fact
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CRC kits was named "Beau Bien" (Taubes 2268, 2273 , 2308). This was
the same perfume used in the MDC Treasure Chest; it did not have the
retail value claimed by CRC , but had a cost of approximately 33 cents
to 40 cents (Fs. 199 204). (47)
195. Other CRC kits contained different perfumes. A. M. Sampling

placed a bottle of "Tortue" in over 25 000 CRC kits. This perfume had a
retail value of $4.50 (Taubes 2272). At CRC's request, two bottes of a
perfume named "Xanadu" were placed in some CRC kits in order to
raise the value of those kits. "Xanadu" had a retail value of $10.
(Taubes 2271- 74). A. M. Sampling purchased less than 20 000 bottes of

Xanadu " (Taubes 2272). Thus, less tban 10 000 CRC kits contained $20
worth of this perfume.

Paris Now" was another perfume that was placed in about 20 000 of

CRC' s kits. There was no retail value assigned to "Paris Now" because
it was manufactured specificaIJy for A. M. Sampling (Taubes 2275-76).
This perfume had been in limited retail distribution in certain parts of
the country and bad had limited sales at the fuIJ $25 retail price
assigned (Taubes 2282-85).

196. Inclusion of the "Beau Bien" perfume or the "Tortue
perfume in the CRC kits did not add significantly to the value of the
CRC kits. Inclusion of one bottle of "Xanadu:' two bottes of
Xanadu" or one bottle of "Paris Now" could increase the value of the

CRC kits by $10. , $20.00 or $25. , respectively (F. 195).
197. Therefore , CRC artificaIJy inflated the value of some of the

Gift Cartons and Super Jackpot Packages. The value of some of the

kits was significantly less than $25. , although some of the kits may
have had values of $25.00 to $40.00 depending on the perfume
contained inside (CRC Sanctions, pp. 3-).

V. Retail Price of Perfume

198. MDC has represented that its Treasure Chest contained "
rare and very expensive cosmetic" with a retail value of $20.

(Complaint '1 '1 6(26), 7(26); CX' s lllA, 288A , 1367A, 170lA, 1706B

1711A, 1716A , 1721A).
199. The "rare and very expensive cosmetic" contained in MDC'

Treasure Chest was a perfume named " Beau Bien." This perfume was
manufactured and sold by Grafton Products , Inc. (F. 15), at a cost to
MDC of approximately 33 to 40 cents per one-half ounce botte (CX'
1011 1915 1917 1918 1922). Grafton was the sole supplier of perfume
for MDC's Treasure Chests (Fs. 15, 188). (48)
200. Grafton s president, Edward Marcus (Marcus 3216), testified

that "Beau Bien was not a specific perfume , but was just a name
Grafton gave to various fragrances customers wished to purchase
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for sampling,

2236 2301).
smaller than normal retail size (Taubes

2. Columlra Research Cortio
207. In its consumer solicitations, CRC has represented that the

products in the Gift Cartons were full-sized products (Complaint 
6(25), 7(25)). CRC made this representation by stating in some of its
solicitations

, "

(TJhey re an full-size products. (e. CX' s 349A, 354A
376A , 397A, 413A, 467A, 478A, 499A, 1980A , 2000A).
208. Some CRC customers believed this representation (Berliner

2688-9; Otner 2884).

209. Approximately 10% of the items included in the CRC kits were
sample-sized (Taubes 2276-77). For instance, of the 16 products
contained in one Gift Carton, a 0.4 oz. packet of Vitabath was marked
Trial size not for resale " a Gilette Trac II razor carton was marked
Trial Razor Enclosed" and a can of WD--0 was marked "Sample not

for resale" (CPX 5E , M, P).
210. Thus, the record evidence supports the finding that CRC's Gift

Carton did not always contain fun-sized products, but contained some
sample-sized products (Taubes 2276-77; CRC Sanctions, pp. 3-;
Stipulation , p. 3 , n. 6; Third CRC Admissions, Request 53).

Total Value of Offers

1. Market Developnt Corpation

211. MDC has represented that the total value of its Treasure
Chest offer was $250 to $300, or represented a savings of over $200
(Complaint 6(24), 7(24)). MDC made this representation through use
of the fonowing statements contained in some of its solicitations:

(a) (TJhe total intrinsic value of your winnings amounts to approximately $25.00.

(CX' s lllB , 28B , l716B , l721B.) (50)

(b) (TJhe iotalintrinsie value . of your winnings. amourits to approximately. $300;00.
(CX' s l367B , I70lB.

(e) (AJnycustomer who takes advantage of a II of these Offers wil have a savings 

over $200.00. (CX l706B.)

212. An examination of the individual parts of MDC's Treasure
Ghest offers reveals that the total value was not as represented. The
$20 r tail price for the perfume arid th $30 or more value for the

Treasur Chest weI' overstated yalues (Fs. 189 204). Th food and
entertainment vacation C01.pons given to MDC's customers had various
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of their own money to purchase food and drink, contrary to the
representations made in the solicitations. The CRC coupon program
included a two-mcals-for-the-price-of-one program, requiring the

customer to purchase one meal out-of-pocket in order to obtain the free
mea1. Moreover, the coupons were for places of business geographieally
distant from one another, thus making it more difficult for the
consumer to realize the full value (Jenni 1929-30; Joseph Anderson
4077; e. CX' s 708, 1479; Fs. 128 165).

217. CRC failed to disclose in its initial solicitations the existence of
conditions or restrictions which were attached to the use of the gaming
packages that CRC customers received. These conditions and restric-
tions were often quite lengthy, complicated and confusing to consum-
ers. For example:

(a) 1. Uponyour:irrval , present - YOVRGAMINGINVITATION VOUCHER a.nd
y()ur ID ro the Sundance West redemption -both. You must - be 21 years of age and a non:
resident of Nevada;

2. - Your registratiori cad- MUST :sE FILLEDOU'I (;OMPLETELY! The - registr.;
tidn card along with a refundable deposit of $1.00 mustbegivenb k ro theeahier;(The
$l.OOdeposit is toco"er the cost of handling and registering your casinoinVitation and
wilbc refunded to you as part of your caino package after inVitation is registered by
casino cashier. (52)

minimum timeinterval ofone:hollr and a maximum of1l/2 hoursisrequired

between redeeming - each part. Coupons become valid hourly, startirigat time inliicated

below then in daily' sequence; Coupomi must be utilzed as stipulated in paragraph 3 or
they become void.

4. Daily unre4eemed portionis void six hours after you start your "Simdance West
Casino Package.

5. - Only 1 day of SundanceWest Casino . Package tickets maybe use by 1 person in
anyone day. OnJyl invitation may be used during any 30 day period by Jperson.

6. The LuckyBucks are match play to be used on Big 6 Wheel and 21 tables and pay
2 to 1 on your money. Limited to 1 per person. (Bet $1.00 Win $2.00);

7. The drinks are in w:lition to the free drinks S€rVed while playing (E.

g;,

CX 22E.)

(b) L Upon your arrval, presentthis)nvitationand yourLD. to our Casino Cashier.

You must be 21 years of age and a non;.resident of Nevada;

3. A minimum tirneinterValofone hour . reuired between redeeming each pa.rt.

4. Urideemedportionis void eigllt hours after you sta yourFREEFUN SPREE.

5; Onlyone day of FREE FUN SPREE ticket. maybe used byone persninanyone
day.
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6. The Lucky Bucks are match play on 21 table and pay 2 to 1 on your money. Or

may be exchanged for two super slot tokens.

7. The rlnks are of your choice (hard or soft) and are in addition to the free drinks
served while playing.

8. Your foo may be choice of Menu. Customer pays for highest-price meal ordered
second meal is free. (53)

9. One invitation per person, adults only. Coupons all or in part are subject to

revision at the discretion of management without prior notice. Coupons are non-
refundable and non-transferrable in any amount.

10. Coupons become valid in sequence. One complete set (1-Z-) must be validated
each day in order to proceed to the following day (E.g. ex 1479 , 148.

Few of the original offers mention any limitations and the one mention
of "match play" is buried in the middle of a four page solicitation (CX'
32E 224A 278A , 1389C). The solicitations , read as a whole, emphasize
the eash and the free benefits that the customer is informed will be
fortheoming.
218. The gaming package was usable only at speeified casinos and

was not transferrable among casinos. Each package was tailored for a
particular casino, with differing restrictions on the use of Lucky Bucks
and super slot tokens (Joseph Anderson 4074; Kegley 4778-79; Boyd
1833-34; Jenni 189 94; CX' s 708 , 709 , 71lA , B).

219. The different casino packages offered various dollar amounts
of "Lucky Bucks.

" "

Lucky Bucks" are certificates used only in match
play; they are issued by a particuJar hotel or casino and can only be
used at that hotel or casino. In order to use the "Lucky Bucks " the

consumer must match the " Lucky Buck" with his own dollar in placing
a bet for a minimum two-dollar bet, only the casino s "Lucky
Buck" and the customer s dollar bill could eonstitute the two dollars of
the bet (Boyd 1832-34; Jenni 1892-93 , 1959; Fs. 217(a)(6), 217(b)(6); 

CX' s 1899- 1906). In the King 8 Hotel and Casino s program

, "

Lucky
Bucks" could only be used for specified games and at designated tables
(e. CX' s 708, 709A, 71lA- , 1479, 1480). Similarly, at the California
Hotel and Casino , the CRC customer must match the cost of the keno
ticket with his or her own money in order to use the coupon for a keno
bet (Boyd 1812- 73; CX's 1899-1901 , 1903-06).
220. Consumers had to pay close attention to intricate instructions

on how to redeem the coupons in the gaming packages. The benefits
were redeemable only at certain specified stages or times; the gaming
and other benefit coupons often would have to be turned in and time-
stamped at hourly intervals over a (54)three-day period (Joseph
Anderson 4074; Boyd 1807-09; KegJey 4743 , 4770- , 4778, 4837--8;
F. 217; CX's 708 , 711k- , 1479, 1480 , 1899 , 1900; RX' s 21 , 22).
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In order to receive the benefits of the California Hoteland Casino
program, for .instance

, .

CRC. customers had to redeem the gaming

coupons. in sequenceatmiriimumtimeintervalsof ()ne hour over a
three-day period (Boyd 1807-09;. CX's 1899-1900). Each set of eoupOnS

had to be redeemed within eight hours froriithe time the customer
began using the set (CX's 1899-1(00). The program was similar at the
King 8 Hotel and Casino for CRC customers , except each of the three
days ' sets of coupons expired at midnight ofthe date issued (Jenni
1906-09; ex's 708, 711A- , 1749). Similar programs were cOlnmOn at
other casinos used by CRC (Lawley 469-71; Blackmore 696; Bratschi
64tH7; Bryan 1149 50; Riesenfeld 1624; BOrstein 132428; Stipulation

6).
221. Another factor that reduced the valueofthegaming package

was that CRC's customers had to use their pwn money in order to
receive many benefits of the gaming coupons such as "Lucky Bucks

(F. 217; Lawley 469-70; Blackmore 700; Bryan 114tH9; Riesenfeld
1624). For instance , for every $6:00 in nickels that a CRC customer
received, the customer had to pay $5.00 of his or her own money
(Joseph AndersotI 407,576; CX's 708, 711A-B).

222. The intricate redemption features of the coupons.in CRC'
gaming . packages led to cOnsumer misunderstanding and. consumer
complaints. One witness , Bily Dale Kegley, who is familar with and
designspromotiorial gaming packages such as have been used by CRC
(Kegley 4743-4, 4777-78), explained that casino personnel often

misunderstood and incorrectly explaiI)ed how the gaming package
program. worked resulting in . consumer. complaints which. were . based
UpOtI the consumer s misunderstanding as to how the program should
be utilized (Kegley 4756).

For instance, the California Hotel and Casino received complaints
during the time in which it operated the gaming program in
conjunction withc;RC, September 24, 1975 to February 24 1976, from
customers who did not understand the mechanics of the gaming

certificate redemption program and who expected to receive the stated
value of the certificate in cash immediately(Boyd 1812, 1815-17).

223. Many consumer witnesses testified as to their dissatisfaction
with the manner in which the gaming package worked (Holmes 512-
15; Lawley 468-72; Blackmore 699-704; Bratschi 648 , 658; Dworak
929c-31; Bryan 1149c-54;Heller 1577-79; Riesenfeld 162426; Borstein
1325-28). One consumer. witness expressed his dissatisfaction as
follows: (55)

Did you attempt to use any of the gaming benefits?

A. Yes, I tried but there was a certin procdure you have to go through which
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6(15), 7(15)). MDC made this representation by virtue of its failure to
disclose that its offers were sometimes connected to the sales
promotion of other products or services (see e. CX' s 11lA- , 288A-
1337A- , 1367A- , 170lA- , 1711A- , 1716A , 1721A- , 1729A B).

None of MDC's solicitations makes mention of any additional promo-
tions.

228. In fact, in many instances , customers who purchased the
Treasure Chest would subsequently be solicited to purchase a sewing
machine (Flach 3569-72; Sarbaugh 3637-39).

229. Furthermore , the vacation certificates which MDC provided to
its customers were sometimes connected with various land sales
programs in Florida and/or Las Vegas (CX's 664 , 679 , 680, 689, 691

867 , 875). Raymond Anderson intentionally designed MDC's solicita-
tions so as not to disclose any land sales connections. (CX 688B). Some

MDC customers later complained about the high-pressure sales tactics
used in these land sales presentations (e. CX' s 1550B- , 1551A-B).

2. Columlra Research Corpo-rtion

230. In its Super Jackpot Package and Gift Carton solicitations
sent to prospective customers , CRC also has represented that its offers
were not connected to the sales promotion of any other products or
services (Complaint 6(15), 7(15)). CRC implicitly made this
representation by virtue of its failure to disclose that its offers were
connected to the sales promotion of other products (see , e. CX' s 32G-

, 39A- , 53A- , 93A- , E-H , 124A- , 125 , 151A- , 272A- , 283E-
335A- 346A- , 376A- , 397A- , 467A- , 503A- , 712A-

1677A- 1908A- , 2003A-D). CRC also made this representation
explicitly through use of the following statement contained in some of
its solicitations:

Maybe you think there s some kind of "catch" to it 

, . . 

that you ll have to pay some
hidden charges or attend a land sales presentation or something like that.

Wen , let me assure you nothing could be further from the truth. We wouldn t be in

business if there was any "catch" to our offer. (CX' s 32B , 148 , 348 , 468 , 1803 , 1871.) (57)

None of CRC's solicitations makes mention of any additional promo-
tions.
231. Two CRC customers who went to Florida testified that they

were subjected to a high-pressure time-sharing sales presentation
(Wilson 3163-67; Engleman 2509- 2514).

232. In fact, the record evidence supports the finding that the
vacation certificates which CRC provided to many of its customers
were connected to the sales promotions of various condominium or
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time-sharing programs in FIorida
, Las Vegas and Puerto Rico (JosephAnderson 4065-71; 

Kegley, 4810-11; Fs. 37, 38; McGuire 23636
, 2376-

78; Wray 5236-7
, 5241-42; CX'

s 1063, 1083, 1089A-C; CRC Sanctions

pp. 

3-; Stipulation

, pp. 

6-7; Third CRC Admissions
, Request 11).

Initial Decision
95 F.

Z. DeIivery Costs

233. MDC has 
represented that it 

would bear the cost of deIivery ofits products (CompIaint 

6(28), 7(28)). MDC implicitly made thisrepresentation with regard to its sewing machine offers by stating in
its soIicitations that the sewing machines were avaiIabIe 

UJ consumers
for a Total Cost" of $69.

50 or $79.
50 (e. CX' s 65A, 1313A, 1331A

1733A, 1738A 1741A).
234. The MDC employees in charge of sewing machine orders and

shipments
, Lois Flach and Joseph Anderson

, testified that the sewingmachines were shipped Cash On 

Delivery (FIach 3518-19
, 3549--2

3554; Joseph Anderson 3970). MDC'
s parcel post shipping Iists includeda C. D. column which showed the price that the customer paid and the

actual shipping cost to MDC (CX'
s 1587, 1588; FIach 3549-

, 3557).
MDC' s United ParceI Service reshipment Iists also included the C.
amount that the customer paid and the actuaI shipping rate that MDC
paid (CX' 1589A- 1590, 1591; Flach 3553-, 3557). These sets ofIists were prepared by Lois Flach based on figures that she received
from the shipping department (Flach 3557-

58). MDC coIlected a C.charge from its customers which was substantiaIly higher than the
actual shipping charges paid by MDC (CX'

s 1587-91). Moreover
customers had to pay the shipping 

charges for returning sewingmachines to MDC for repair (FIach 3513).
235. The deIivery costs were substantial

$14.95 (Land 546-8;CX' s 72, 73). Disclosures regarding shipping costs were nonexistent or
else confusing. CX'

65B 1331B and 1353D 
list three types of paymentplans. CX 65B states "freight coIlect" for onIy one of the three pIanswhiIe CX'

1331B and 1353D state "freight coIlect" for two out of thethree pIans. The import of "
freight coIlect" is unclear in light of the

Total Cost" statements on the 

front page of each soIiritation (CX'65A, 1331A, 1353A). (58)
236. Thus, the record evidence supports the finding that MDC'

customers paid the deJivery costs of the sewing machines 

shipped to
them, contrary to the impIied representation.

AA. Non-DeIivery of Goods and Services
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1. Ma,rket Develop11nt COTpora-tion

237. In its consumer solicitations , MDC has implicitly represented
to prospective customers that it would deliver its goods and services
including sewing machines , Treasure Chests, vacation certificates and
trivets (Complaint 6(27), 7(27); Fc 6). No mention is mRde in any
offer of extended delivery time.
238. In approximately ' 1973, MDC began processing orders by

computer because the volume of orders had grown to the point where
they could not be handled manually (Flach 3515-- 16; Fs. 10 , 11). MDC
sent its sewing machine and Treasure Chest orders to its computer
service , Small Business Data Processing (Sarbaugh 3630-31), on a daily
basis (Juanita Anderson 3764- 65). Smal1 Business Data Processing took
two days , on the average , to process these orders (Sarbaugh 36'7), and
returned a print-out sheet and the shipping labels to MDC. MDC
employees then calculated the shipping charges, entered those charges
on the labels and made up the shipping orders which were stored at
Hamilton Avenue until MDC's shipping department gave instructions
to send them the orders. (F. 11). General1y, MDC mailed out the
shipping labels to its Treasure Chest suppliers within a day or so of
receiving the labels from the computer service (Harris 5048-9).

239. During the period of time that MDC purchased its Treasure
Chests from Selective Sampling, April/May 1972 to January/February
1973 (KarnioI2017-18), MDC prepared the instructions , documents and
labels for shipping and forwarded these to Selective Sampling, along
with a check covering the order and a computer-print-out listing the
customers ' names and addresses (Karniol 2021; F. 18). Selective
Sampling usually shipped the Treasure Chests to consumers within
three or four days , or ten days at the outside , after receiving the labels
from MDC (Karniol 2023 -24; F. 18). The percentage of packages
returned as "undeliverable" was under one percent (Karniol 2121-23).

240. During the period of time that MDC purchased its Treasure
Chests from Value Package, 1973 to 1974 (Taubes 222), Value
Package shipped the Treasure Chests directly to MDC in (59JCincinnati
for reshipment to consumers (F. 18). Value Package shipped Treasure
Chests to MDC within two to three weeks after receiving the orders
(Taubes 2262-63).

241. MDC developed a backlog of 10 000 to 15 000 Treasure Chest
orders by June 1974 , the time it went into bankruptcy. During this
time , MDC was still processing 1 000 to 2 000 Treasure Chest orders a

week (Harris 5058; Flach 3542-6; Joseph Anderson 4000).

242. MDC printed cartoon form letters advising customers of a
delay in shipment (CX 468); such letters were sent to Treasure Chest
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being shipped each week. All of those shipments were in response to
Better Business Bureau and state Attorneys General complaints (Flach
3536- 3540). The backlog as of January/February 1974 consisted of
000 to 10 000 sewing machine orders waiting for shipment (Flach

3541-42; Joseph Anderson 3598--99).
248. Despite the substantial backlog which was still growing, MDC

employees did not receive instructions to stop processing incoming
orders at anytime in 1974 (Juanita Anderson 3787 88; Flach 3607-08).
The processing of incoming orders did not cease until MDC's mail was
stopped just prior to its hankruptcy (Flach 3607-08).

249. MDC initially responded to customer correspondence inquiring
about delays in the shipment of sewing machines by sending the
customer s letter back with either a response written on it or a form
marginal note enclosed (Flach 3511- , 3522). By the end of 1973 , the
volume of sewing machine correspondence had increased to such an
extent that MDC did not respond to all of it; according to one MDC
employee , Lois Flach , about one quarter of the sewing machine mail
did not receive a response but, rather was "(thrown) in the garbage
after it had heen opened and read (Flach 3519- , 352427). Thus
although MDC sent out several thousand delay- in-shipment letters (CX
68) to sewing machine customers over a six to eight month period

(Flach 3582), some customers did not receive any explanation or
response at all from MDC. (61)
250. One of MDC's customers testified that she had ordered a

sewing machine from MDC in October 1973 , but did not get delivery of
the machine until late February 1974 , and then only after numerous
letters of complaint to MDC (Land 538, 541- , 552-- , 559; CX's 6&-

, 76 , 79).
251. In some of its solicitations, MDC represented that purchasers

would receive tickets to Disney World (CX's IlIA , 288A, 1729A). In
many instances, consumers who paid for the Florida vacations did not
receive the Disney World tickets promised to them (CX's 1540-7
1648). On one occasion , one of MDC's Florida agents wrote to MDC
stating:

We arc receiving from two to three of your customers a week that are insisting on their
Disney World Tickets. Our Hostesses are pacifying most of your customers that ask for
tickets without promising anything but when the customer gets indignant and insistB on
the tickets , they must receive something. (CX 164.

MDC responded by sending 50 Disney World tickets to its Florida
agent with directions that they be "distributed with discretion" (CX
1649).

252. At the time of its bankruptcy, MDC listed itself as having
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had the capahility of accommodating only approximately 40 000 to
000 customers.
259. CRC also engaged in numerous practices which had the effect

of discouraging consumers from using the vacation certificates provid-
ed to them pursuant to CRC's offer or encouraging and, at times
forcing consumers to make changes in their vacations that were not
described in the initial solicitation (Fs. 147-- , 152, 154 , 160, 216-21
225 260- 265-67).
260. One CRC customer testified that CRC and its agents provided

her with confirmations for reservations that were mailed after the

date of the reservation. (Torres 1386-87; CX's 164 , 165).
261. On occasion, CRC provided meal , gambling and other benefits

to customers that were different than what was offered in the original
solicitation (e. Cain 874). (63)
262. One customer testified that CRC informed her that "they lost

my reservation in the mail" (Breece 1196-97; CX 197A-B).
263. Respondent's witness Kegley, the supplier of the two-nights-

for- the-price-of-one complimentary accommodations directory, testi-
fied that be recommended to Raymond Anderson and CRC that the
two-for-one accommodations directory be used as a Hconversion" from
CRC' s existing vacation certificate program (Kegley 4815-17). CRC
did , in fact, substitute the two-for-one accommodations directory for
the reservations requested pursuant to the vacation plan originally
offered in the ease of at least one customer (Brady 237 38; CX 229A-
B). In other instances , CRC provided customers with the directory
along with other materials in an attempt to persuade them to
substitute a different vacation plan from that originally offered
(Williamson 154-55; CX 1394; Lawley 450; Horton 1080, 1115-16; CX
1782; Torres 1372; CX 1831; Benun 1423; CX 221A- B; Holtzman 2646;
CX' s 487A- , 508). CRC also solicited customers to switch vacation
plans and make use of the two-for-one directory (Brady 257; Cain 875).

264. As part of some of the offers contained in its consumer
solicitations , CRC represented that purchasers would receive a dis-
count buying club membership (e. CX' s 335A , 595A). CRC failed to
deliver the buying club membership to some of those customers who
had ordered it (Holtzman 2651; Macario 3038; Huber 3092; Berger

4261).
265. As part of some of the offers contained in its consumer

solicitations, CRC represented that purchasers would receive tickets to
shows in Las Vegas (Holmes 496; Dworak 906; CX 304A; Blackmore
686-87; CX 224A; Borstein 1314- 15). However, CRC failed to deliver
show tickets to some of those customers wbo had paid for the Las
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satisfied, you may keepcaehand ev:eryitemre jved in your ' Treaure Chest , We
will stiU refund your $15.00 servce chargeinfuJI. 

. . 

now' how is that fOr a 100
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. (CX' s 1337B , I726B.

(e) Remember you arc risking nothing beusey )Urorderis filed6n a 1(JO
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. (CX' s I716B , 1721B.

(f) Rerimber yOUr satisfactio i,"guranteed orwewill refwridYOUTrtyin full.
(CX 1733B.)

271. MDCalso represented in its solicitations that the sewing
machine offered toeonsumers was.guaranteed for 25 years (CX'
1331A, 1353A, C 1730A, 1733A, 1736, 1738A, C, 1739A, C 1741A
1742A).

272. MDC included an order form with many of its solicitations
that stated in large, boldface print

, "

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE" (CX'

1707A 1712A l717A 1722A 1728A).
273. In some cases, customers contacted United states Senators

(CX' s 1615-17), consumer action columnists in the press (CX's 1606-8)
and Better Business Bureaus (CX's 1609-11) in their attempts to obtain
refunds from MDC. Even where such steps were taken, customers
refunds were often held up bccausc they did not present an account

number (CX's 1606, 1609, 1615), although the number was unnccessary
for verifying the request (Haris 5120-21; Sarbaugh 3637-40, 3671).

274. Lois Flach , an MDC employee, testified that about one quarter
of the sewing machine correspondence was " (thrownJ in the garbage
without being answered (F. 249). Joseph Anderson, who was in charge
of shipping and had authority to make refunds (Fs;50, 332, 336),

testified that he was aware of backlogs, but did not know of any
refunds for non-delivery. (Joseph Anderson 3998). . Many consumers
seeking refunds from MDC for non-delivery did not receive responses
from MDC indieating tbat a refund would be forthcoming (Land541

562; CX 66; Pil 605; CX 115A-C). (66)
275. Thus, the record evidence supports the finding that MDC did

not always promptly provide refunds to dissatisfied customers and , in
many instances, failed to make refunds altogether.

2, Col-umma Research Cororation

276. CRC has represented in some of its consumer solicitations that
its offer included an unconditional money-back guarantee (Complaint 

.6(29), 7(29)). CRC made this representation through use of the
following statements:

(a)Naturally, iffor any reaSon whatSoever, upon the completion of your holiday for

two, you feel that you did . not have the vacation of a lifetime and you were not totally
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delighted With youracc6mmodations Y9ur $15.00semcecharge Will be refunded . ihfull

... '

ai)d y'Ol) still'keepeverythiiig that you reivooinyour ~uPerJackpQtPacka:ge\\ith
our compliment;. (E. CX' s 53C , 93B , 12B, 169B , 278B , 166B 2031B.)

(b) Rernember, you ar risking nothing because YOur order isfilledonal00mon
back guarantee. (E. CX' s 53D , 93C, 12C , 196C , 278C, 166C 201C.

(c). Beeause your goOdwill is very importnttQus, we make youthis gurantee If for
any reason, - upon - cornpletiol1 of your Holiday - For Two, - you ar not delighted or did not

recciveall your benefits your $15viUbe pt'mptlyrefundeduponrequest. (E. ex'
82D , 93R , 151C, 28R , 1677C.

((,) Please - remember, - you re fully -protete - with a gUranuedr fundof the small

$15.95 charge if; after the trip, you' renotsatisfied inevcfy way. Since ther s no risk 011

your part, why not give me your okay?(E.

g.;

CX' s22, 34; 468 479 , 511, 1678B , 1979.
(67)

(e) Weguararitee if you re not totally satisfied upon cOmpletion of your vaction
ll promptly retundyour$15.95 upon request-and you stil- get to keep your Gift

Cartn. Wecotildn . be any fairer. (E. CX' - 349C, 354C, 413C 478C, 499C 2O.
277 CRG included an order form with many of its solicitations that

stated in . large, boldface .print

, .

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE (e. ex'
347 416 417 491 , 495A, 511 , 2033).

278. Two of respondent's witnesses Wava Balko and Adele Jacob-
son, both of whom. were employees of CRC and handled the issuance of
refunds (Balko 4910-11, 4925; Jacobson 4943, 4945, 4947, 4961),

testified that Raymond Anderson instruCted refunds to be issued only
where the cust()mer took the vacation but was very unhappy or could
not take the vacation because ofa death in the family, serious illness
financial difficulties or the inability of CRC to accommodate a second
choice of reservations; if the customer did not fit into one of these five
categories, then the refund would be denied (Balko 4930-3 , 4937--8;
Jacobson 4965-68 , 4989- , 5002-03).

279. Due to the conflict between the statements contained in F. 276
(a), (c), (d) and (e), which condition the refund on the customer having
first taken the trip, and the statement of a money-ba.ck guarantee on
the order form (F. 277), many consumers understood there to be an
unconditional guarantee rather than a guarantee conditional on taking
the vacation (Brady 232; Peters 60-61; Horton 1078; .Wiersma 1216;
Birch 2994; Huber 3084).
280. CRC has . received numerOus requests for refunds from con-

sumers who have paid money toCRC (First CRC Admissions, Requests
130d, 131d 211d, 212f-262f, 263d_274d , 275d-287d , 288e-22 , 323c-

370c, 371d--72d , 373d--87d, 388e--8ge, 390e--91e).
281. Many customers who received.. solicitations containing the

types of statements described in F. 276, apd who requested refunds
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without having first taken the vacation were not. given refunds by
CRC (Peters 52; Williamson 125; Gorman 198; Janov 288-92; cX' s 60
61; Gross 356; Rees 396-01 , 403-406; CX's 131 , 119, 121- 23; Szitkar

751; Tuber 830-36; CX's 1673 , 1674; Cain 873-75; Horton 1099-1101;
CX 1779A-B; Breece 1197-98; CX 198A-B; Wiersmi?1.2B0-31; ex 1818;
Torres 1385 -91; ex' s 161A- , 162, 1841; Benun 1431-33; CX 216;
Riesenfeld 1625 , (68)1627-32; Banos 1671- , 1677; Alpert 246G-62; CX
1951; Cesario 2592; CX's 372A- , 373A- , 374A-B; Holtzman 2645
2650-51; CX's 488, 481; Povill 2925-27 , 2930; CX's 608 , 609A-D; Birch
2999-3000; CX 350; Macario 3038; CX 594; Jenkins 3072; CX's 540-41;
Huber 3087- , 3092; CX's 513 , 514A-B; Berger 4255-59 , 4261). Many
of these customers were unable to make use of the vacation package
because of the acLions taken by CRC or its agents , as described in Fs.
147- 152 258 260 262 267.

282. Even some of those customers who satisfied CRC's stated
refund policy by having first taken the trip were not given refunds
following their requests to CRC (Lawley 472-75; CX 1771; Holmes 514--
15; CX 813; Blackmore 701-04; Bryan 1152-55; Engleman 2512-15).
283. Thus , the record evidence supports the finding that CRC did

not always promptly provide refunds to dissatisfied customers and , in
many instances, failed to make refunds altogether (see also CRC
Sanctions , pp. 34).

CC. Reasonable Basis

284. In their consumer solicitations , MDC and CRC have represent-
, directly or by implication, that they had a reasonable basis for

making the representations challenged in this proceeding prior to
making them (Complaint 6(30), 7(30); see , e. CX' s 32C- , 39

10lA- , l11A- , 124 , 169 224 272 , 233E-H , 288A- , 335 , 346, 478, 503
525 , 1677 , 1842, 1868, 1869, 1908, 2003 , or any other solicitation in the
record). In addition , CRC's solicitations were often accompanied by a
flyer (e. CX' s 32B , 492), which stated; "We wouldn t be in business if
there was any ' catch' to our offer. We have had to prove we deliver at
least what we prornise to various States and U.S. Government agents.
(CX 492).

Several examples of the ways in which MDC and CRC demonstrated
their lack of reasonable bases for the challenged representations at the
time of making them follow.
285. Both MDC and CRC were aware or should have been aware of

the methods used by the suppliers of the Treasure Chests and Gift
Cartons to assign values to the products in the kits, and that those
assig-ned values had not been verified (Fs. 186 , 187 , 192, 193). (69)
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286. MDC knew that the Hacienda Hotel and Casino was not
providing lodging to MDC customers (F. 143).

287. CRC knew that the California Hotel and Casino was not
providing lodging to CRC customers, and that CRC did not have any
arrangements with the Hacienda , contractual or otherwise (Third CRC
Admissions, Request 1).
288. CRC admitted that it could not cite any gaming regulation

which prohibited it from issuing more benefits than what it provided

the customer (F. 225; Third CRC Admissions , Request 35).
289. With regard to their representations of co-sponsorship and

representation of other companies , MDC and CRC did not have
contractual relationships with the manufacturers of the products in the
Treasure Chests, Gift Cartons and Super Jackpot Packages (Fs. 86, 90;
Third CRC Admissions , Requests 47-48).

290. MDC represented a retail price for the "Beau Bien" perfume
placed in the Treasure Chest despite the fact that neither MDC nor the
actual manufacturer of the perfume ever sold the perfume at the retail
level (Fs. 198 , 199 204).

291. MDC did not attempt to verify the representations of value
that were made for the vacation coupons offered to consumers in
MDC' s solicitations (Juanita Anderson 3829-30).
292. CRC knew or should have known that, at the time it sent many

potential customers its solicitations stating a total of $15.00 or $15.
the customers would have to pay at least $5.00 per person per night
extra for lodging (Third CRC Admissions , Request 49; CX 307; F. 126).

293. CRC knew or should have known that it could physically
accomodate only a fraction of the consumers who requested and paid
for Las Vegas accommodations (Fs. 257 , 258).

294. The examples set forth above are sufficient to support the
finding that both MDC and CRC knew or should have known that the
challenged representations were untrue prior to making them or
alternatively, did not have a reasonable basis for making the represen-
tations prior to making them (see also CRC Sanctions , pp. 3 -4). (70)

III. ROLES OF INDIVIDUAL RESPONDENTS

Raymond Anderson

1. Mu' rket DevelopmRnt Corporutwn

295. Raymond Anderson was president and a director of MDC , and
participated in the operation of MDC in those respects (F. 45).
296. MDC was conceived by Raymond Anderson and was actually

started by him (Juanita Anderson 3714- 15). He determined where the
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location of the company would be (Juanita Anderson 3716). He also
determined that MDC would sell sewing machines , Treasure Chests
and vacation certificates (Juanita Anderson 3717-18).
297. MDC was organized and operated as a family-held corporation

focused around Raymond Anderson and his family. Raymond Ander-
son s mother, Alberta Saal , was the treasurer and a principal share-
holder of MDC (CX 660G; Juanita Anderson 3760-61). Raymond
Anderson owned the residence which was listed hoth as her address
and as the address of MDC' s vice president, Wernie Hilsman (CX'
660G , 670A-B). MDC's employees included the following individuals:
Raymond Anderson; his ex-wife, Juanita Anderson; Raymond and
Juanita Anderson s two sons , Joseph and Daniel Anderson; his two
stepsons , Rick and Steve Morgan; Raymond and Juanita Anderson
daughter-in-law , Pat Anderson; and his two nephews , Darrell and Joe
Huff (CX's 672, 673A-B; Juanita Anderson 3707 , 3720-22).

298. At various times, Raymond Anderson, Joseph Anderson
Juanita Andcrson and Alberta Saal extended loans to MDC (CX 6601
K; Juanita Anderson 3845). Raymond Anderson and Joseph Ander-
son made a loan to MDC in the amount of $77 419.97 (CX's 660K
671K). Alberta Saal's loan to MDC was $6 000 (CX 6601). Raymond
Anderson also personally guaranteed loans that MDC received in the
amounts of $12 900 and $47 488.98 (CX' s 699 , 700 , 671G , 660M).
299. Raymond Anderson engaged in many of MDC's day-to-day

activities , including;
(a) hiring employees (Juanita Anderson 3724; Joseph Anderson

3939);
(b) providing instructions to all MDC employees (Juanita Anderson

3733; CX 2110 , pp. 69-70; Joseph Anderson 3952-55 , 3968-69); (71)
(c) receiving reports from his employees (Juanita Anderson 3728-1;

Joseph Anderson 395455; Harris 5135-6);

(d) dictating almost all of the non-consumer correspondence generat-
ed by MDC (Juanita Andcrson 3798-3802 , 3806-7; CX' s 848, 850
1541);

(e) determining which companies MDC would do business with
(Harris 5122);

(f) handling the correspondence from those companies that provided
goods and serviccs to MDC (J uanita Anderson 3740); and

(g) signing company checks (Karniol 2024; Juanita Anderson 3754-
55).

Juanita Anderson testified that "Mr. (RaymondJ Anderson was in
charge of most of the things in the office. . . . He was the boss.
(Juanita Anderson 3781). She also testified that " (Raymond Anderson)
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was the deciding person" with regard to all the details involving MDC
(Juanita Anderson 3783).

Erlene Harris testified about Raymond Anderson s role at MDC as
follows:

Q. Mrs. Harris , would you tell Judge Howder what your understanding of the role of
Raymond Anderson in the office was?

A. He ran the whole business. If he composed his letters , he made up his mailings.
He ran the business. (Harris 5121.

300. Raymond Anderson was responsible for the preparation and
content of MDC's consumer solicitations , including deciding upon test
runs (i. what quantity of letters should be mailed where and what
test criteria and parameters should oe used), format, language , colors
and pictures (Juanita Anderson 3778-1 , 3827- , 3830-32; CX 2110

, p.

74; CX's 692A- , 1368A-B; Joseph Anderson 3961- , 3968-69; CX
2111 , pp. 12 49; Harris 5121). (72)

301. Mailing list brokerage services for MDC were handled by
Marsha1l Sutton, a former employee of Florence Wolf, Inc. (Sutton
4162-65; F. 7). Sutton conducted business at MDC with Raymond
Anderson , the only individual at MDC that he met in person (Sutton
4165). It was Raymond Anderson who placed MDC's orders with
Sutton (Sutton 4166).

302. Sma1l Business Data Processing supplied MDC with computer
processing services (F. 238). Jay Sarbaugh, vice-president of Sma1l

Business Data Processing (Sarbaugh 362.1), dealt with and received
instructions from Raymond Anderson at MDC (Sarbaugh 3649; CX'
663 , 854 , 855).

303. Joseph Anderson provided daily reports to Raymond Anderson
on MDC's Hauck Road plant operations, including reports on how
many solicitations were mailed out each day, how much printing was
done and which letter codes were used on the solicitations (Joseph
Anderson 3954-55 , 3973-74).
304. Raymond Anderson determined the price of the sewing

machines sold by MDC through the mail  (Joseph Anderson 3980; CX
2111 , p. 32).

305. Selective Sampling supplied Treasure Chests to MDC (Fs. 14
, 184). Communications between Seleetive Sampling and MDC were

directed to Raymond Anderson (CX's 748-50, 991, 992, 994, 997, 1000
1003, 1006, 1572 , 1574; Karniol 2047-48) because Selective Sampling
considered him to be "the decision-maker" and in charge at MDC
(Karniol 2048-49). Raymond Anderson was the individual who signed
the correspondence sent to Selective Sampling (CX's 747, 993, 995
1926). On one occasion , Raymond Anderson trave1led to New York and
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visited Selective Sampling in order to cheek on its packaging operation
(Karniol 2041--2; CX 993).

306. Value Package supplied Treasure Chests to MDC (F. 14).
Frank Taubes , president of Value Package (CX 978; RX 17), stated
that most of his communications at MDC were with Raymond
Anderson and that he dealt in person with Raymond Anderson (Taubes
2260, 2262). In 1973 , Raymond Anderson went to N ew York to meet
with Taubes and to discuss MDC's needs regarding promotional kits
(Taubes 2261). Business correspondence between MDC and Value
Package was from or to Raymond Anderson (CX's 697 , 698, 978-81
988; RX's 16 , 17).

307. Grafton Products supplied the perfume for MDC's Treasure
Chests (Fs. 15, 188, 199). Raymond Anderson initially approached
Grafton with regard to suppJying perfume to MDC and confirmed the
relationship by verbally placing (73)the first order (Marcus 322&-28).

Raymond Anderson was the only individual at MDC whom Edward
Marcus , president of Grafton, dealt with in person (Marcus 3249).
Communications between Grafton and MDC were directed to Ray-
mond Anderson (CX 1011); Raymond Anderson signed correspondence
sent to Grafton (CX's 1917 , 1919).
308. Raymond Anderson determined tbe monetary value of MDC'

Treasure Chest (Harris 5121; Juanita Anderson 3791 92), even though
MDC was aware of the actual value of the products contained in the
kits and had directed Grafton Products to place the "Beau Bien
perfume advertisement in Harper s Bazaar (Fs. 186, 187, 188, 202).

309. The vacation certificates that MDC offered in its consumer
solicitations were supplied by several certificate companies (F. 13).
Raymond Anderson dealt with and visited the certificate companies on
behalf of MDC (Juanita Anderson 3777).
310. Raymond Anderson handled almost all correspondence from

Attorneys General offices along with other problem correspondence

(Juanita Anderson 3738-). He also handled problems regarding the
fulfilment of orders (Juanita Anderson 3743). Raymond Anderson
created the "hilbily" letters which notified customers of delays in the
shipment of their orders (Juanita Anderson 3769; CX' s 68, 292).
311. Raymond Anderson licensed his Treasure Chest-Vacation

Certificate Program to MDC in return for royalties amounting to 20%
of gross sales (CX 668B). In 1972, he received royalty payments of
$328 883.38 (CX 669). MDC also agreed to advance monies to Raymond
Anderson at various times (CX 668B).

312. On June 28, 1974, separate voluntary petitions in bankruptey
were filed by Raymond Anderson and MDC (CX's 660A , 671A-
Fs. 1 , 48).

324-971 0-81- 13: QU
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313. In its bankruptcy petition , MDC stated that there existed "
additional 90 000 to 93 000 unsecured creditors. . . (whose) claims vary
in value between $15.00 and $80.00. " (CX 660L).

2. Co!-umiYia Research Cororation

314. Raymond Anderson has been and continues to be president
and a director of CRC , and has participated in the operation of CRC in
those respects (F. 45). (74)
315. Raymond Anderson and Joseph Anderson attended a bank-

ruptcy auction of MDC's assets some time after June 1974. CRC
purchased a large number of the Treasure Chests that Joseph
Anderson had bought at the auction (F. 338).

316. CRC has been organized and operated as a family-held
corporation, focused around Raymond Anderson and his family.
Raymond Anderson s mother, Alberta Saal , was the sole stockholder of
CRC (Third CRC Admissions, Requests 4--5). Raymond Anderson
owned the residence which was listed as her address (F. 297). Raymond
Anderson consulted with Juanita Anderson with regard to the hiring
of personnel at CRC (Fs. 55, 318, 353). CRC has employed both
Raymond Anderson and Joseph Anderson (Fs. 45 , 52).
317. Raymond Anderson hired Joseph Anderson to work for CRC

and informed the latter that his duties would be to help out with the
Las Vegas operation of CRC' s Vacation Certificate Program. Raymond
Anderson paid for Joseph Anderson s moving expenses to Las Vegas
(Joseph Anderson 4017-19; F. 52).
318. Raymond Anderson also asked Juanita Anderson to work for

CRC; she was not actually employed by CRC although she did do
interviewing of individuals in Chicago for employment by CRC and
selected one person who was subsequently hired (Juanita Anderson
3837-40).
319. CRC has held neither shareholder meetings nor meetings of its

board of directors (Third CRC Admissions, Requests 4 41). CRC'

articles of incorporation contemplated that Raymond Anderson would
be the sole dimetor of the corporation (CX 1236D).
320. Raymond Anderson continued to use Marshall Sutton as CRC'

mailing list broker; Sutton, at that time , was president of First
National List Services, Inc. (Sutton 4148; Fs. 22, 301). Raymond
Anderson approached Sutton in order to initiate the business relation-
ship (F. 22). Raymond Anderson placed and signed CRC's orders and
reorders , including orders of names from mailing lists that had been
test lists (Sutton 4171- , 4183 , 4186-7).
321. Universal Data Systems, Inc. provided computer processing
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services to Raymond Anderson and CRC (Fs. 23, 24). Universal

established its business relationship with CRC at a meeting arranged
by Marshall Sutton; the meeting was between Raymond Anderson and
Eric Tiebauer, president of Universal (RX 62-198 20&-7). Universal

dealt basically with Raymond Anderson at CRC (RX 62-218). Instruc-
tions to Universal came from Raymond Anderson at CRC (RX 62-214-

245). (75)
322. A. M. Sampling supplied Gift Cartons to CRC (Fs. 39 , 72, 192).

Raymond Anderson telephoned Frank Taubes, president of A. M.
Sampling which was formerly known as Value Package (Taubes 220;
see F. 14), in order to initiate the business relationship (Taubes 2263

2286). Taubes testified that be dealt in person with Raymond Anderson
who visited him in New York to discuss CRC's needs as regards tbe
promotional kits (Taubes 228;H6). Raymond Anderson informed A. M.
Sampling that he wanted the kits to contain about $15.00 worth of
merchandise (F. 193).

323. Bay Shore Yacbt & Tennis Club supplied vacation certificates
and accommodations in Florida to CRC customers (Fs. 2€, 34).
Raymond Anderson and Joseph Anderson met in person with Bryan
McGuire, who had overall responsibilty for Bay Sbore, in June 1975 , to
tour Bay Shore s property in Florida (McGuire 2377, 237-48, 2350).
Business correspondence between Bay Shore and CRC was to or from
Raymond Anderson (CX's 193&-37).
324. Complimentary Vacation Club has provided Las Vegas vaca-

tion services and gambling coupons to CRC (Kegley 4734 , 4739-41). Its
owner, Bily Dale Kegley (Kegley 4688), sent his two-nights-for-tbe-
price-of-one accommodations directory along with a description of the
program to Raymond Anderson in spring 1975 in order to solicit CRC'
business (Kegley 4732, 4734). Kegley s testimony shows the success of
his efforts:

Q. As a result of the sending of this boklet to Columbia Reearch Corporation, did
you and CoJumbia subsequently begin to do business?

A. Yes.

Q. During what period did you initially st&rt doing business with Columbia Research
Corporation?

A. Approximately two to four weeks after I sent him (Raymond Anderson) the
directory.

Q. When was that?

A. Sometime in 1975 , April or May, I think.
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Q. And during what period, after that time, did you do business with Columbia

Research Corporation? (76)

A. I did business with him (Raymond Anderson) for approximately six, eight, ten
months and then I stopped doing business with him.

Q. During that period of time , what did you sell him?

A. I sold him my Complimentary coupons and my caino package.

(Kegley 4734).

In Jate 1976, approximately six to eight months after Kegley stopped
doing business with CRC, he resumed selling his directory and casino
packages to CRC (Kegley 4738-9); in May 1978, he began handling
reservations for CRC customers in Lag Vegas (Kegley 4803). Kegley
sought to have Raymond Anderson convert the CRC program so as to
use more two-nights-for-the-price-of-one accommodations directories
(F. 263). Kegley also testified that

, "

I have had hundreds of phone calls
from Mr. (Raymond) Anderson." (Kegley 4817).

325. The King 8 Hotel and Casino supplied accommodations and
gambling packages to CRC customers in Las Vegas (F's. 30 , 36, 157

219). Raymond Anderson arranged and signed the business agreement
between CRC and the King 8 (Jenni 1903-04; CX's 703A , 706A).
Bilings to CRC and Genie Vacations and letters for payments past due
were sent to Raymond Anderson (CX's 710 , 1909).

326. The California Hotel and Casino provided gambling benefits to
CRC customers in Lag Vegas (Fs. 219, 220, 222). Raymond Anderson
wrote a letter to the California Hotel and Casino stating that CRC and
he intended to continue distributing certificates for the gambling
benefits (CX 1656A B) in response to a letter from the California

Hotel and Casino notifying CRC that the gaming certificates would no
longer be honored (CX 1655).

327. Miami-Las Vegas Vacation Bureau, Inc. provided vacation

certificates and reservation booking services to CRC (Fs. 26, 30, 33).
Raymond Anderson initiated and developed CRC's business relation-
ship with Miami-Las Vegas Vacation Bureau (Joseph Anderson 4042
4084-86). Raymond Anderson decided that Miami-Las Vegas Vacation
Bureau would take over reservation bookings from Genie Vacaiions
Inc. , and purchased several thousand vacation certificates from Miami-
Las Vegas Vacation Bureau (Joseph Anderson 4085-86; CX 2111

, p.

74). (77)
328. Raymond Anderson established the criteria by which CRC

employees would decide whether or not to grant a refund to a customer
:F. 278).
329. During CRC's period of active operation , a corporation named
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Las Vegas V. I.P. Connection, Inc. also solicited some CRC customers to
go on "ALL-EXPENSE-PAID MINI-MONEY GAMBLING JUKETS." (CX's 54
1953, 1961). The solicitation sent to prospective customers hegan as
fonows: "Dear G. Jenkins.. . . Columbia Research Corp. has advised us
you plan to vacation in Las Vegas. . . ." (CX 54A). It also stated
'(W)e are affiliated with Genie Vacations (Genie Enterprises) of Las
Vegas. . . . " (CX's 543D , 1953D , 1961D); Genie was CRC's Las Vegas
reservation hooking agent (Fs. 30 , 32). The solicitation provided what it
caned an "Invite-a-Friend" form (CX's 543D , 547A- , 1953D , 1958A-

, 1961D , 1966A-D), a term and form also used by CRC (e. CX' s 303
341A). Las Vegas V. I.P. Connection, Inc. provided a ton-free telephone
numher for ordering by phone (CX's 544, 1957, 1964); the document
was pictorially identical to CRG's document listing its toll-free
telephone number (CX 591). The photograph that Las Vegas V. I.P.
Connection , Inc. used in its solicitation (CX's 546A, 1955A, 1965A) was
identical to a photograph that CRC used in its advertising (e. CX'
536A , 1959). The solicitation provided for a "Special CRC Customer
Price" of $50 rather than the normal membership cost of $65 a year
(CX' s 543A, D , 1953A, D , 1961A , D). The solicitation was signed by
Toni Waldman (CX's 543B , 1953B , 1961B), and had a 505 North Lake
Shore Drive, Chicago, Ilinois address on the letterhead as well as on
the pre-addressed envelope provided to consumers to return their

orders in (CX's 543A, 545, 1953A, 1954, 1961A , 1963). Raymond
Anderson has lived at 505 North Lake Shore Drive , Chicago, Ilinois
(Fifth CRC Admissions , Request 60; Joseph Anderson 4015). He has
resided with Toni Waldman , and has used her name in the Las Vegas

I.P. Connection , Inc. solicitations (Fifth CRC Admissions, Requests
5S-59). Therefore , the inference can be made that Las Vegas V.I.P.
Connection , Inc. is a company controlled by Raymond Anderson.
330. Thus , Raymond Anderson has formulated, directed and con-

trolled the acts and practices of MDC and CRC, including those

enumerated in Parts I and II of this decision (Third CRC Admissions
Request 30; Raymond Anderson Sanctions , p. 2). (78)

B. Joseph Anderson

1. Market Development Corpation

331. Joseph Anderson was an employee of MDC from 1969 until its
termination in June 1974 (F. 49). He received a salary as wen as
commissions during the eourse of his employment (Joseph Anderson
4007; CX 720).

332. Joseph Anderson held a succession of positions of responsibili-
ty at MDC. At various times , he served as a sewing maehine salesman
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sales manager of the door-to-door sewing machine sales force based at
MDC' s Hamilton Avenue address and general manager of MDC'
Hauck Road plant where he was instructed by Raymond Anderson to
oversee the printing, mailing, shipping and sewing machine repair

operations (F. 50).
333. Joseph Anderson reported on a daily basis to Raymond

Anderson , providing the 1atter with detailed information on MDC'
Hauck Road plant operations (Fs. 51 , 299(c)).

334. As part of his position at MDC's Hauck Road plant, Joseph
Anderson answered consumer correspondence (Joseph Anderson 3991-
92; CX 2111 , p. 46). Correspondence also issued from MDC with his
name on it; on at least one occasion , he used the title of "Sales

Manager" in correspondence generated from MDC (Joseph Anderson
3949; CX 721).

335. Joseph Anderson dealt with Frank Tauhes, of Value Package
by telephone regarding the contents of the kits that Value Package
supplied to MDC (Joseph Anderson 3991; Taubes 2261). He was Small
Business Data Processing s contact at MDC's Hauck Road p1ant

(Sarbaugh 3649).
336. There are other indicia of Joseph Anderson s involvement in

MDC' s operations. He had the authority to hire employees for MDC
(Joseph Anderson 3991). He made several trips on behalf of MDC
including a trip to New Jersey with Raymond Anderson to examine
whether GCL Mercantile's sewing machines would be appropriate for
MDC' s program (Joseph Anderson 3989-91). He received blank checks
from MDC's bookkeeping department and handled some of MDC'
accounts payable, including authorizing the issuance of cheeks (Joseph
Anderson 3996- , 400&06; CX 2111 , p. 45; CX' s 718, 19). (79)

337. Joseph Anderson was supervised by Raymond Anderson (Fs.
, 299). However , Joseph Anderson testified that

, "

I operated under
his instructions , but there was no- if I saw something that need( cd to

be) done or something like that I could take it upon myself." (Joseph
Anderson 3954). Therefore, Joseph Anderson exercised independent
decision making responsibility at MDC.

2. Columlria Research Corporation

338. After MDC and Raymond Anderson filed voluntary petitions
in bankruptcy in June 1974 (Fs. I, 48 , 312). Joseph Anderson and
Raymond Anderson attended the bankruptcy auction of MDC's assets.
Joseph Anderson bought a sizeable number of Treasure Chests at the
auction and sold a large number of them to CRC (Joseph Anderson
3986-89).
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339. Joseph Anderson was employed by CRC from May 1975 to July
1976. His duties involved managing CRC's vacation certificate program
in Las Vegas, including eventua11y taking over the functions of Mike
Alpert who was in charge of Genie Vacations, CRC's Las Vegas
reservation booking agent. (F. 52; CX 2111 , pp. 59, 62). He and Mike
Alpert performed similar functions coneerning CRC's Las Vegas
operations (Joseph Anderson 4084; CX 2111, p. 111; Jenni 1915).

Specifica11y, Joseph Anderson took care of ineoming request forms
processing reservations and obtaining room accommodations (Joseph
Anderson 4019; CX 2111 , p. 62).

340. Joseph Anderson was a signatory on CRC's Las Vegas

checking aeeount (Joseph Anderson 4099).
341. While in Las Vegas , Joseph Anderson had a private office

situated at Genie Vacations ' 2128 Paradise Road office location (Joseph
Anderson 4023). He hired and trained employees to undertake the same
functions as Genie Vacations ' employees. (Joseph Anderson 4026). He
was involved in sending out reservation confirmations and supervising
other employees who sent out reservation confirmations (Joseph

Anderson 4028).
342. Acting in his capacity as manager of CRC , Joseph Anderson

negotiated contracts with hotels and motcls in Las Vegas to provide
accommodations for CRC customers, including the King 8 Hotel and
Casino, the Lucerne Motel , and Colonial House and the Bali Hai
(Joseph Anderson 4027, 4032-3; CX 2111 , pp. 69- , 78; CX 706A-
Jenni 1912 , 1914-15). He delivered checks from CRC to the motels and
hotels as payment (Joseph Anderson 4061). He also purchased gaming
certificates for CRC customers. (Joseph Anderson 4073). (80)

343. Joseph Anderson and the King 8 Hotcl and Casino worked

closely together in implementing CRC's Las Vegas program. Joseph
Anderson was physica11y at the King 8 at a Genie Vacations ' desk
counter in the lobby almost every day. He supplied CRC customer
names to the King 8 by means of a manifest (Jenni 1910-11). The King
8 submitted bilings to Joseph Anderson for the rooms and gambling
packages used by CRC under its program (Jenni 1909- , 191&-17;

CX' s 1913, 1914, 1909). Joseph Anderson was responsible for the
scheduling of rooms at the King 8 and taking care of CRC's customers
when they arrived at the King 8 (Jenni 1918-19). He made suggestions
to the King 8 about the problem of people standing in Jine to redeem
their gaming certificates (Jenni 1961-62). When the King 8 received
complaints from CRC customers about CRC's program , it brought the
complaints to the attention of Joseph Anderson (Jenni 192526).
344. Even when both Joseph Anderson and Mike Alpert were in

Las Vegas together , the King 8 Hotel and Casino dealt with Joseph
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Anderson (Jenni 1914-15). Joseph Anderson dealt with Phil Gold, the
owner of Miami-Las Vegas Vacation Bureau , Inc. , and sought, along
with Genie Vacations , to remedy prohlems relating to services that
Gold was to perform for CRC's Las Vegas customers (Joseph Anderson
4042- 4085).

345. Joseph Anderson handled consumer complaint correspondence

including requests for refunds (Joseph Anderson 4082 , 4095).
346. Joseph Anderson continued to receive checks from CRC for a

period of time after he left Las Vegas (Joseph Anderson 4110).
347. In June 1975 , Joseph Anderson and Raymond Anderson went

to meet Bryan McGuire to tour McGuire s Bay Shore Yacht & Tennis
Club property in Florida (F. 323).
348. Thus, Joseph Anderson has taken part in formulating, direct-

ing and controlling the acts and practices of MDC and CRC, including
those enumerated in Parts I and II of this decision.

C. Juanita Anderson

349. Juanita Anderson was an MDC employee from the company
inception in 1969 until its termination in June 1974 (F. 54). (81)
350. Juanita Anderson held a supervisory position during the

course of her employment by MDC (F. 54). She had the authority to
sign Raymond Anderson s name to company checks , including custom-
er refund checks (J uanita Anderson 3754-55).
351. Juanita Anderson s functions included handling customer

complaints sent to MDC from Better Business Bureaus , attorneys and
Attorneys General offices (Juanita Anderson 3741-42; Flach 3531

3525). She decided which complaints concerning non-delivery of sewing
machines were to be responded to by shipping sewing machines from
MDC , and instructed a subordinate, Lois Flach , in that regard (Flach
3537-41). Juanita Anderson also had the power to order refunds by
MDC to customers (Juanita Anderson 3751-52).
352. Juanita Anderson occasionally dealt with Wiliam Karniol of

Selective Sampling and Marshall Sutton of Florence Wolf for business
purposes (Karnio! 2047, 2115-16; Sutton 416&-66).
353. Juanita Anderson had the authority to hire employees both at

MDC and , initially, at CRC even though she was not employed by CRC
(Flach 3506; Fs. 55 316 318).
354. The record evidence is insufficient to support the contention

(Complaint 1; CPF 266) that Juanita Anderson took part to a
significant degree in formulating, directing or controlling MDC or
CRC' s acts and practices. (82)
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LEGAL DISCUSSION

It is a violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act to
offer goods and services to the public through unfair or deceptive
means. Accordingly, it is unlawful to disseminate statements and

representations in advertising and promotional materials which have
the tendency and capacity to mislead or deceive prospective purchas-
ers. See , e. , Speigel, Inc. v. 494 F.2d 59 (7th Cir.

), 

cert. denwd
419 U.S. 896 (1974). And , it is setted law that when advertising on its
face demonstrates the requisite tendency and capacity, the Commission
may find violation without seeking out actual instances of deception to
the public. C. v. Colgate-Palrrlive Co. 380 U.S. 374 (1965);
Mongtomery Ward and Co. v. 379 F.2d 666 (7th Cir. 1967);
Double Eagw Lubricants, Inc. V. 360 F.2d 268 , 270 (10th Cir.
1965); Regina Cor. V. 322 F.2d 765 (3d Cir. 1963); Chrws of the
Ritz Dist. Cor. V. 143 F.2d 676 (2d Cir. 1944). Nevertheless
many consumer witnesses testified in this proceeding, as noted
throughout the previous factual discussion (see, e. Fs. 108, 125, 139
191 215 231 250 260 262).

The Violations Found And Not Found

Based upon the facts as found , I hold that respondents have violated
Section 5 in the following particulars:

A. MDC has represented to consumers that it conducted contests or
sweepstakes whereas , in numerous instances, MDC's milions of mail
solicitations involved no contest, nor any element of skil or chance, but
were solely for the purpose of obtaining sales or leads for sales (Fs. 59

, 61 , 62). Furthermore, MDC has represented that it would award a
specific number of products as contest prizes in a "giant $300
Sweepstakes" (CX 1332B). In this instance , MDC specified inter alia
that 10 Dodge Challengers and 50 Zenith color TV sets would be given
away. However, no such automobiles or TV sets were awarded (Fs. 63
64). The utilization of fictitious promotional plans and ilusory contests
as a device to obtain leads to prospective purchasers has been held to
constitute a deceptive practice violative of Section 5. Household Sewing
Machine Co. 76 F. C. 207, 22--1 , 238 (1969); Twenti€th Century

Business Buillrs, Inc. 23 F. C. 1311 1316-19 (1939). (83)
B. Both MDC and CRC have falsely represented to consumers

through the use of their trade names and various promotional
statements, that they were engaged in market research and analysis
(Fs. 65-75). To misrepresent the character of one s husiness in order to
induce the purchase of goods or services has long been proscribed.
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Colgate-Palmolive 380 U. S. at 388; C. v. Royal Milling Co. , 288
S. 212 (1933); Niresk Industris, Inc. v. 278 F.2d 337 , 340 (7th

Cir.

), 

cert. iknied 364 U. S. 883 (1960); Product Testing Co. 64 F.
857 882-83 , aiI'd 339 F.2d 603 (3d Cir. 1964).
C. Both MDC and CRC have falsely represented to consumers that

they were engaged in incentive programs or promotions (Fs. 7&-83).
See , e. , Basic Books, Inc. 56 F. C. 69 , 79--1 (1956), aiI'd 276 F.2d 718

(7th Cir. 1960).

D. Both MDC and CRC have represented to eonsumers that they
had co-sponsors or represented other companies when , in fact, no such
special relationship with the manufacturers and suppliers of goods and
services distributed by either MDC or CRC actually existed (Fs. 8491).
Representations that falsely c1aim, directly or by implication, a
relationship with or a connection to other entities , such as arrange-
ments for co-sponsorship or other representation, violate Section 5.

Sterling Drg, Inc. 47 F. C. 203 , 209- , 213 (1950); Tlw Richmond
Brothers Co. 36 F. C. 482 , 485--6 (1943); Champin Battery Co.
F. C. 433 , 443-46 (1941).
E. Both MDC and CRC have represented that consumers were

specially selected to receive their offers. However, each respondent
company disseminated its solicitations by means of mass mailings sent
to milions of consumers throughout tbe United States (Fs. 92-101).
Moreover, MDC has falsely represented that its offer was a "once-in-a-
lifetime" opportunity (Fs. 102-03). The Commission s power to pro-
scribe false representations that prospective customers were specially
selected recipients of offers has long been established. C. 

Standard Education Society, 302 U.S. 112, 113- , 117 (1937); Kal-
wajtys V. C. 237 F.2d 654, 656 (7th Cir. 1956), cert. denied 352 U.
1025 (1957); American Music Guild, Inc. 68 F. C. 13, 2223, 345
(1965); Basic Books 56 F. C. at 79--1. (84)

F. (1) MDC has represented that consumers receiving its solicita-
tions were contest or sweepstakes winners and, as such , were entitled
to "awards

" "

gifts

" "

prizes

" "

winnings

" "

bonuses " and/or "free
goods and services (Fs. 104, 105, 109). However, in numerous such
instances , consumers did not actually win anything because MDC did
not conduct actual contests or sweepstakes; moreover, consumers were
only entitled to purchase the goods and services offered by MDC at the
stated price (Fs. 62, 106, 110, 111). Misrepresentations that mislead the
consumer into believing that a particular product or servce is being
given away at no charge have long been considerL't unlawful.
Standard Bdv,;ation Society, 302 U.S. at I13-17; Kalwajtys 237 F.2d at
656; American Musu; Guild 68 C. at 32; Basic Books 56 F. C. at
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79-81; Maye Plwtographers 50 F. C. 926, 930 (1954); Champi
Battery, 34 E' C. at 44 , 446.

(2) CRC has represented that consumers receiving its solicitations
were winners and , as such , were entitled to "gifts

" "

bonuses " and/or
free" goods and services (Fs. 107 , 112). However, consumers did not

actually win anything, but rather had to pay CRC a fee of $15.00 or
$15.95 in order to receive the goods and services offered by CRC. (Fs.
107, 113 , 114). The same case law applicable to MDC in the previous
paragraph governs here as well.
G. Both MDC and CRC have represented to consumers that they

were offering a "free" vacation (Fs. 115, 120). However, consumers
responding to each of respondents ' solicitations were required to pay
transportation charges to the vacation site and , often, peak season

accommodations charges; consumers often also had to take substantial
and even extraordinary steps in order to realize all the benefits of
MDC and CRC's "free" vacation packages (Fs. 11&-19, 121-29).

Representations such as these, which convey the false impression that
something is being given away for nothing, tend to mislead the

consumer as to the cost of the product or service and , therefore, are
deceptive and unlawful. The caselaw discussed in Section F , above, is

applicable here as well. Moreover, in their solicitations , respondents
have failed to disclose , or have failed to disclose clearly and conspicu-
ously, some of these additional costs and conditions imposed upon

consumers (Fs. 117 , 122, 124, 126). The failure to affirmatively disclose
material facts which would affect a consumer s decision to purchase
constitutes an unfair and deceptive act or practice under Section 5.

Pfizer, Inc. 81 F. C. 23 , 58 , 62 (1972); All-State Industris of Norh
Carolina, Inc. 75 F. C. 465 , 490- aff'd 423 F.2d 42 (4th Cir.

), 

cert.
denied 400 U.S. 828 (1970). And, as (85)the court stated in Ward
Laboratories, Inc. v. F. T. 276 F.2d 952, 955 (2d Cir.

), 

cert. denied, 364

S. 827 (1960), 'Tt)he power of the FTC to require affirmative
disclosure where necessary to prevent deception has long been
recognized (citations omitted)."
H. CRC has falsely represented that consumers had a limited time

usually 10 days, within which to respond to the offers contained in the
solicitations, and that failure to meet the time limit would result in
forfeiture of any right to "accept" such offers (Fs. 138 , 139). Such a
misrepresentation is misleading and constitutes a deceptive practice.

, Basic Books 56 F. C. at 80-S1; Natwnal Optilal Stoes Co. , 46

C. 694 , 701- , 703 (1950).
I. Both MDC and CRC have falsely represented that consumers

responding to solicitations could choose tbe time , location and accom-
modations for their vacations (Fs. 14G-60). For instance , certain hotels
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and resorts which MDC and CRC specified as choosable accommoda-
tions to choose from were not available (Fs. 142, 143 , 153 , 154). CRC
customers were not able to be accommodated in Las Vegas for

Thursday, Friday, Saturday or holiday arrivals (F. 147). The Commis-
sion has held that misrepresentations of this nature are violative of
Section 5. Amerian Music Guild 68 F. C. at 33-- , 35.
J. Both MDC and CRC have represented to consumers that the

goods and services offered in the solicitations had specific values , retail
values and total values (Fs. 183, 190, 198, 211 , 214). MDC also
represented that consumers responding to its offers would realize
specific monetary savings (F. 211). However, the products and services
offered by MDC and CRC did not have the values that they were
represented to have and their purchase did not result in the promised
savings. Rather, MDC and CRC artificially inflated the actual values;
moreover, the use of the goods and services provided was often
conditioned in such a way that it was difficult or impossible for
consumers to realize the values that were represented (Fs. 1849, 192-

, 199-204 , 212, 213 , 215-26). Misrepresentation as to the price of the
product or service being offered has been deemed misleading and
deceptive in a long series of court and Commission ca.c;cs. See , e.

Colgate-Palmolive Co. 380 U. S. at 387; Standrd Education Society,
302 U.S. at 113- 17; Niresk Industris 278 F.2d at 340; Kalwajtys, 237

2d at 656; 7'onuLs v. F.T. 116 F.2d 347, 348--49 (10th Cir. 1940);
Grolier, Inc. 91 F. C. 315 , 482-3; Estee Sleep Shos , Inc. 65 F.
274 284-85 (1964); Gint Food, Inc. 61 F. C. 326, 34451 (1962), aff'
322 F.2d 977 (D. C. Cir. 1963), cert. tknied 376 U. S. 967 (1964); George
Radio and Television Co. 60 F. C. 179, 192-94 (1962). See also Guits
Against Deceptive Priing, 16 CFR 233 (1978). (86)
K. Both MDC and CRC have falsely represented that an of the

household and cosmetic products contained in the Treasure Chests and
Gift Cartons offered in their solicitations were full-sized , as opposed to
sample-sized , products (Fs. 205-10). Misrepresentation of this type has
been beld to be misleading and deceptive under Section 5. See
Consumers Home Equipment Co. v. 164 F.2d 972, 973 (7th Cir.
1947); Tri-State Printers, Inc. 53 F. C. 1019 , 103 -33 (1957); Champi-
on Battery, 34 F. C. at 44 , 445 , 446.
L. Both MDC and CRC have falsely represented that their offers

were not connected to the sales promotion of other goods or services
land sales programs, by failing to affirmatively disclose to

consumers in their solicitations that the offers were, in fact, sometimes
connected to such sales promotions (Fs. 227--2). The failure to
affirmatively disclose material facts which would affect a consumer
decision to purchase constitutes an unfair and deceptive act or practice
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under Section 5. The case law discussed in Section G, p. 84, is applicable
here as well.
M. MDC has implicitly represented to consumers that it would bear

the delivery costs of its sewing machines (F. 233). However, MDC'
customers had to pay the delivery costs of the sewing machines shipped
to them , often paying charges that were substantially higher than the
actual shipping charges Ws. 234-6). Representation that the cost of a
product or service is all-inclusive , or free , are false and misleading
when the customer is required to pay delivery costs. Tri-Swte Prnters
53 F. C. at 1033. Such representation failed to reveal the total out-of-
pocket costs that consumers would incur. The failure to affirmatively
diselose material facts which would affect the consumer s decision to
purchase constitutes an unfair and deceptive act or practice under
Section 5. The caselaw discussed in Section G, p. 84, is applicable here
as well. As the court stated in Taslwfv. F. 437 F.2d 707, 714 (D.
Cir. 1970), "we have long since passed the point where the power of the
Commission to reach statements that are deceptive because they
contain less than the whole truth can be doubted.
N. Both MDC and CRC have implicitly represented to consumers

that the goods and services ordered would be delivered (Fs. 237, 254).
However, in many instances, MDC and CRC failed to deliver ordered
goods and serivces (Fs. 238-3 255-69). For example , both respondents
continued to accept and process customer orders that they were unable
to fill , and did so for significant periods of time after they had become
unable to fill (87)such orders , because of the build-up of large backlogs
of orders and their failure to purchase sufficient quantities of and
make sufficient arrangements for ordered goods and services (Fs. 241
246-8 , 258). On occasion, CRC also failed to fil customers ' orders
properly by making substitutions for what had been ordered (Fs. 261
263). Failure to deliver is an appropriate matter for regulation under
Section 5. Jay Norrs Cor. 91 F. C. 751 , 836-7, 839 (1978), afl'd No.
78-151 (2d Cir. , decided May 1 , 1979); Tri-Swte Printers 53 F. C. at

1032, 1033-5. See also Trade Regulation Rule on Mail Order Merchan-
dise , 16 CFR 435 (1978).
O. Both MDC and CRC have represented to consumers that there

was no financial risk involved in accepting the offers because of an
unconditional refund policy and a "100% moneyback guarantee" (Fs.
270, 272, 276, 277). Contrary to such representation, dissatisfied
consumers did not always receive, or did not always promptly receive
refunds from MDC and CRC. (Fs. 273-75 , 281-S). Representation that
refunds wil be made where, in fact, there is a failure to provide
refunds constitutes a deceptive practice under Section 5. Good'fn 

24 F.2d 584, 60G-01 (9th Cir. 1957); Jay Nors 91 F. C. at
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836-39; National Optical Stores 46 F. C. at 701-02, 703; Cookware
Assocw.!es 40 F. C. 654 660 (1945). See also Trade Regulation Rule on

Mail Order Merchandise, 16 CFR 435 (1978).
p, It is well establisbcd tbat tbe Commission has tbe power to

regulate the dissemination of advertising claims where respondents do
not, at tbe time they make such claims, have a reasonable basis for so
doing. Tashof, 437 F.2d at 715; Jay Norrs 91 F. C. at 852-; Portr
and Ditsch, Inc. 90 F. C. 770 , 866 (1977); National Commission on

Egg Nutrition 88 F. C. 84 , 191 (1976), rrified 570 F.2d 157 (7th Cir.
1977), cert. denied 99 S. Ct. 86 (1979); National Dynamics Corp.

C. 488 , 549 , 553 (1973), re'Ynded in part on otlwr grounds 492 F.

1333 (2d Cir.

), 

cert. denied 419 U. S. 993 (1974); Firesto Tire and
Rubber Co. 81 C. 398, 463 (1972), afi'd 481 F.2d 246 (6th Cir.

), 

cert.
denied 414 U. S. 1112 (1973); Pfizer, Inc. 81 F. C. 23 , 62-64 (1972). The
record evidence clearly demonstrates that MDC and CRC did not have
a reasonable basis for the claims contained in their solicitations prior to
disseminating such solicitations (Fs. 28-94). (88)

I further hold that the following allegations of the complaint were
not adequately supported by the record evidence and , therefore, are
not found to violate Section 5 on that basis;

A. Both MDC and CRC have represented that consumers were
entitled to the goods and services offered for only a registration
handling and service charge (Fs. 130, 132). However, any relationship
bet ween such charges and the retail price of the goods and services
offered by MDC and CRC was not demonstrated (Fs. 131 , 133).

B. MDC has represented that 340 000 consumers accepted its offers
(F. 134). However, the truth or falsity of this representation was not
established (F. 135).

C. MDC has represented that consumers had a limited time, usually
10 days, within which to respond to the offers contained in the

solicitations , and that failure to meet the time limit would result in
forfeiture of any right to "accept" such offers (F. 136). The record
evidence did not sufficiently address this allegation (F. 137).
D. Both MDC and CRC have represented that the vacation coupons

offered to consumers had specific total values (Fs. 161 , 164). Although
it would have been difficult or impossible for consumers to realize the
full value of such coupons , the respondents ' representations regarding
such monetary value were not shown to be unlawful (Fs. 162 , 163 , 165

166).
MDC has represented that the sewing machines offered to

12 As note below . al1 of Paragrph ..ven of tbe complaint wa. taken 8. I#tabliahed advenely to Raymond

Andersn in his individual capadty ba upon the Raymol1d Andernn mLnctions oroer.
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consumers were sold throughout the United States (F. 167). Complaint
counsel did not meet their burden of proof as to this allegation (F. 168).
F. MDC has represented to consumers that its sewing machines

had a 25-year guarantee and would be serviced under this guarantee
throughout the United States. (Fs. 169 271). Complaint counsel did not
meet their burden of proof as to this allegation (Fs. 170, 171).

G. MDC has represented to consumers that its sewing machines
were used in home economics classes throughout the United States (F.
172). Complaint counsel did not meet their burden of proof as to this
allegation (Fs. 173 , 174). (89)
H. MDC has represented that the sewing machines offered to

consumers had a specific rctail price. (F. 175). However, complaint
counsel did not sufficiently demonstrate that the sewing machines
purchased by consumers from MDC did not, in faet, have such retail
prices (Fs. 17&-79).

I. MDC has represented to consumers that they would receive
discount certificates having specific monetary values that could be
applied toward the regular retail price of the sewing machines being
offered (F. 180). However, the worth of such diseount certifieates was
not establisbed (F. 182).

A few additional points require comment:

The Sanctions. As mentioned heretofore , sanctions under Rule 3.
were imposed upon respondents CRC and Raymond Anderson for their
failure to comply with discovery subpoenas in this case. In opposing
such sanctions, these respondents contended inter a that the

Commission lacked the legal authority to promulgate Rule 3.38. Tbis
however, is not a matter upon which I am authorized to make a ruling.
As an administrative law judge of this agency, I am bound to accept
the validity of its Rules of Practice. Any challenge to the sanctions
provisions of Rule 3.38 should be brought before the Commission itself
or the federal courts.

Two sanctions orders were issued on November 1, 1977 one
pertaining to CRC , the other to Raymond Anderson in his individual
capacity. The CRC order, incorporating sanctions (2), (3) and (4) of Rule

38(b), established adversely to CRC complaint paragraphs one, three
and subparagraphs 1 3-- , 11- , 15 , 22-27, 29 0 of paragraph seven;
prohibited the use on defense of the withheld information; and
permitted the introduction by complaint counsel of secondary evidence

including self-authentieating consumer complaint letters. I3 The Ray-

mond Anderson order, incorporating sanctions (2) and (3) of the rule
13 In addition to the consumer lettern in evidence , there was \.,timony concerning the reipt of almost 4

consumer complaint letters by the Commi!lion s Cleveland Regional Office (Benowit.432fi; ex 207).
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established adversely to Raymond Anderson complaint paragraphs
one , three , four and all of seven , and applied sanction (3) insofar as it
related to testimony concerning Raymond Anderson s defense. (90).

Despite the imposition of these sanctions, some testimony and

evidence concerning CRC and Raymond Anderson was permitted to be
introduced into the record 'pertaining to Hsanctioned" matters. My
reasoning for so doing was hased upon the difficulty anticipated in
segregating information pertaining to these two respondents from
that pertaining to the other respondents. I also believed that in terms
of framing any order which might issue , it would be useful and
desirable to have an evidentiary picture of the business practices of all
respondents.

Independent Contractos. Respondents contend that they should not
be held responsible for the aets of certain individuals or eompanies who
handled vacation reservations for CRC. Respondents describe compa-
nies such as Miami-Las Vegas Vacation Bureau, Inc. and Genie

Vacations (or Genie Enterprises) as "independent contractors" rather
than as "agents " and seck insulation from any wrongdoing these
nonparties may have done." There is no dispute , however, that these
companies were autborized to act on CRG's behalf in fulfillng
customer orders, or that such authorized acts lasted for significant
periods of time. Under controlling case law , respondents may not avoid
liability for their actions despite claimed efforts to ameliorate prob-
lems caused by their representatives. See Goo"fn v. T.C. 24 F.
584 , 588-93 (9th Cir. 1957), citing inter aZia, Standrd Distributos
Inc. v. 211 F.2d 7 13 (2d Cir. 1954) and Interntional Art CO. 

F. T. 109 F.2d 393 , 396 (7th Cir. 1940). See also Star Office SuppZy Co.
77 F. C. 383, 446 (1970); Wilmington Clwmical Cor. 69 F.
828 925-26 (1966).

Satisfwd Custmrrs. Respondents refer to the stipulate testimony

of 40 satisfied customers as establishing " that the program offered by
CRC is not misleading or deceptive in any aspect." (RPF p. 7). They go
on to state (id. at 7-8):

The consumer testimony of people who actually tok advantage of CRC's promotion

established that they received the items ordered on time. After taking advantage of the
program each felt that the program was not misleading or deceptive in any respect. Each
of these 40 customers stated that the meal and beverage package, the gaming package
accommodations, and package of household goos were as (91)repreented. They even
went as far as to say that if given the opportunity they would take advantage of the
offer of CRC again. This is testimony which was stipulate to by complaint counsel.

(Stipulation as to consumer testimony filed 10/30/78).

u RPF 97 states intr alia that Miami-La Vega Vaction Bureu "breached agments with numerom

pernns. It failed to refund depoits, and honor reservations in numerousinstan ees.
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Respondents' argument is legally unsound. In Basic Books v. F. T.

276 F.2d 718, 72G-21 (7th Cir. 1960), the court held:

It may have been possible and may be assumed arguendo that Ba. ic Boks could have
called twenty trustworthy witnesses to testify that such representations had not ben
made to them. Such evidence, however, would not refute the tetimony which was

previously given by the fiften witnesses that such misrepresentations ha in fact ben
made to them. That a person or corpration, thrugh its agents , may have made corrt
statements in one instance has no bearing on the fact that they made misrepresentations
in other instances. The fact that petitioners had satisfied customers was entirely
irrelevant. They cannot be excused for the decptive practice here shown and found
and be insulated from action by the Commission in repet to them , by showing that
others, even in large numbers, were satisfied with the treatment petitioners acrded
them.

See also Independent Directo Cor. v. 188 F.2d 468, 471 (2d

Cir. 1951).

Miscellarwous. Respondents assert that irregularities in their opera-
tions were not their fault. Blame is assigned to a number of individuals
and events which respondents say were beyond their control , such as:
(I) "enormous" problems existing in the mail  order industry, including
nondelivery, misdelivery, computer error, consumer error and theft; (2)
a dock strike , causing delays in shipments; (3) a strike of culinary
workers in Las Vegas , temporarily closing lodging facilities; (4) the
strength of the Japanese yen and devaluation of the dollar, putting
financial pressure on sewing machine prices; (5) gasoline shortages due
to the Arah oil embargo , making consumers unwillng to drive to
vacation locations; (6) adverse publicity concerning respondents'

business problems , causing further consumer alarm; (7) certain hotels
failing to honor vacation certificates; (8) misunderstandings on the
part of various casino personnel; and (9) business disputes between
third parties, affecting respondents ' operations. (92)

Without minimizing any of the above , I cannot make a finding as to
the extent such factors had a bearing upon the violations found in this
cas.e. Certainly enough has been shown in the factual discussion to lay
the principal blame on the respondents. Respondents created their
promotional literature; they are responsible for the content contained
therein. Most of the challenged representations made in such solicita-
tions do not have, on their face, any relationship to these factors.
Accordingly, respondents ' attempt to exculpate themselves by placing
blame elsewhere must be rejected.
Respondents also maintain that "any practices which could have

even been remotely attributahle to (them) and which would have
caused consumer dissatisfaction have been voluntarily corrected , or art
of such an insignificant nature as to not require the issuance of 

order. . . other than one dismissing the complaint." (RPF, pp. 1-2).
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the issue of voluntary cessation of challenged practices, the cases are
legion that the defense of "abandonment" is not available at this stage
of a proceeding. Respondents have shown no reason why an exception
to this rule should be made here. As to the insignificant nature of
respondents ' acts and practices , I note that while only a small amount
of money is involved in each consumer transaction, those amounts
become substantial when multiplied by thc many thousands of
consumers who have entered into transactions with respondents. An
order is, therefore , necessary in this case.

The Remedy. The provisions of the order issued in this case are
specifically tailored to prevent recurrence of each of the violations
found. In framing the order, I declined to adopt complaint counsel'
proposal that a provision effectively excluding respondent Raymond
Anderson from ever again engaging in any way in the mail  order
business be included. However, complaint counsel' s contentions in this
respect deserve some attention.

It is urged that this type of relief is necessary because of the
widespread and permeating nature of the deceptive acts and practices
found in this case, and because of Raymond Anderson s past and

present involvement with law enforcement authorities. 14 Complaint

counsel argue in their brief:

The reason why more drastic relief is required is because Raymond Anderson is an
habitual offender and a civil recidivist. As pointe Qut by (Proposed) Findings of Fact
28328f::, Raymond Anderson has been (93)committed to perptrating unfair acts upon
the public for an extended period of time. See , e. ) K'UIRr v. Market Develont Cor.

124 N.J. S.Ct. 314, 306 A.2d 489 (1973): Minn. v. Market Devel.ment 0J. (Minn. D.

2nd Dist.), File No. 386646 (1973). Several states which resort to legal action against
CRC and Raymond Anderson previously had to rcsort to legal action against MDC and
Raymond Anderson. California, by the District Attorney of San Francisco, has filed

grand theft felony criminal proceedings against CRC and Raymond Anderson for alleged
violations of the civil order entered in California. The Federal Trade Commission
involvement with Raymond Anderson goes back at least to 1957 with the entry of an
order against Raymond Anderson , in Uni'versalSeurng Serve , 1m

,. 

54 F. C. 64 (1957),

which involved deception in the sale of sewing machines; deception which has ben
Ihown to have occurred approximately fifteen years later in Market Develont
7arpation. Raymond Andersn has been the subject of Postal Servce procings
rhich were mooted because of his bankruptcy in 1974. Yet, even before the final
ijudication in bankruptcy, Raymond Anderson had resumed the same business by a
:bsequent corporation , and branches out to other corporations such as La Vegas V.LP.

mnection , Inc. ((Proposed) Findings of Fact 253).

B p. 47). Despite the above, and despite all the power of this agency
fence in" or to "close all roads " care must be taken that an order

: be punitive. As stated in Arthur Murray Studio of Washington

In making my .factual findi!l and reaching my legal conclusions in this ca, I have acrded no weight to the

nee of any other legal proccling involving n"-spondcnts.
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100 Initial Decision

of and have approved the use of any such representation by respon-
dents prior to respondents' representation to any third party.

(6) Representing, in any manner and by any means , that recipients of
respondents ' solicitations have a limited time within which to reply to
or accept respondents ' offers , unless such time limitation is bona fide.

(7) Representing, in any manner and by any means , that recipients of
respondents ' solicitations can exercise a choice regarding the selection
of any product or service offered by respondents, including, but not
limited to, vacation times , locations or accommodations, unless such
choice selections are actually made available and recipients receive a
response to their indication of such choice within a reasonable time
period. For purposes of this paragraph

, "

a reasonable time period"
shall be;

(a) that period of time specified in respondents' solicitation if such
period is clearly and conspicuously disclosed in the solicitation; or (98)

(b) if no period of time is clearly and conspicuously disclosed , a period
of thirty (30) days following the date that the recipient's indication of
choice is received by respondents or by a designate agent of
respondents.

(8) Misrepresenting, in any manner and by any means , the nature of
respondents ' goods and services , the stated value of their goods and
services, the total cost of their goods and services , the retail price of
their goods and services, or any other price or value against which the
goods and services offered in respondents ' solicitations are being
compared , including, but not limited to, misrepresentation by use of
such terms as "full-size

" "

savings,

" "

value

" "

special

" "

retail price

regular price

" "

list price'" "former price" or terms of similar import
and meaning, or misrepresentation by failing to clearly and conspicu-
ously disclose, in the solicitation or other promotion, that purchasers
wil or may incur additional costs in connection with the purchase of
respondents ' goods and services , such as delivery costs, and the

approximate amount of each additional cost.
(9) Failing to clearly and conspicuously disclose , in any manner and

by any means, in any solicitation or other promotion , any relationship
between respondents ' offer (99)and the subsequent sales promotion of
other products or services by respondents and/or other companies

including, but not limited to, the promotion of land or property sales
programs.

(10) Failing to deliver goods or perform services ordered by
purchasers from respondents within a reasonable time period. If
delivery or performance is unable to be completed within such a

reasonable time period , then respondents shall clearly and conspicuous-
ly offer in writing to such purchaser, no later than at the expiration of
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100 Opinion

And For Partial Summary Deci In The Alterntive, To Certify To

The Commissi Complaint Counsel's Relfst Tht Th Comissi Seek
Federal Court Enforcement Of Th Subna Ad TestijUandum Served On
Respnt Raynw Andrson dated November 1 , 1977. (ii)

First CRC Admissions:
First Requst for Admissis Directed to Respnt Columb Research
CO'atil dated June 7, 1977. An.wJer August 15 , 1977. Portions were
deemed admitted by the Administrative Law Judge Ruling Upo Complaint

Counsel's Motion To Determine Sujjncy Of Respnts' Columb Re-
search Cortil's And Raymo Andrso s Ansers And Objectio To

The First Requst For Admi$sio date October 13 , 1977.

Seond CRC Admissions:
Secon Requst for Admissi Directed to Respnt Colurn Research
Coratil dated Decmber 29, 1977. This Relfst was deemed admitte by

oral order of the Administrative Law Judge on November 29 1978. (Tr. 5411).

Third CRC Admissions:

Third &qust for Admis ;,ions Directed to Respnt Columb Research
Coratio dated January 23, 1978. This Requst was deemed admitte by

oral order of the Administrative Law Judge on November 29 1978. (Tr. 5411).

Fourth CRC Admissions:

Fourth Requst for Admissions Directed to Re:.pont Colurn Research
Cortio dated January 31 1978. Answered in part, AprilS , 1978; in part
June 22, 1978; and deemed admitte in part , November 29, 1978. (Tr. 5411).

Fifth CRC Admissions:
Fifth ReqIst for Admissis Directed to Respnt Columb Research
Coratio dated August 14 , 1978. This request was deemed admitte 
oral order of the Administrative Law Judge, November 29, 1978. (Tr. 5411).

(Uil

Stipulation:
Stipulatio as to testimony of

witnesses , filed October 3D, 1978.
thirty-nine (39) of respondents' consumer

OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

By DIXON Commissioner:

Complaint in this matter was issued on December 19, 1975 , and
charged respondents with a variety of deceptive practices in connection
with the mail  order sale of vacation certificates and other merchandise.
After more than two years of pre-trial proceedings, a trial was held
before administrative law judge (AW) Thomas Howder , beginning on
January 31 , 1978. The trial consumed most of the year 1978, and
generated a record in excess of 6000 pages of testimony and 1100
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exhibits. The initial decision of the law judge was fied on June 7, 1979
(2)and was generally adverse to respondents. ! Two respondents
Columbia Research Corporation and Raymond Anderson , have filed an
appeal , arguing principally that various procedural infirmities in the
conduct of the case necessitate dismissal of these procedings. Our
review of the appeal follows.

The Parties and the Challenged Practices

Market Development

Market Development Corp. (MDC) began operating in late 1969 , and
terminated operations in June, 1974, when it filed for bankruptcy,
listing 90- 000 unsecured creditors with claims of between $15 and
$80. (I.D. 1 313)2 After first offering sewing machines through door to
door sales , Market Development shifted to mail order sellng. (I.D. 4) It
would customarily advise recipients of its solicitations that they had
been specially selected or were winners of a contest that entitled them
to purchase for only $69.50 (later $79.50) a sewing machine alleged to
retail regularly for $100 more. (I.D. 175) Although $69.50 or $79.50 was
represented to be the "Total Cost" of the sewing machines (I.D. 233)
they were shipped to the customer C. D. with a substantial shipping

charge added (e. $14.95)-a charge that sometimes exceeded the
actual cost of shipment. (I.D. 234-5) Market Development also offered
Treasure Chests , promotional packets of samples of name hrand

products that it purchased for $1.60-$2.00 (I.D. 17) and advertised
falsely as containing $30 or more worth of products. (I.D. 189) The
Treasure Chests were often sold in connection with offers of free
vacations. Typically, a customer would be contacted and advised that
he or she had "won" a right to a free vacation , and the right to receive
the Treasure Chest, for which he or she need only submit the sum of
$15. (I.D. 110) (3)

Market Development encountered numerous delays in shipping its
sewing machines and Treasure Chests , to the point that by January
1974 , MDC required three to four months to ship the sewing machines
after orders were received from the customers. Despite the substantial

backlog, no effort was made to haU the receipt of incoming orders , or

1 By consent of the parties . however, respondent Juanita Andersn WIW droppe from the complaint.
2 'Ihe fol1owingabbreviatiolls will he us.d in this opinion:

LD. - Initial Decision, Finding No.
LD. p. . Initial Decision , Page No.

Tr. - Transcript of Testimony (Page No.
ex - Complaint Counsl's Exhibit No.
RX - RepondenL ' Exhibit No.
CPX - Complaint Counsj' s Physical Exhibit No.
TROA- Transcript of Oral Arb'lment Before the Commi:!inn
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to refrain from cashing incoming checks, with the result, as noted
above , that by the time of its bankruptcy Market Development listed
itself as having 90- 000 unsecured creditors , mostly consumers, with
claims of between $15 and $80 each. (I.D. 237-253)

Columbia Research Corporation

Soon after Market Development's bankruptcy, Columbia Research

Corporation (CRC), commenced operation. (I.D. 19-20), under the
control and direction of the same individual , Raymond Anderson, who
had run MDC. (I.D. 45 , 295-30) CRC offers vacation certificates

, "

Gift
Cartons , blackjack boots, and memberships in a buying club. (I.D. 21)
Of principal concern are the vacation certificates.

As with MDC , the consumer typically receives a mailing advising
that he or she has "won" (I.D. 107-1), or been specially selected to

receive (I.D. 112) a "free" vacation (I.D. 120) in Miami or Las Vegas
esscntially consisting of two or three nights lodging at a hotel or motel
and a package of bcnefits (in Las Vegas , for example, a "gaming
package ) touted as being worth a large amount of money (although
comparable packages were available for free to any visitor to Las
V cgas , I.D. 224). '10 qualify for this apparent windfall , the consumer
need only rcmit within 10 days (Jest the opportunity no 10nger be
available) a "registration , handling, and service" charge of $15.00 or
$15.95. (I.D. 121)3 According to the Order Form that accompanied
many of its solicitations, the $15.00 payment was subject to a "Money-
Back" guarantee. (I.D. 277) Careful reading of the text of the
solicitation letter, however, wou1d reveal that the Money-Back guaran-
tee was conditioned upon the " winner" first taking his or her "free
trip, (I.D. 276) an occurrence that subsequent events might render
highly inconvenient if not impossible.

What happens aftr the consumer remits money to CRC is really
what determines whether he or she is a winner-or a victim. Typically
the consumer receives back from CRC information pertinent to the
consumer s choice of vacation site, and is directed to make arrange-
ments for an arrival date either via CRC or through Genic Vacations in
Las Vegas or Miami-Las Vegas Vacation Bureau. (I.D. 29-10) At this
point the consumer also begins to learn that there is less to the "free
vacation than meets the eye. Additional charges or (4)conditions may
be revealed , for example , an alleged1y refundable deposit of $10 to $25
to ensure the customer s arriva1; (I.D. 123)4 , an extra charge of $5.

3 Rerd evidence indicates that in fact orden! would be acpte even after 10 days. (CX 1015F) Sa als pp. 2021

infr.
. The deposits were sometime not refunded , or refunded only after COl1idcrable exertion by the consumer. (I.

125)
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pcr night for reasons ascribed variously to " tax

, "

peak season , or
extra charge , (I.D. 126); an extra charge for weekend arrivals (I.D

126); or the unavailability of any rooms on weekends and hence, the
impossibility of a weekend vacation. (I.D. 147) Receipt of the gaming
package also reveals it to be something less than advertised; realiza-
tion of the hundreds of dollars of benefits is contingent upon one
compliance with a variety of highly restrictive conditions. (I.D. 211-
226) More knowledgeable customers sometimes recognized upon re-
ceiving these gaming packets that they are similar to those routinely
given away to any visitor to Las Vegas. (I.D. 22) In general
realization of the benefits promised usually requires substantial
expenditures of one s own funds, (I.D. 221) and the passage of long
periods of time in a casino. (I.D. 217-18; 220; 223)

The foregoing affirmative misrepresentations and misleading fail-
ures to disclose important facts , as well as numerous other deceptions
recounted in the initial decision , have an obvious capacity to mislead
individuals into remitting $15.00 or $15.95 on the assumption they are
to receive something more than they actually do. Subsequent revela-
tion of the conditions , not surprisingly. induces some consumers to
conclude that they no longer desire to avail themselves of their "free
vacation. However, because CRC's "money back guarantee" is contin-
gent upon the consumer s first taking the proferred vacation , these
consumers arc frequently unable to secure refunds , and simply forfeit
the $15.00 or $15.95. (I.D. 281)
Those consumers not deterred by the discovery of additional

conditions may try to reserve accommodations for given nights. Many
encounter considerable difficulty in this regard, both because it is
usually not possible to use the vacation certificates on weekends, and
because of repeated lack of vacancies on week nights. (I.D. 148) This
occurrence is hardly surprising in view of record evidence indicating
that CRC sold vacation certificates to far more "winners" than it could
possibly accommodate at tbeir desired locations. (I.D. 258)5 Once (5)

again , however , efforts to obtain refunds in these circumstances are
met with the argument that the trip must be taken for the guarantee
to apply, even though it is frequently by virtue of CRC' s own failure to
have available sufficient accommodations at the time they are desired
that the customer is unable to take the vacation for which he or she has

paid. (I.D. 257 , 259 , 260)
Those consumers undeterred by the additional conditions and able to

obtain reservations at an acceptable time do take their "free" vacation.

The reord rev€Uls that CRC collecte money for La: Vega vactions from more than ID,OO eUloonJrl who

were required to take the trip during a period of time in which CRC was able to acmmodaw fewer than 50

cusoomcr.. (I. 25)
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Some of these consumers upon taking the trip discover further
departures from what they have been led to believe would occur. For
example: (1) accommodations differ from those selected by, and
promised to the consumer, and previously undisclosed charges are

sometimes made (I.D, 150); (2) some accommodations advertised as
being on the Las Vegas "strip" are in fact at some remove from it (I.D.
15&-157); (3) accommodations advertised as "First Class

, "

First Class

Deluxe , and the like are not as described (I.D. 158); (4) consumers
have been subjected to high pressure sales pitehes for land sales
operations or time-sharing condominiums connected to certain of the
vacation programs sold by CRC. That fact was not disclosed in its
solicitations (despite its obvious materiality to the wilingness of some
consumers to accept the package) and in some solicitations it was even
stated falsely that no land sales promotions were involved. (I.D. 23a-
232) The foregoing occurrences result, predictably, in considerable
dissatisfaction by some consumers with their "free" vacations. Even
some of these consumers, however, have had difficulty obtaining
refunds or have not received them at all. (I.D. 282)

Finally, of course, there are those consumers who take the trip, and
find themselves satisfied. These, as we say, are the real Hwinners
Unfortunately, their numbers are considerably less then those scores of
thousands to whom the term is indiscriminately applied by CRC in its
mass maiEngs.

The foregoing describes, in brief outline only, the misrepresentations
alleged by the complaint and found by the AL.L Others are detailed at
length in thc 104 page initial decision. Some of the misrepresentations
or deceptive failures to disclose material facts , are obviously of major
consequence, Others, standing alone, are of less significance , but in
comlnnation they help creatc the misleading impression that CRC'

$15.00 or $15.95 vacation is considerably more than it really is. (6)
In their appeal , respondents have dealt sparingly with the specific

allegations of the complaint, and the specific misreprcsentations found
by the ALJ. They do , however, deal generally with them , alleging that
the ALJ looked at specific representations in " isolation" rather than in
total context, and that since CRC "substantially delivered the items
which it said it would" (Respondents' Brief at 15) its advertising

cannot be considered deceptive,
This contcntion (which comes unaccompanied by any reference to

those specific findings of violation which it is alleged to refute) cannot
be accepted. That some consumers were satisfied by what CRC

6 The paries stipulate that 39 witllcS8 to be caned by rcpo"de"w would have tetified that they were not
misled by CRC's solicitations and that they were satisfied with what they reived in retur for their money.
(Stipulation , Filed lO/30178

pp.

l--)
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furnished them proves only that for some people the misleading
statements and failures to reveal certain facts proved immaterial. For
many others, however, the evidence is clear that CRC's solicitations
were misleading in a highly material way.7 The Commission, of course
may infer materiality having first found an untruthful claim FTC 

Colgate-PalTrwlive Co. 380 U.S. 374, 391-92 (1965). This case hardly
requires such an exercise of our expertise , however, for the record
reveals numerous witnesses who testified to having been deceived in
material fashion by express statements and the omission of various

facts in CRC's solicitations.
By way of ilustration , according to thc testimony of one witness

who paid her $15. , and later found herself unable and unwiling to
take advantage of a Las Vegas vacation after discovering that she was
required to give 45 days notice of plans , make a $25.00 depoit, and stay
in the sponsoring casino for six hours at a time in order to avail herself
of each "free" meal advertised in the initial solicitation: (7)

Q. In conjunction with the 45ay notice (and the $25 deposit) would you have
purchasd the package"?

A. No.

Q. Had you known the mechanics of how the gambling package worked would you
have purchasd the package?

A. No.

Q. If you had understo in advance how the meal allowance progrm was to work
would you have purchas the package?

A. NO I really didn t understand it any way.

Q. But had you known you received only one meal in six hours (one meal for staying
in the caino for six hours) would you have purchased the package?

A. No , definitely not. (Wiliamson , Tr. 126)

Another witness, more familiar with the range of
vacation opportunities in Las Vegas , testified as follows:

competing

Q, Please think back , Mr. Janov , to when you recived your original solicitation. At
that time if you had known you were going to be asked to put down a $25 deposit, would
you have sent in your $15?

If I had been asked--if I had known that I would have to send another $25

1 AJ the Seventh Circuit Court of Appels has obsrved:

The fact that petitionern had satisfied customern was entirely irlevant. They cannot be excuse for the
decptive protice here shown and found , and be insulate from action by the Coinmillion in repet to them
by showing that othern, even in large numbern, were satisfied with the trtment petitioners acrded them.
Bas Books, Inc. v. FTC 276 F.2d 718 , 721 (7th Cir. 196).
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deposit , I would not have given it any consideration at all because for $4 at that time
you can get all the accommodations you want without going through this. (Janov, Tr.
296)

A third witness who took the trip and discovcred upon arrival that
she was required to pay an extra $5 per night per person, for the two
night stay, testified as foJlows: (8)

Q. Would you have sent in your $15.95 if you had known that you would be charged
an additional $20.00 for the room?

A. No, I would not.

Q. Would you have sent in your $15.95 if you had known what you were getting in
the way of the gaming package?

A. No. (Bratschi , Tr. 658)

A fourth witness, Ms. Blackmorc , testified that after remitting her
$15.95 and making the $25 deposit subsequently requested, she
received reservations on the night of her choice for the Colonial House.
(Tr. 692-3) Upon arrival , she and her husband were advised that the
Colonial House would not accept them; after some wait they were
taken to the "Mini Price Motor Inn" where , after paying an additional
charge of $10.00 per night, they were aJlowed to occupy a room with a
posted ratc of $12.99 per night. (Tr. 694) The witness further described
various efforts to avail herself of thc gaming packagc provided by CRC
(Tr. 696-700); and thc subsequent discovery that similar or identical
packages were routinely availablc for free to any visitor to Las Vegas.
(Tr. 710-711; CPX 2-3) The witncss noted that upon returning from
her trip, she requested a refund from CRC , but received neither the
$20.00 extra charged by the hotc1 , nor the $15.95 charged originaJly by
CRC. (Tr. 704) She did , howevcr, subsequently receive three additional
solicitations from CRC urging her to take advantage of their vacation
packages. (Tr. 704)

While it is not possible to quantify the consumer injury and abuse
wrought by respondents (and such is not necessary for a finding that
Section 5 has been violated) it is apparent that the scores of consumers
who testified in this proceeding are but the tip of an iceberg. Below
them , one finds the 3847 consumers who, as of Fehruary 2, 1978, had
written to the Federal Trade Commission to complain either of non-
dc1ivery of merchandise by CRC , or of failure to honor its guarantees.
(CX 2067) These 3847 consumers , in turn , pale in comparison with the
more than 200 000 consumers who paid for Las Vegas vacations that
they were required to take during a period of time in which the record
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reveals that CRC was capable of accommodating (9)no more than
000 customers.8 (p. 4 supra) The foregoing figures are cited not

because they are necessary to findings of violations of Section 5, but
because in combination with record testimony of misrepresentations
they serve to furnish some notion of the magnitude of injury involved
in this case.

A further substantive argument raised by respondents is that they
are not responsible for certain of the more egregious failures to
perform recounted in the record because these resulted from breaches
of contract by third parties engaged by CRC to help effectuate the
promises made in its solicitations. AI a purely legal matter we do not
find this position acceptable , nor , under the circumstances of this case
is the legal result an inequitable one.

The law judge in finding liability on CRC' s part for certain actions of
the Miami-Las Vegas Vacation Bureau (MLV) cited caes such as
Goodman v. FTC 24 F.2d 584 (9th Cir. 1957) and Standrd Distribu-
tors, Inc. v. FTC 211 F.2d 7 (2d Cir. 1954) in which corporations and
individuals were held liable for misrepresentations made by sales
personnel alleged to be " independent contractors" by the respondents
but found to be "agents" by the Commission and reviewing court.
While respondents seek to distinguish their situation from those of
Goodman and Standrd Distributos we think in fact that the
argument for liability is stronger here. This is because there is here no
question but that the challenged misrepresentations were made by the
respondents themselves. Having made (10)certain representations to
consumers , in or affecting commerce , respondents are liable for the
truth of their claims. They cannot, unbeknownst to their customers
delegate responsibility for making their claims come true, and rely
upon such delegation as a defense to a charge of committing deceptive
acts or practices. CRC benefited from its untruthful statements, to the
tune of receiving $15 or $15.95 from hundreds of thousands of
customers. It cannot thereafter disclaim responsibility for whether or
not those statements were true on grounds that it had contracted with
others to ensure their accuracy.

To be sure, were this a case presenting isolated instances of
representations rendered untrue by the contractual breaches of third

8 RepondentB bave lUigtmd a. errr the ALJ's conclusion with repet to the number of CRe's customers durng
a given time period, aring that it is hlL upon computer tape, which corltitute unauthenticate heay evidence
and which were interprete hy a witnes unqualified to do 60. or the numerous rens note by complaint counsl in
their Answer Brief, to which repondents have made no Reply (although pennitte hy rule to do so), the Commiion
finds thiH challenge to the ALJ' s conclusion unpersuasive. Witnes Morelli was clealy qualiied by viue of 7-112

years ' experience as a systems analyst, progrmmer analyst, or prommer, and relate trning, to tetify with
reference to the issues he wa. caned to reolve. The tape themselve! were properly admitte, if not as admission! by
the respondents, then a.. businC3. rerd. And , the tape were suitably authenticate by other rerd evidence so WI to

warnt the conclusion of the witnes WI to what they showed.
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parties, in which the respondent had made immediate efforts to make
its customers whole for the injury they had suffered , and had taken
immediate steps to terminate the contractual relationship, the public
interest in pursuing the breach of Section 5 might be nil. This case
however, presents no such circumstances.

In the first place , it is apparent cven from the contract signed
between CRC and ML V that CRC should have had reason to anticipate
at least some of those precise actions that it blames for rendering its
mass mailings deceptive. For example , the contract between CRC and
ML V specifies that " there wiU be certain times during the year when
the cost to the user may increase" and further that "there wiU be
certain times during the year when certificates wil not be honored.
(CX 1089- C) It should, therefore , have come as no surprise to anyone
except the customers of CRC (who were led to believe they were
getting a no-strings-attached vacation for tbeir initial payment) when
it transpired that ML V added extra charges and restricted availability
to the point that many people were unable , or, with goo reason no
longer wiling, to avail themselves of its services." (11)

Moreover, the evidence suggests that whatever CRC's fore-knowl-

edge as to ML V's behavior may have been, once CRC became aware of
the behavior of its contract partner it (1) failed to make whole
customers injured thereby (for example, by refunding their money and
refunding unauthorized and disclosed extra charges and then seeking
reimbursement from MLV (l.D. 281-282));'0 and (2) continued to solicit
purchases and utilize the services of MLV (e. Rees , Tr. 392-95; CX
127 129; Horton, Tr. 1088-1093; CX 1797; Cain, Tr. 870-72; Gorman
Tr. 188-190; CX-'5(b), (c); Lawley, Tr. 46062; CX 1765-; Bryan , Tr.

1134-1142; CX 255-260; HeUer, Tr. 15681570; CX 50, 52; Bornstein

Tr. 1317-18) despite having been informed of the aUeged breaches of
contract. (e. CX 177A, Tr. 791-92) Under these circumstances, it is

plainly in the public interest that CRC bc held liable for the deceptive
acts and practices in which it has engaged. (12)

9 While CRC's contrt with MLV spcified that MLV would notiy eRC before impoing additional ciuor
othcr retrctions, it is not at all clear how such notioo wa. de9igned to !liat COnBumen who wer induce to !lnd 

$15.00 or $15.95 on the asumption that they would reive in return a no-trngsattahed right to II va.tion go for
one year. What, for example , wa. expe beme of the OOJ1umer who pad his or her money in AUgut
anticipating a vaction in Januar, if MI,v gave notice in September that it was chRlging its tenn1 The C01Uume
Wil induocd W pay the money without disclosure of added cha or retrctioll, even though CRe's oontmt with

MLV contemplate that such chaes or I'tretioll might subsueoUy be impo.
lQ CRC did make certin effort tooontat at leat !!me oollumer who were injure by viue of the aciof1 of

MLV, but its effort appear genernny tA have ben confined to the furishing of extr gaming coupof1 or extensions
of time in which to tae vsetiolU that many customers were understandably unwillng to acpt 8. a l"ult of the
trouble they had alrey enooul1terc.

11 Morever, the proffered defense , even if acpte, would excus only a fration of the violations found , and i8

not asrt WI to the I1tiona of BOrne of CRe's beking agnts, such as Genie Vactioll.
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Procedural Objections

As noted before , respondents' principal objections to the outcome of
this case derive from a1leged procedural deficiencies in the conduct of
their trial, which, in respondents' view , mandate dismissal of all
charges. We sha1l consider these alleged errors below:

A. Alleged Constructive Exclusion of Defendant Raymond Ander-
son from Presence at His Trial

Respondent Anderson urges that he has been denied Due Process of
Law because he was constructively precluded from attending at least
certain segments of the trial. The argument is primarily raised with
respect to those portions of the ease-in-ehief heard in California, where
Mr. Anderson had been the subject of a state criminal indictment, and
was subject to arrest if he appeared.

Some recitation of the facts surrounding this claim is needed in order
to place it in proper perspective. In March, 1977, the Superior Court of
California for the County of San Francisco docketed the cae of People

v. Columlra Research Corporation Docket No. 38988. Thereafter
proceedings were begun to extradite defendant Raymond Anderson
from Illinois.

On April 29 , 1977, Complaint Counsel filed a "Motion to Set Initial
Trial Date and Location , requesting that the initial hearing be
scheduled for July 18 , 1977 , in Los Angeles , California, on grounds that
all of complaint counsel's intended initial witnesses were located in
Southern California.

On May 23, 1977, respondents Raymond Anderson and Columbia
Research Corporation filed a motion to stay pending discovery requests
and to stay the initial hearing in the case until the criminal actio was
resolved. No reference was made in this motion to the alleged
inconvenience of complaint counsel's proposed Los Angeles trial site.
By order of June 30, 1977, Judge Howder denied the request of

respondents for a stay pending completion of the criminal trial , noting
that no prejudice would be created by simultaneous proceedings. Thus

as of June 30, 1977, respondents were on notice that the judge would
not stay the proceedings pending resolution of either Mr. Anderson
extradition fight, or an eventual criminal trial. (13)

Following efforts by complaint counsel to obtain pretrial discovery,
of which more shall be said later, complaint counsel by letter dated
November 14, 1977 , proposed a pre-trial and beginning-of-trial sched-
ule , including a renewal of their request of April 29, 1979 , that the first

" According to repondents' COUlll , no decilion !lW Mr. Anderwn 3 extrtion from Ilinois had ben rehe
IW of November 5, 1979. (TROA

, p.

lO)
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hearing be held in Los Angeles, California. By order of November 17
1977, Judge Howder ordered commencement of initial hearings in the
case in Los Angeles, California on January 31, 1978, with the exact
location to be established later. (Order Respecting Remaining Pretrial
Procedures and Scheduling Commencement of Hearings) By order of
December 7, Judge Howder established the site in Los Angeles at
which the first set of hearings would be held. (Order Scheduling
Commencement of Hearings)

Stil no objection was heard from respondents. FinaIJy, on January
, 1978, twelve days before the Los Angeles hearings were set to

begin, respondents communicated their constitutional objection to the
Los Angeles trial site.'3 (14)

Under these circumstances, the reaction of Judge Howder is not
surprising. By order dated January 26, 1978 , he denied the request for
a change in the location of hearings, noting:

The complaint in this caqe issued over two year ago, on Decmber 19 , 1975. As I have
previously ruled , respondent Anderson has ben completely relcitrant throughout the
entire cours of discovery, reulting in much delay in this prong. The initial
hearings were scheduled on December 7 , 1977. I feel Mr. Andersn s request for a change
in this schedule, coming at so late a date, is unwarrnte. (Order Denying Reuest for
Change in Loation of Hearings, p. 1)

As complaint counsel observe, rescheduling of the hearings as
requested by respondents would have entailed eonsiderable delay and
disruption in already protracted proceedings. It should be noted in this
regard that respondents ' request was not merely that the proceedings
be held elsewhere than in California , but that they be held only 

Ilinois, the one state in which Mr. Anderson was apparently subject to
thc least unfavorable legal consequences. (TROA p. 9; Tr. 1773) Ilinois
however, was the one state in which Mr. Anderson made no mail
solicitations , and so was the one state in which no complaining
witnesses were to be found. To conduct complaint counsel's entire case-
in-chief in Ilinois would, therefore , have caused maximum cost to the
government (for transporting, housing, and feeding witnesses) and
maximum disruption to consumer witnesses.

Though we are not entirely certain from respondents ' brief which
13 Re pondcn-w oonknd tha.t they pla.nned to knder their objection the !. An les tra. site at a preheang

conference ochedu!ed for Cleveland on Januar 7, 1978. This conference WIL cancelled beWi of a major snowstorm
that prevente the ALJ and reponden-w' COUTWI from attending. (TRQA 7; Onler Cancellng !'heang Conference
date Januar 10, 1978) The rerd reflects no ren as to why repondents eh() to wait unti! Januar, 197, to
present their objection to the Lo Aflgelt' tral site when they were on notice at l€8t since November 17, 197 (if not
:linee April , 1977 that Lo Angeles would be chosn. Whle repondents did fie on Dermber 8, 197 a motion for
continuance of the Januar 31 , 1978, heang daw (whieh Jud Howdero denied on Januar 12, 197), the pendency of
that motion can hary excuse the failure to rai.-. other objecions to the tra. order. By raing their objections
llritim respondents all but ensure that their objection to the tral loction would not be enteined until such time
8/ a chan in tral loctions wou!d be rendere extrmely inconvenient and expeflive to the government. Whatever
the purp of this method of proing, its obvious effect waa to invite delay, and it canflot be condoned.
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provision of law they claim was breached by conduct of the hearings in
Los Angeles , we must presume it to be the Fifth Amendment's
guarantee of due process. The Sixth Amendment's explicit guarantees
apply only in criminal cases Bell v. Burson 402 U.S. 535 , 540 (1971) and
even there, may be waived by consent or conduct. fllinos v. Alten 397

S. 337, 342 reh. den. 398 U.S. 915 (1970). The Administrative
Procedure Act confers on a party only the right " to appear in person 

IJ or with counsel or other duly qualified representative in an agency
proceeding." 5 U. C. 555(b)(1976) (emphasis added. ) There is no doubt
that Mr. Anderson has been ably represented by counsel in this case.
Finally, the Commission s Rules of Practice, 16 CFR 3.41(c) to which
respondents refer, do no more than confer "all. . . rights essential to a
fair hearing." This provision does not refer specifically to a party
right to attend a hearing and should not be construed to enlarge upon
or derogate from the guarantees of the AP A. (15)

This leaves the Fifth Amendment' s guarantee of due process. As the
Supreme Court has instructed

, "'

due process , unlike some legal rules
is not a technical conception with a fixed content unrelated to time
place and circumstances. Cafeteria Warkers v. McElroy, 367 U.S. 886
895 (1961). It is a flexible concept that "calls for such procedural
protections as the particular situation demands," Morrssey v. Brewer
408 U. S. 471 , 481 (1972), and accordingly, the requirements of due
process in a particular case depend upon a balance of the private and
public interests involved. MatMws v. EUrige 42 U.S. 319, 335
(1976).

The application of these broad general principles to the specific issue
involved here does not appear to have arisen very often, and neither
side has pointed out, nor have we been able to discover, a single case
that remotely suggests that a respondent's physical presence at an
administrative hearing is a linchpin of due process. The case on which
respondents chiefly rely, Jeffris v. Olesen 121 F. Supp. 463 (S.D. Cal.
1954), was technically not even resolved on due process grounds , but
rather by interpretation of regulations promulgated by the Postmaster
General. 121 F. Supp. at 474ff. The case, however, has heavy overtones
of due process, and is illustrative of the balancing of interests required
to determine a claim such as that made by respondent Anderson. In
Jeffris the court held that an administrative determination of postal

fraud was invalid for failure to transfer an administrative hearing to
Los Angeles, where the defendant and his lawyer were located.

In Jeffris a hearing on charges was set only 22 days after issuance
of the complaint, and only 19 days after notice of hearing was served
upon the administrative respondent. Promptly fied motions for
transfer of the hearings from Washington to Los Angeles were denied
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and the trial was held in Washington, D.C. only 36 days after issuance
of the complaint. The refusal to transfer precluded the impoverished

defendant, whose wife was i1 with polio at the time, from attending in
person or by attory, and the refusal to transfer the hearings
precluded the administrative defendant' s attorney from cross-examin-
ing scientific witnesses for the government, a fact that the judge
apparently considered to have been of some possible relevance to the
outcome of the case. 121 F. Supp. at 474-76. (16)

The court in Jeffms construed a Postal Service regulation requiring
that motions to transfer the site of hearings be resolved with "due
regard" for the "convenience and necessity" of the parties. As the
court observed

Due regard" like "fairness" is a term of varyng content. What is "fair" in one situation
may be grossly unfair in another; determination must be made in the light of reason and
common sens and the circumstances of the ca. 121 F. Supp. at 475.

So must it be here. The balance that weighed so heavily for the
respondent in Jeffms tilts markedly the other way in this case. Mr.
Anderson s request for transfer was raised at the last possible moment
long after it could have been made, and at a time when it was certin
to cause maximum inconvenience and expense for other parties
involved." Respondent's difficulty in coming to California, moreover
in no way foreclosed the presence of his counsel , who did attend an
hearings and cross-examined witnesses vigorously.

Moreover, respondents have not pointed to a single example of the
manner in which Mr. Anderson s physical absence from the site of some
hearings resulted in less effective presentation of his case. Nothing
precluded Mr. Anderson from reviewing transcripts of the testimony
elicited at hearings outside I1inois, and had there been lines of
questioning that he could have suggested to his counsel had he been in
attendance, their timely mention might have permitted at least the
selective re-examination of certain witnesses. Respondents , however
have at no time indicated any respect in which Mr. Anderson s physical
absence from the hearing room in any way may have rendered his
counsel's interrogation of witnesses less effective. Nor is this at an

surprising given that the testimony elicited was drawn largely from
consumers testifying as to their own experiences in tryng to take
advantage of the vacation opportunities they had purchased from CRC.
Most of this experience would (17)have been outside the scope of Mr.
Anderson s own observation. 15 While certain rights are so fundamental

14 We believe that on thes grunds alone, the claim may be CQlIidered to have ben waived although even had it
ben presente in more timely fashion, we believe that the other fEItorg liste here would have necitate itl denial.

Repondent did fie 8. motion, date October 2 , 1978, six mont. after the end of complaint counsl's ca , in

which they aIked for the rel of all of complaint counsl' s witnes for furer xamination. No indication Wai

(Qmll
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relies for support upon language in Justice Brennan s concurring

opinion in Illinos v. Allen, supra 397 U.S. at 347. Justice Brennan
suggested in his concurrence that a trial judge who has cxcluded a
contumacious criminal defendant should attempt to mitigate the effect
of the cxclusion to the extent that to do so is technologically feasible.
397 U.S. at 351. We do not believe that the Justice s suggestion can be
taken as authority for the necessity of a telephonic hook-up in this civil
proceeding. (19)

Use of Sanctions for Failure to Comply with Discovery Orders

Respondents also assign as error the ALJ' s imposition of sanctions
upon respondents for their refusal to comply with discovery orders.
There is no question that the sanctions were imposed in a fashion

consistent with the provisions of *3.38 of the Commission s Rules of
Practice, 16 CFR 3. , hut respondents argue that the rule as applied
exceeds the Commission s lawful authority.

Sa.nctions were entered by Judge Howder following the refusal of
respondents CRC and Raymond Anderson to respond to discovery
orders served upon them , and following denial by Judge Howder of
various motions to quash these discovery orders. Respondent CRC
refused to respond to a subpoena duces tecum issued by Judge Howder
on February 3, 1977, wbile Mr. Anderson refused to respond to a
subpoena ad testifu,andum served on November 2, 1976. Thereafter
Judge Howder ordered tbat by virtue of the refusals to testify, certain
of the complaint allegations would be taken as proved against
respondents CRC and Raymond Anderson. Respondent Anderson was
forbidden to testify in his defense, and both parties were precluded
from entering into the record documents that would have been

responsive to the dishonored subpoenas. Complaint counsel were also
accorded tbe rigbt to introduce secondary evidence without objection

to show facts that the withheld documents would have shown.
As with tbeir other procedural objections , respondents have not

suggested how, in particular, they have been prejudiced by the
sanctions, in light of the very extensivc trial that was ultimately
conducted. Respondents' position appears to be that tbe entire
proceeding must be dismissed , even though it is evident tbat most of
the charges of the complaint were found by Judge Howder to be
sustained by competent evidence adduced by complaint counsel , and
without necessity for resort to the sanctions. (20)

Complaint counsel for their part, contend that every order provision

18 It wa. pursuant to this want that lettcl" from 387 complaining consumers were introduce.
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save one , may be justified on the basis of record evidence of deceptive
practices , without need to resort to the sanctions. 9 OUf own review of

the record reveals that, in fact all order provisions are warranted by
testimonial and/or documentary evidence of law violations, and
accordingly, the issue of the sanctions is moot.

The one order paragraph that complaint counsel aver depends for its
validity upon the sanctions is Paragraph 1(6) which forbids representa-
tions that consumers have only a limited time to respond to offers if in
fact the stated time limit is fictitious. This paragraph derives from the
complaint a11egation that MDC and CRC misrepresented to consumers
that they must remit their money within 10 days in order to take
advantage of various offers. Misrepresenting that an offer extends for
a limited time only is a standard way of misleadingly enhancing the
value of the offer in the consumer s mind , and thereby inducing its
acceptance. (21 J

While the ALJ found the evidence insufficient, absent resort to the
sanctions, to justify a conclusion that the 10 day limit was not bona
fide , our review of the record suggests the contrary. In responding to a
California state official who inquired as to the validity of the 10 day
period in 1975 , Columbia Research Corporation wrote:

The offer may be accepted after the 10 day period if we can stil acmmodate those
persons sending in their acceptances. ex l015F.

In fact, however, it is evident from the record that Columbia

Research Corporation showed little regard for whether the number of
people it solicited, and the number who sent in their $15 , corresponded
in any way to the number of people who could be accommodated over
the course of the ensuing year (p. 4 supra) and the logical inference is
therefore, that the condition stated in CRC's response to the California
official constituted no meaningful restraint upon its readiness to
accept money remitted after the 10 day deadline. This inference is
supported by the experience of Professor Walter Ge11horn, whose

testimony revealed that his check was accepted weeks after the alleged
lO-day deadline. (Tr. 2818-2825) Professor Gellhorn subsequently

'" The distinction between violations charged , and order provisions entere should be note. The complaint
allege approximately 30 ooparate decptive practice. The order contairw II far amaller number of prohibitory
paragraphs , some of which are C!t to prevent reurrnoo of oovernl of the violatioml char in the complaint and
found by Judge Howder, Thus , an order provision may be independently support by severa! separate findings of
violation. To ilustrate, Paragrph 1(8) of the Order pro';ribe a variety of mhlreprentations regaing the .rtail
price and value of items sold by CRC. This provision hi fully justified on the basis of Judge Howder s findings al to
misrepresentations of the retail value of the Treasure Chests and Gift Carns distrbute by MIX and CRC. (J.D. 183

2(4) This provision is al30 justified on the basis of Judge Howder s finding that the regular retail price of MDC'
sewing machines was misrepI"';nt. to be $100 more than the price at which MDt offere the sewing machine. Judge
Howder s fil1ding that the retail price of the sewing machines was misrepl"nte depends in par upon reliance on the
(!nctions. (LD. 175-79) His fil1ding that the retail price and value of the Treasure Chests and Gift Carns was
misr"pl"sent.isful1ysupporthyreconJevidem siveofthesanctions.
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found that he could not obtain accommodations at the time and place
promised, and after a lengthy series of correspondence with various
governmental agencies received a refund. (Tr. 2827 ff.

)2O
While we believe that this finding as to the falsity of the lO-day

provision in respondents ' solicitations is adequately supportd by other
evidence " the sanctions drawn by the administrative law judge do
lend support in an entirely permissible way to this conclusion.
Respondents themselves were obviously the parties best situated to
shed light on the truth of the charge. If it was their policy to return
uncashed , checks received after the 10 day period, only they could have
so specified. Their failure to respond to discovery requests bearing (22)
upon the bona fides of the 10 day enrollment period invites the
inference that the withheld response would have confirmed that the 10

day period was a sham.
Tbe drawing of an adverse inference from the unjustified failure of

a party in litigation to respond to a valid discovery request has been

recognized to be an entirely proper and indeed necessary exercise of an
administrative agency s adjudicative responsibilities. Interntiol
Union (UA W) v. NL. 459 F.2d 1329 (D.C. Cir. 1972); NL. B. 

Ship Shape Maintenance Co. 474 F.2d 43 , 448 (D.C. Cir. 1972), drawn
by analogy from both common law procedures , Armo 

Delamiri Str. 505 (K.E. 1722); 2 J. Wigmore Evidence 285 (3d ed.
1940) and the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (Fed. R. Civ. P.
37(b)(2)(A)) Without such a capability, the express Congressional
grant of adjudicative authority to an administrative agency would be
profoundly frustrated. Interntionl Union (VA W) v. NL. , supra
459 F.2d at 1338-9.

Respondents argue that the application of sanctions amounts to an
impermissible effort to enforce agency process without resort to the
courts. Since the Commission s organic statute prescribes that the

enforcement of a subpoena must be undertaken in Federal District
Court, respondents argue that efforts to attach sanctions for a party
refusal to comply with a subpoena in effect amount to extrajudicial
enforcement of the subpoena.

With this argument we cannot agree.
inferences or conclusions from a party

The drawing of adverse
refusal to comply with

"" This ocurnce is also p",valent thrughout the rero. Of thos witnes who had reived reunds, mBny
obtaned them only after a lengthy trin of corrpondence and intervention by varous guvernental agencies and
better busines bUreil.

21 It should also be note that the Distrct Court of Minnesta in a pl'ing involving Maret Development also
concluded that its 10 day deaJine was ficttious. ex 72510'

72 Nor, we should obsrve, could the Cour of Appeals in Inlit Unio (UA W) v. N.L. , BUpr, which
affired the NLRB's ability to impo sanctions notwithstanding that the Boar , like the Commiion, mUtt enfor
its subponas in court. 459 F.2d at 133, 134 44. Se al ABBti of Natio Ad1lia v. FTC, CCH 1972
Trade Cas. "16250 at 79 (D.C; Cir. 1979) (Wright, J. concurrng).
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adjudicative discovery demands does not amount to enforcement of a
subpoena, but rather compensates the moving party for its adversary
failure to comply with a subpoena, and, thereby, maintains the
integrity of the administrative process. A party that resists discovery

demands justifiably is not properly liable to sanction, and may
ultimately obtain review of the legitimacy of its refusal to comply if
sanctions arc imposed and a final order is based upon them. (23)

As the Commission has recently observed:

Application of the advers inference rule may only be made when the party's failure to
produce documentary or other evidence is not adequately explained. FJ Mfg. Co. 
FTC 287 B' 2d 831 , 847 (9th Cir. 1961); "rt. rknied 368 U.S. 824 (1961). Thus, the adverse
inference rule makes the conduct of the person withholding the material an evidentiary
fact in and of itself. The resulting inference may be strong or weak , depending upon the
person s conduct and the surrounding circumstances. See 2 J. Wigmore Evince 

(3d ed. 1940); McCar'Wk' s IIarubok of t/u LAw of Evince 1272 at 659 (2d ed. 1972).
For example, an inference drawn against a respondent offering a weak explanation for
its refusal to produce relevant evidence wil be stronger than an inference drawn against
a respondent providing a more plausible explanation. Anwrian Medical Assoctio
Docket No. 9064 , slip op. p. 55 (October 12 , 1979).

In this case, respondents ' reasons for refusing to comply with the
ALJ' s discovery orders are hardly compelling. Particularly inexplicable
is the refusal of respondent Anderson even to appear in response to a
subpoena ad testificandum. The asserted reason for this refusal is that
Mr. Anderson was concerned that use might be made of the proffered
testimony in connection with anticipated and later pending criminal
matters. This argument, however, takes no account of the fact that Mr.
Anderson would have been free at any time in his deposition to assert
his Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination, at which
point, the record reveals, he would have been granted use immunity.

Mr. Anderson was in intimate control of the operations of MDC and
later CRC. He was obviously the party best situated to shed light on
numerous issues involved in this case. His (24Jadamant and wholly
unjustified refusal to do so fully justifies the inferences drawn by
Judge Howder therefrom.

We also find that it was not improper for the law judge to prohibit

"" Respondent. during trial made the imaginative arxment that a grnt of immunity pursuant (( 18 U. C. 16(
would have ben insufficient to proted them bellse it contemplaWs immllnity only for "witne8 , not "paes.
Partics , however, can be "witnese." and we rAn find no SlIpport for the notion that the statute would be

inapplicable to a party in a civil procing who is subponae to Wstify witnlJ!s. Nor would the Deparment of
Justice appear to be concerned by the distinctioo , for it routinely authori grnting of immunity to eah of the
parties in this proing.

Of Repondents also argue that complail1t counsel wen; unjustified in seking dillvery from CRC and Mr.
Anderon without Ii showing that the information could not be obtained elsewhere. This, however, is not the proper
standard for disoovery. of cours , 30me of the information sought by complaint counsl oould have ben obtaine
elsewhere , and wa. and hal ben , at. enormous OOt. It is obvious, however, that CRC and Mr, Anderrn were the bet
possib!c sourcs of a large amount of relevant information.
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Mr. Anderson from testifying on his own behalf, following Mr.
Anderson s adamant refusal to appear for a deposition. It is standard
practice that where a party to litigation refuses to respond to valid
discovery orders, that party wiI not subsequently be allowed to

introduce at trial documentary or testimonial evidence withheld during
discovery, , NLRB v. A-mrian Art Industris 415 F.2d 122 (5th
Cir. 1969), cert. denied 397 U.S. 990 reh. denied 398 U.S. 944, (1970),

cert. denied 401 U.S. 912 (1971) (administrative proceeding); Fed. R.
Civ. P. 37(b)(2)(B); Chesa Internatwnal Ltd. v. Fashwn Associates
Inc. 425 F. Supp. 234 , 237, 22 FRServ. 2d 1191 (S.D. N.Y. 1977); SEC 

A-mrian Beryllium Oil Cor. 303 F.Supp- 912, 921 (D. Y. 1969);

Bernt v. Pennsylvania R. 14 FRD 465 , 18 FRServ. 37b.232 Case 1

(E.D.Pa. 1953). In this case , Mr. Anderson refused repeatedly and
without credible justification to be deposed with respect to any of the
allegations of the complaint, or his possible defenses thereto. It was
accordingly, appropriate that he not be permitted to testify later?5

(25)
Similarly, the other sanctions imposed by Judge Howder-refusing

to permit introduction of documents withheld during discovery, and
permitting introduction of secondary evidence without objection to

shed light on issues as to which discovery had been resisted were also
proper exercises of the trial judge s discretionary authority to maintain
the integrity of the adjudicative process in the face of respondents'

recalcitrance , NLRB v. R. Sprague Son Co. 428 F.2d 938 (1st

Cir. 1970); NLRB v. Arn'ncan Art Industris , Inc. , supra 415 F.2d at

1229--'0.
For the foregoing reasons we shall sustain those findings of violation

(all of which pertain only to Mr. Anderson) for which documentary and
testimonial evidence introduced by complaint counsel is alone insuffi-
cient support, and which, therefore , depend for their sustenance upon
the sanctions entered by the ALJ. These findings appear at I.D. 133
135 171 174 179, and 182. We note again , however, that insofar as our
order in this case is concerned , the foregoing conclusions arc irrelevant
inasmuch as each order provision is independently warranted by
findings of other deceptive practices that do not depend upon the
sanctions for their support.

Miscellaneous Allegations of Procedural Error

, Prelusion of tetimony by Mr. Andersn was also justified in order to prevent unfair aurpns. to complaint
counsel , a point J'"egnize by Mr . Andcrsn s couIII , who acknowledge that if Mr. Andersn choo to tetify it
would be appropriate that complaint coun.'l1 be pennitte to depo him beforehand. (Repons of Raymond Andenln

to Molion for Impoition of Sanctions, etc , filed Augusl29, 1977, p. 6.) At no time following this suggstion doe it

appear that Mr. Anderson ever indicate a desire to tetify at the heangs, or that he offere oomplaint counll the
opportunity to depose him.
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Respondents ' remaining contentions merit little discussion. It is
alleged that Judge Howder erred by admitting a variety of documents
into the record , including a summary of 3847 consumer complaints
received by the Federal Trade Commission against respondents. As
noted above (p. 19) these documents were admitted pursuant to the
sanctions, to compensate complaint counsel for evidence as to the
magnitude of abuse that they might have obtained had respondents

complied with discovery requests. The consumer complaints were
utilized only as an adjunct to massive record testimony of deceptive
practices , and serve merely as one quantitative indicator of the volume
of consumer injury. Tbey were properly admitted , under the circum-
stances , for this limited purpose. (26)

Respondents allege that other documents were improperly admitted.
One of these documents was not admitted (CX 1045), some do not exist
(CX 4575-6), and of those that were admitted, Judge Howder acted
well within the discretion of an administrative law judge in so doing.

Respondents also allege error in the failure of Judge Howder to
grant them discovery to determine whether certain evidence intro-
duced into the record may have been improperly obtained by complaint
counsel. Respondents have , however, made no plausible showing that
would warrant this sort of fishing expedition. The fact that complaint
counsel have made contact with various other law enforcement
authorities concerned with CRC's practices is no basis for any inference
that protective orders or grand jury secrecy have been breached.
Denial of the discovery requests was well within the discretion of thejudge. 

Finally, respondents contend that a consent agreement executed by
CRC with the United States Postal Service on the day Judge Howder
initial decision was entered obviates the need for a Commission order
in this case. The Postal Service order, however, is in several important
respects less extensive tban that entered by Judge Howder. Of
greatest significance , the order covers only vacation certificates , while
Judge Howder s covers all products.

Many of the deceptive practices involved in this case are readily
transferable to a wide range of products, and the public requires

protection against such transference. Indeed, tbe record already
reflects the use of deceptive practices with respect to a variety of
products other than vacation certificates (e. sewing machines

treasure chests). Moreover, the Postal Service order appears to extend
only to Columbia Research Corporation , not to Raymond Anderson
individually. It, therefore , leaves open the possibility that Mr. Ander-
son will simply walk a way from a bankrupt CRC as he left the 93 000
unsecured creditors of MDC-free of their claims and free to resume
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the same exploitive practices through yet another corporate shell. The
order entered herein wil forbid this on pain of civil penalties.

Order

Respondents have not objected to any specific provisions of the
order, arguing only that no order should enter for the reasons discussed
herein. We have entered the order recommended by Judge Howder
with minor stylistic changes , and with one small change of substance.
(27)

The change of substance is that the phrase "thirty (30) days" in
Paragraph I(7)(b) has been changed to "fifteen (15) days . As revised
Paragraph 1(7) now requires inter alia that respondents acknowledge
requests by their customers for accommodations within (a) any time
period specifically, clearly, and conspicuously disclosed in their initial
solicitation, or (b) if no time period is disclosed , then within 15 days.

The record reveals that one of the difficulties encountered by
consumers who sent in their $15 expecting a reasonable vacation
opportunity in return , was that long periods of time were consumed in
attempting to obtain confirmed reservations. In some cases , the long
lead times rendered the opportunity unsuitable to the consumer; in

other cases, the long lead times , followed by rejection of the proposed
choice and the necessity to make another, made use of the vacation
opportunity virtually impossible.

Judge Howder s proposed order would allow respondents to specify a
time within which reservation requests wil be acknowledged , and
require acknowledgment within 30 days if no time period is specified.
A 30-day acknowledgment period is , we believe, too long. Consumers
reasonably expect (absent disclosure to the contrary), that it should be
possible to acknowledge a request for accommodations within less than
30 days from the time the vacation arranger receives the request.
Complaint counsel , in their proposed order submitted to AI Howder
suggested a time period of 15 days, and we agree that this is
reasonable. 6 Again, we note that if respondents require a longer
period of time within which to acknowledge requests for reservations
they need only infor consumers before they send in their money that
the consumers can expect to wait some specified longer period of time

.6 A worthwhile comparwn may made with order Parph 1(10), whieh reuire repondenta to ship onlere
77rchandis within 30 days of reipt of an onler unles a different time period is speifed. This trks the
Commi8Bion s Trade Regulation Rule on Mail Orer Merchandise. It is obviously more difficult to arnge for the
shipment of merchandise than it is to mail a potc advising a consumer that a rervation reuest hWi ben acpte
or rejecte. Acon:lingly, absnt disclosure of how long either pl' should tae, COTlumer win nonnl1y expet the
shipment of merchandise to lake longer than the acknowledgment of a rervation reuest It il , therefore,
appropriate that Paragph 1(7) speify a ahortr time period than Pargrph 1(10), although agin , we note that
respondents are to establish any time period they wish for acknowledging rervati011 or shipping merchandi
!! long as consumers ar advise of this time period before having to commit money.
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before they wil (28Jbe told as to whether their request has been
accepted. This bit of highly material information will then permit
consUmers to assess more acutely whether the prof erred vacation
opportunity is worth the risk of $15.00.

With the foregoing substantive change , and minor stylistic changes
the order framed by Judge Howder, to the specifics of which
respondents have not objected , is appended and wil be entered.

FINAL ORDER

This matter has been heard by the Commission upon the appeal of
counsel for respondents Raymond Anderson and Columbia Research
Corporation from the initial decision, and upon briefs and oral
argument in support of and in opposition to the appeal. The Commis-
sion, for the reasons stated in the accompanying Opinion, has denied
the appeal. Therefore

It is ordeTed That the initial decision of the administrative law
judge , pages 1- , be adopted as the Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law of the Commission , except to the extent inconsistent with the
attached opinion. Other Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law of
the Commission arc contained in the accompanying Opinion.

It is jurtkeT ordeTed That the following order to cease and desist be
entered: (2J

ORDER

It is ordeTed That respondents Columbia Research Corporation

Raymond Anderson and Joseph Anderson , their successors and assigns
officers , directors , agents , representatives and employees , llircctly or
through any corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in

connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution
of vacation certificates and packages , sewing machines , household and
cosmetic products , mail order goods , or other goods or services, in or
affecting commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:

(1) Making or participating in the making, in any manner and by any
means, of false, misleading or deceptive representations for the
purpose of aiding in the securing of leads or prospects for the sale of
any product or service , the demonstrating of any product or service
the selling of any product or service , the distributing of any product or
service , or any other purpose.
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(2) Representing, in any manner and by any means , that respondents
are conducting a contest, unless:

(a) the contest is bona fide;
(b) an prizes advertised to be awarded win be awarded; and
(c) respondents maintain all records pertaining to such contest for

three (3) years subsequent to the end of the contest.
(3) Representing, in any manner and hy any means , that recipients of

respondents ' solicitations are winners , or that prizes, awards or gifts
will be given, or the conditions under which such prizes, awards or gifts
win be given , including, but not limited to , representation by use of
such terms as Hprizes

" "

awards

" "

winnings,

" "

gifts

" "

bonuses
frec" or terms of similar import and meaning, unless the recipients of

such prizes , awards or gifts incur no financial or other obligation as a
condition of obtaining such prizes , awards , or gifts. (3)

(4) Misrepresenting, in any manner and by any means, the character
of any business conducted by respondents , including, but not limited to
misrepresentation through misleading corporate names, misleading
titles for corporate officers, or statements or expressions conveying
that respondents engage in market research and analysis, conduct
incentive programs or promotions, or make use of a special method of
selecting prospective customers to receive respondents' solicitations.

(5) Representing, in any manner and by any means , that respondents
have co-sponsors or represent other companies , unless:

(a) the co-sponsorship or representation of another company is bona
fide; and

(b) the co-sponsors or represented companies have actual knowledge
of and have approved the use of any such representation by respon-
dents prior to respondents ' representation to any third party.

(6) Representing, in any manner and by any means , that recipients of
respondents ' solicitations have a limited time within which to reply to
or accept respondents ' offers , unless such time limitation is bona fide.

(7) Representing, in any manner and by any means , that recipients of
respondents ' solicitations can exercise a choice regarding the selection
of any product or service offered by respondents , including, but not
limited to, vacation times , locations or accommodations , unless such
choice selections are actuany made available and recipients receive a
response to their indication of such choice within a reasonable time
period.

For purposes of this paragraph

, "

a reasonable time period" shall be:
(a) that period of time specified in respondents ' solicitation if such

period is clearly and conspicuously disclosed in the solicitation; or (4)
(b) if no period of time is clearly and conspicuously disclosed , a period
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of fifteen (15) days following the date that the recipient's indication of

choice is received by respondents or by a designate agent of
respondents.

(8) Misrepresenting, in any manner and by any means, the nature of
respondents ' goods and services , the stated value of their goods and
services , the total cost of their goods and services, the retail price of
their goods and services , or any other price or value against which the
goods and services offered in respondents' solicitations are being
compared , including, but not limited to, misrepresentation by use of
such terms as "full-size

" "

savings

" "

value

" "

special

" "

retail price

regular price

" "

list price

" "

former price" or terms of similar import
and meaning, or misrepresentation by failing to clearly and conspicu-
ously disclose, in the solicitation or other promotion , that purchasers
wil or may incur additional costs in connection with the purchase of
respondents ' goods and services , such as delivery costs , or extra room
charges, and the approximate amount of room charges, and the
approximate amount of each additional cost.

(9) Failing to clearly and conspicuously disclose , in any manner and
by any means, in any solicitation or other promotion , any relationship
between respondents' offer and the subsequent sales promotion of
other products or services by respondents and/or other companies

including, but not limited to, the promotion of land or property sales
programs.

(10) Failing to deliver goods or perform services ordered by
purchasers from respondents within a reasonahle time period. If
delivery or performance cannot be completed within such a reasonable
time period , then respondents shall clearly and conspicuously offer in
writing to such purchaser, no later than at the expiration of the

reasonable time period, an option either to consent to a dclay in

delivery or performance or to cancel his or her order and receive a full
refund which shall be sent by respondents by first class mail within
seven (7) working days of the date on which respondents receive such

purchaser s notice of cancellation. (5)

For purposes of this paragraph

, "

a reasonable time period" shall be:
(a) that period of time specified in respondents' solicitation if such

period is clearly and conspicuously disclosed to the purchaser in the
solicitation; or

(b) if no period of time is clearly and conspicuously disclosed , a period
of thirty (30) days following the date that the purchaser s order is
received by respondents or by a designated agent of respondents.

(11) Representing, in any manner and by any means, that any
product or service offered in respondents ' solicitations is guaranteed or
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warranted , including, but not limited to, representation by use of such
terms as "guarantee," "warranty,

" "

money-back guarante" or terms
of similar import and meaning, unless the terms, conditions and

limitations of the guarantee or warranty, the identity of the guarantor
or warrantor and the manner in which the guarantor or warrantor will
perform thereunder are clearly and conspicuously disclosed in wrting
in the solicitation, and unless respondents promptly and fully perform
all of their obligations and requirements under the terms of such

guarantee or warranty.
(12) Failing to respond to each and every written inquiry concerning

transactions with customers within seven (7) working days after the
date respondents receive such inquiry.

(13) Making or participating in the making, in any manner and by
any means, of any of the above representations unless respondents
actually have a reasonable basis for so doing.

II.

It is furtMr ordered That respondents Columbia Research Corpora-

tion, Raymond Anderson and Joseph Anderson, their successors and
assigns, officers, directors, agents, representatives and employees
directly or through any corporation, subsidiary, division or other
device , in connection with the advertising, offering for sale, sale or
distribution of vacation certificates and packages , sewing machines
household and cosmetic products, mail order goods, or other goods or
services , in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, shall maintain: (6)

(1) Legible copies of all wrtten inquiries concerning transactions
with customers , and the responses thereto. Such correspondence shall
be maintained for a period of not less than three (3) years from the
date each piece of correspondence is received or sent by respondents.

(2) Records which disclose the following information:
(a) the name and address of each customer requesting a refund;
(b) the date that respondents receive each request for a refund;
(c) if a refund has been granted, the amount of the refund and the

date that it was sent to the customer;
(d) if a refund has been denied, a copy of the written request, the

date a written explanation of the denial was sent to the customer and a
copy of the written explanation.

Such records shall be maintained for a period of not less than three (3)
years from the date that the customer sent in the request for a refund.

Respondents shall grant any duly authorized representative of the
Federal Trade Commission , upon reasonable notice of time and place

324-971 0-111- 16: 
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access to all records that are required to be maintained under Parts I
I! and IV of this order, and shall furnish to the Federal Trade
Commission any copies of such records that are requested by any of its
duly authorized representatives.

It is furthRr orered That the complaint be, and hereby is , dismissed
as to respondent Juanita Anderson.

Compliance with the terms of this order in no way re1ieves
respondents from the obligation to comply with all applicable statutes
and Trade Regulation Rules of the Federal Trade Commission
pertaining to mail order sales, warranties or any other subject (7)
whether or not related to this order. In the event that any such statute
or Trade Regulation Rule imposes upon respondents contradictory, as
opposed to additional or more stringent, duties, respondents may
petition the Federal Trade Commission for a modification of this order
or for an exemption from the pertinent Trade Regulation Rule.

It is furthRr ordered That respondents shall distribute a copy of this
order to all operating divisions of Columbia Research Corpration and
to present or future employees, agents or representatives of said

corporation , and that respondents shall secure from each such individu-
al a signed statement acknowledging receipt of said order.

It is furthRr ordered That, for a period of twenty (20) years
following the effective date of this order, respondent Raymond
Anderson shall promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance
of his then current business or employment and of each affiliation with
a new business or employment. Each such notice shall include the
individual respondent's new business address and a statement of the
nature of the business or employment in which the respondent is newly
engaged as well as a description of the respondent' s duties, responsibil-
ities and financial interest in connection with the business or employ-
ment. The expiration of the notice provision of this paragraph shall not
affect any other obligation arising under this order.

It is further ordered That, for a period of ten (10) years following
the effective date of this order, respondent Joseph Anderson shall
promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his then

current business or employment and of each affiliation with a new
business or employment. Each such notice shall include the individual
respondent' s new business address and a statement of the nature of the
business or employment in which the respondent is newly engaged as
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well as a description of the respondent's duties , responsibilities and
financial interest in connection with the business or employment. The
expiration of the obligations of this paragraph shall not affect any
other obligation arising under this order.

It is furtlwr ordered That respondent shall notify the Commission at
least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent, Columbia Research Corporation, such as dissolution
assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor corpora-
tion , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in
the corporation which may affect compliance obligations arising out of
this order. (8)

It is further ordered That respondents herein shall within sixty (60)
days and one (1) year following the effective date of the order, and at

such other times as the Commission may require, file with the

Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and
form in which they have complied with the order.


